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SOVIET LEGAL INNOVATION AND THE LAW OF THE
WESTERN WORLD

The government of Soviet Russia wrote new laws for Russia that were as revo-
lutionary as its political philosophy. These new laws challenged social relations
as they had developed in Europe over centuries. These laws generated intense
interest in the West. To some, they were the harbinger of what should be done
in the West and, hence, a source for emulation. To others, they represented a
threat to the existing order. Western governments, like that of the Tsar, might
be at risk if they held to the old ways. Throughout the twentieth century,
Western governments remade their legal systems, incorporating an astonish-
ing number of laws that mirrored the new Soviet laws. Western law became
radically transformed over the course of the twentieth century, largely in the
direction of change that had been charted by the government of Soviet Russia.

John Quigley is the President’s Club Professor in Law at the Moritz College
of Law at the Ohio State University. After earning his A.B., LL.B., and M.A.
at Harvard University, he was an instructor in Russian at Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, a Research Fellow at the faculty of law of Moscow State
University, and a research associate at Harvard Law School and has written
three books regarding Russian law. He has served as the editor of the Bulletin on
Current Research in Soviet and East European Law and has published numerous
articles on Soviet law.
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Preface

In the autumn of 1887, Vladimir Ilich Ulianov, a young Russian of a
middle-class family, enrolled to study law at the Imperial Kazan Uni-
versity. Ulianov was not destined, however, to do well at the university.
His elder brother had just been executed for an attempt on the life
of the tsar. Like his brother, Ulianov traveled in anti-tsarist circles. At
the university, Ulianov associated with revolutionary-minded students,
and in December of 1887 he was expelled.

Ulianov did not give up on law study, however. He applied for re-
admission at Kazan. Refused there, he requested permission from the
government to go abroad to a university. That, too, was refused. Know-
ing that he would not be admitted to any Russian university in the nor-
mal way, he applied to become an external student at the university in
St. Petersburg. That route would let him qualify in law, but he would
not attend classes. He would study on his own. Ulianov’s mother wrote
a letter in support of his application, and he was admitted.

Ulianov learned and re-learned the law of tsarist Russia. Tsarist
law was distasteful to Ulianov. For him, it rationalized and reinfor-
ced unequal social relations. It ensured that the downtrodden would
remain so.

Despite his disdain, the youthful Ulianov studied what he needed to
learn of tsarist law. In 1891, he sat for the examination in St. Petersburg
to qualify for the practice of law. He not only passed, but scored the
highest possible mark on every sub-part of the examination, the only
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student that year to do so. Ulianov knew the hated law of the tsar better
than any of his peers.1

A generation later, Ulianov, by then known as Lenin, declared the
tsar’s legislation void – lock, stock, and barrel. Not an article of what
Ulianov had mastered in 1891 would remain on the books. In its place
would come new enactments, differently grounded, containing norms
that would change the face of Russia.

Beyond Russia, Lenin’s repudiation of tsarist law had worldwide
ramifications. Lenin and the Bolshevik party he headed espoused legal
concepts that challenged the foundations of Western society. The gov-
ernments of the Western world did not provide a good life for their
people, the Bolsheviks charged. People could live better, more produc-
tive lives without fear of the hardships that might befall them through
the playing out of the forces of the market.

The overthrow of the tsar and his law set an uncomfortable prece-
dent for the West. If the law of Russia could be overturned at the stroke
of a pen, what then of the law of other countries? Could the common
law of England, or the Roman law of Europe, as easily be turned aside?

As matters developed, the leaders of the Western world were able
to maintain themselves and their legal orders. But to do so, they could
not run in place. They parried Lenin’s thrusts to blunt the impact in
their realms of his biting critique of their rule. A dialectic developed
between the Soviet Union and the West. In its efforts to counter the
Soviet Union, the West absorbed many of the ideas it found threatening.

As Western leaders adjusted their policies, they changed the legal
systems of their countries. The change did not come overnight or in a
single package of new laws. Nor did it come at the same pace every-
where in the Western world. But come it did, and with a force that
would render Western law by the turn of the twenty-first century light
years different from Western law at the turn of the twentieth. Western
law did not disappear, but it did not remain the same.

This interaction between the Soviet Union and the West was little
understood when the Soviet Union departed the international scene
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in 1991. To Western leaders and to most analysts, the Soviet demise
marked the end of an unpleasant episode, without a tomorrow. The
Soviet Union was seventy years of a tragic mistake.

Communism was dead. Capitalism had defeated it and would
replace it in the countries that had purported to follow it. The United
States sponsored “rule of law” seminars and personnel exchanges, to
plant the ideas of law as understood in the West. Communism was
safely buried, and in its grave lay whatever ideas its advocates had pro-
moted. This book explores how the ideas about law espoused by Lenin
and his associates were received in the West.

I was launched into the study of law in the Soviet Union by the
satellite (Sputnik) that was launched by the Soviet Union in 1957.
The American government determined it must know more about the
Soviet threat, a task that was complicated by the fact that American
scholars had little access to Soviet society. The U.S. Congress passed
the National Defense Education Act. Efforts were to be made in higher
education to understand the USSR and to counteract the Soviet threat.
President Dwight Eisenhower negotiated a treaty with the Soviet Union
for the exchange of scholars. The Soviet government sought access
to the West, and the West sought access to the Soviet Union. Each
calculated that it would gain more than it would lose.

I was part of this high-stakes chess match. My base of operation was
just up the hill from the Kremlin, the center of Soviet political power.
Leonid Brezhnev had assumed control, and the Cold War showed no
signs of abating. I gained an opportunity to observe, albeit within lim-
its, the society whose confrontation with the West was the defining
circumstance of an era.

What was striking to a young scholar about the concepts promoted
in Soviet legal and political philosophy was precisely the challenge they
posed to the West. Everything I had previously been told was good
was evil. The free market was bad. Only an organized economy could
serve social needs. The rule of law, seen in the West as the basis of
social order, was only a stop-gap approach to the proper regulation
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of life in society. Instead, life should be organized so that law is not
needed. Rather than punishing individuals who violate rules, society
should reorganize itself to eliminate the urge to bad conduct.

One might embrace this philosophy as foretelling an improvement
over society as conceived in the West. One might reject it as utopian,
or, even worse, as a cover for institutionalized force. In any event, it
was a point of view that required a re-thinking of concepts.

At the level of international politics, statesmen too were examining
the Soviet ideas and reacting to them. Their reaction forms the subject
of this book. In that reaction may be found a key to what differentiates
Western law of today from Western law as it stood when Lenin sat for
the St. Petersburg law examination in 1891.

John Quigley
Columbus, Ohio
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1

The Industrial Revolution and the Law

FROM THE MOMENT THE BOLSHEVIKS TOOK POWER IN

Russia, Western governments worried that the Soviet idea might
spread.1 Earlier revolutions had spread like a “contagion” – the Papal
Revolution of the twelfth century, the Protestant Reformation of the
sixteenth century, the English Revolution of the seventeenth century,
the American Revolution of the eighteenth century.

These revolutions, wrote Harold Berman, had “enormous all-
Western repercussions,” namely, “a reaction of fear and hostilities in
other countries – fear of the spread of the revolutionary virus, hostility
toward the nation that was its bearer.” The Western world was united
by ties of history and the kinship of the monarchies. What happened
in one country affected another.

The process of reaction to revolution, as described by Berman, was
that “when the revolution had settled down in its home country, the
other countries accepted a mild version of it.” Berman detailed the
impact of these revolutions, including the Bolshevik: “after the Luther
revolution had subsided in Germany, absolute monarchies with a strong
civil service appeared in England, France, and other countries; after the
Puritan Revolution had subsided in England, constitutional monarchies
and quasiparliamentary institutions emerged on the European conti-
nent in the late 1600s and early 1700s; after the French and American
revolutions had subsided, the English enlarged the electorate to include

3
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the middle classes in 1832; and after the Russian Revolution had
subsided, ‘socialist’ or ‘new deal’ governments appeared in the 1930s
in Western Europe and the United States.”2

The most recent social revolution had been but a century before.
Napoleon came to power in France and challenged the notion of
monarchy, alarming European royalty. To thwart domestic unrest, the
monarchs of Europe accepted constitutional limitations to accommo-
date Napoleon. The absolute powers of monarchs devolved onto leg-
islative bodies and government ministers.

Western leaders viewed the Bolshevik Revolution with the same
dread with which their predecessors had viewed Napoleon. “The atti-
tude of Europe and America to the Russian Revolution has been as
blind and as irrational as their attitude to the French Revolution a cen-
tury and a half ago,” said the socialist lawyer Harold Laski. “In each
case, they sought to build a cordon sanitaire about ideas because the
rights of property were called into question.”3

Socialist Ideas in Nineteenth Century Law

The threat the Soviet government posed was the greater because it did
not base itself on concepts homegrown in Russia. Its grounding was in
ideas developed in Europe, with Karl Marx as the principal exponent.
Those ideas involved an analysis of an industrial revolution that had
been born in England and then spread to the Continent. If Marx’s
ideas could inspire revolution in backward, agrarian Russia, they had
even greater potential in the countries that had spawned the industrial
revolution.

Marx’s ideas had already found reflection in the law of Europe.
The industrial revolution put pressure on governments to protect those
who could not survive in the competition to make a living. The dark
side of industrialization was apparent to any who would look. The
mechanization of manufacturing came at a time when the population

4
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of laborers was high. The new machinery could produce with less
labor input. Workers were in a weak position to seek good wages or
conditions of employment. Owners of manufacturing establishments
could extract labor at low wages.

The extremes of wealth and poverty were chronicled by novelists and
social commentators. Robber barons fleeced the public, unhampered
by any countervailing force. Governments did not restrain capitalists.
The economy was a perpetual roller coaster. In good times, compa-
nies overproduced, and when the goods could not be sold they laid off
workers, resulting in recessions or depressions. Irreplaceable natural
resources were exploited for profit, with little control. In some indus-
tries, instead of the competition that was the raison d’être of the system,
the strong companies drove out the weak, creating monopolies.

Marx saw no way out of the exploitation so long as ownership of
the means of production remained in private hands. The issues that
Western governments addressed were to Marx only the symptoms of a
fatally ill body politic. The reforms were mere tinkering with a machine
that could not function. Marx described and analyzed the concentration
of productive resources that accompanied the industrial revolution.4

He said that the capitalist order was based on profit, and that in order
to compete successfully, entrepreneurs had to give their workers as
little as possible.5 In the cycles in economic life that led periodically
to overproduction of goods, with high unemployment, Marx saw an
inevitability.6 A mechanism needed to be found to ensure appropriate
levels of production at all times.

Marx’s Das Kapital gave a name to the socio-economic order that
emerged from the industrial revolution. Capital was the money invested
in an enterprise, and Marx used the term, adding an “ism,” to define
the entire system.

Marx’s Das Kapital was highly influential. By choosing the term
“capitalism,” Marx focused on the less human side of things, and the
term became a pejorative. Defenders of the existing order scurried to
invent other terms that would put the system in a more favorable light.

5
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They called it “free enterprise” or “market economy” or “the free
market.”

Marx was not alone in challenging the sweatshops of Europe’s towns
and cities. Nineteenth century social reformers of less radical persua-
sion tried to improve the situation. Governments assumed a role to
ameliorate the abuses. In England, child labor laws were enacted to
keep factory owners from working children inordinately long hours.7

In France, old age pensions were introduced.8

The concept that law is a product of struggle of social classes was
already current in Europe in the late nineteenth century.9 Marxist
thought established itself there in a political movement called social
democracy. “The theory of law as a product of class struggle,” wrote
Roscoe Pound, “drew attention to the unequal operation of doctrines
derived by the nineteenth-century method of abstraction upon the basis
of an assumed natural equality when applied in a society in which
industrial progress had resulted in well defined classes. This unequal
operation of legal precepts based on a theoretical equality became the
subject of study by a group of socialist jurists.”10

The Austrian Karl Renner or the Dutchman Willem Bonger viewed
law as a product of struggle between social classes.11 The view of law
as class-based also drew the attention of jurists who did not define
themselves as socialist. They, too, argued for changes in the law to
protection those who lacked economic power.12

Even before the Bolshevik Party came to power in Russia in 1917,
the West paid heed to the Marxist critique. The revolutionary activity
in Europe in 1848, inspired by Marxist ideas, brought a reaction from
European governments, concerned at the prospect of the revolution
that was being threatened by those who shared Marx’s analysis.13

Reforms were introduced to accommodate working-class demands,
just as, following Napoleon’s challenge to monarchy, a number of coun-
tries introduced constitutional reform in the direction of republican-
ism. In the 1880s, Germany instituted the first social insurance pro-
grams. To German workers, insurance for illness was provided in 1883,

6
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for on-the-job injuries in 1884, and for old age in 1889.14 In Great
Britain, by the late nineteenth century, socialist ideas influenced leg-
islation being adopted by Parliament.15 Western governments began
to intervene in the economy, seeking to avoid the damaging effects of
cyclical changes.16

New political parties were formed, espousing reforms in the direc-
tion suggested by Marx, but stopping short of advocating the over-
throw of the owning class. Social democracy took hold in Scandinavia
and elsewhere in Europe, becoming eventually the major political force
on the continent.17

Even across the Atlantic, efforts were made to curb what were viewed
as the excesses of capitalism. In 1887, the U.S. Congress established
the Interstate Commerce Commission to regulate the prices charged by
railroads.18 U.S. Senator John Sherman introduced legislation to stop
monopolistic activity by large firms. The U.S. Congress adopted it in
1890: “Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise,
or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several
States, or with foreign nations, is hereby declared to be illegal.”19

To colleagues who thought that his bill was overly restrictive of busi-
ness, Sherman invoked the specter of revolution: “Sir, now the people
of the United States as well as of other countries are feeling the power
and grasp of these combinations, and are demanding of every Leg-
islature and of congress a remedy for this evil, only grown into huge
proportions in recent times. They had monopolies and mortmains of
old, but never before such giants as in our day. You must heed their
appeal or be ready for the socialist, the communist, and the nihilist.
Society is now disturbed by forces never felt before.”20

More broadly in the United States, a movement developed to curb
what were viewed as the excesses of a free market economy. Progres-
sivism exerted a strong influence in the early years of the twentieth cen-
tury, its adherents securing reform legislation at the state and federal
levels of government. Progressives promoted regulation of banks and
railroads, and women’s suffrage.21 Progressives viewed themselves as

7
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an alternative to socialism. Progressive leaders decried “the menace of
Socialism as evidenced by its growth in the colleges, churches, newspa-
pers,” viewing their reform efforts as blunting the calls for more radical
political change then coming from American socialists.22

Despite these initiatives in Europe and North America, Western
law underwent no fundamental change during the nineteenth century.
Western law remained rooted in the social conditions that predated the
industrial revolution. Europe’s nineteenth century civil codes, Roscoe
Pound wrote, “antedated modern industrial conditions; . . . In the juris-
tic new start represented by the codes such a thing as a class of indus-
trial laborers was unknown to the law. At that time the law only knew of
agricultural laborers.” Even the German Civil Code adopted in 1900,
Pound noted, failed to account for industrial conditions.23 In the United
States, the courts protected corporations against legislatures that tried
to regulate them.24

8
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2

Economic Needs as Legal Rights

THE ASCENT TO POLITICAL POWER OF A PARTY ESPOUSING

Marxism heightened the threat to Western governments. Soviet politi-
cal and legal philosophy posed a challenge to the West on issues span-
ning the full breadth of the law. In regard to the economy, a new notion
of rights of individuals on economic issues was espoused. Crime policy
was viewed in a new light. Equality of the sexes figured prominently in
Soviet thinking. Homosexuality and prostitution were analyzed anew.
Even relations between nations were revisited, in particular, Western
nations’ control over colonies.

The Soviet analysis of economics was central to the new thinking on
all issues. The revolutionaries were steeped in the Marxian analysis of
capitalism. Economics, proclaimed Friedrich Engels, determined other
aspects of society: “the production of the means to support human life –
and, next to production, the exchange of things produced – is the basis
of all social structure.”1

As Marx grasped the effects of the industrial revolution and how
it changed society from the rural-based economies that preceded it,
he concluded that this radical change in economics had changed the
political and social order.

In Russia, the government of the Bolshevik Party that emerged out
of the 1917 revolution took Marx’s analysis seriously. It derided West-
ern governments for providing formal legal equality to citizens but for

9
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presiding over an economic order that kept many citizens unequal in
fact.2 Lenin said that polities based on capitalism proclaimed formal
equality among citizens, but that this formal equality masked a fac-
tual inequality of social classes.3 This inequality was reflected, argued
Soviet jurists, in the legal order of a society based on capitalism.

Western law gave prominent place to private property and free-
dom of contract, but these were used oppressively by the owning class:
“Under the conditions of economic and political domination by capi-
tal, freedom and democracy are instruments of the bourgeoisie in sup-
pressing the exploited classes.”4

Soviet economics posed a threat to the West by the demonstration
effect of Soviet policies. If the Soviet government could achieve what
it proclaimed, then there was something fundamentally wrong with
capitalism. The Soviets challenged the West in the name of justice and
equality. Whereas the West asserted the sanctity of private property and
freedom of contract, the Soviets replied that these yielded economic
injustice.

The Soviets envisioned a social order in which inequity would dis-
appear. They proclaimed a goal of economic well-being for all citizens.
The Soviet government undertook to organize and operate the nation’s
economy, viewing such control as essential to providing full employ-
ment and social benefits. The state would plan production and avoid
the cyclical changes in employment levels found under capitalism.

The Soviet government nationalized industry.5 It nationalized pri-
vate land estates as well as the estates of the church, which were vast.
In a Decree on Land, it put these properties in the charge of newly
created local councils.6 “Land to the peasants” had been a Bolshevik
slogan, and it was one of the most popular. The Orthodox church had
held a third of the farm land, and its power was resented. The Russian
peasantry had always been poor, operating under feudal conditions
long after they had been eliminated in Western Europe. For the peas-
ants, the prospect that they would control the land was dizzying. To
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the notion of private ownership, the Decree on Land was a powerful
challenge.

When a civil code was adopted in 1922, it reinforced the nation-
alization of land by stipulating that land could not be the subject of
commerce. It proclaimed, “Land is the property of the state and can-
not be the subject of private trade.”7

Civil-legal relations were subjected to overriding societal concerns.
The civil code of Russia, adopted in 1922, was called by one Soviet
lawyer, “the classic model of a collection of civil legislation of a socialist
state.” He contrasted it to Napoleon’s civil code of 1804, which he
called “the classic model of a civil code of a bourgeois society.”8

The 1922 civil code proclaimed a societal interest underlying civil
relations by stipulating that the code protected civil-legal rights “except
for situations in which they are implemented in a way that contradicts
their socio-economic purpose.”9 The civil code stipulated that if a con-
tract were concluded in a way that harmed state interests, it would
be invalid, and any gain acquired under it would forfeit to the state
treasury.10

Worker Rights

Soviet legislation of the 1920s promised to ensure the welfare of the
population. Everyone would have a roof over their heads, they would
be provided medical care, and they would have jobs. No government
in history had assumed such responsibilities.

Laws on worker rights were perhaps the most radical. A right to
work was guaranteed to “all able-bodied citizens” at “the compensation
established for the given type of work.”11 A worker, once employed, was
protected by a tenure system. A worker who performed a job properly
was guaranteed virtually life-time employment. In labor relations in the
West, employers had complete discretion to dismiss a worker, under
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a doctrine known as employment at will.12 But Soviet law required
management to show unfitness to perform the job before an employer
could dismiss a worker.13

Health insurance was instituted for workers, paid by employers.14

Disability benefits were established for time off during illness.15 Ben-
efits for the unemployed were established.16 Payment of salary was
guaranteed to workers if out of work on temporary disability.17 Lenin
taunted Western governments for not providing the rights that Soviet
law had introduced.18

An eight-hour maximum work day (six days a week) was decreed,19

shortened in 1928 to seven hours.20 Old-age pensions were provided
starting at age 50.21 Stays in health spas were to be allocated free of
charge to workers employed in state-owned factories.22 Special schools
were established to enable workers to gain high school and higher
degrees.23

Wages and work conditions were to be established in union-
employer agreements negotiated through collective bargaining. In case
of disagreement over the terms, the Commissariat of Labor was given
decision-making authority.24 The Commissariat established special
courts to decide such disputes.25

Attacking the capitalist idea that the owner decides how to run an
enterprise, Soviet legislation called for elective worker councils in pri-
vate enterprises, to make basic policy decisions on matters such as the
purchase of raw materials and the sale of finished products.26 West-
ern capitalists were threatened with a loss of control over their own
investments.

Perhaps the most significant challenge to the West in Soviet labor
policy was the doctrine that able-bodied citizens have a right to a job.
Declaration of such a right was particularly dangerous when the world
economy shortly entered the Depression.

The industrial revolution had, as we saw, led to what Marx called
an industrial reserve army, large numbers of persons who were perma-
nently unemployed. Workers throughout the nineteenth century had
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demanded that the government assure them of jobs. During the 1848
revolution in France, the workers forced the provisional government
to issue decrees to guarantee work to every citizen, and to establish
government-run factories.27 The decrees were not implemented, but
the demand remained part of the workers’ political arsenal.

The Soviet government backed up its proclamation of a right to
work with projects that provided employment. In the late 1920s, the
government took major steps toward nationalizing the economy, with
the announcement of the first five-year plan. The government started
new industry and created jobs in the process.28 Unemployment fell
sharply as a result.29

As Western economies fell into depression after September 1929,
with accompanying mass layoffs of workers, the Soviet economy pro-
vided high levels of employment. Implementation of these worker rights
by the Soviet government was far from perfect, but nonetheless the
challenge had been issued.

Worker rights were enshrined in the 1936 Soviet constitution. It
declared that the government would ensure employment to all. Workers
were guaranteed a seven-hour work day (42 hours a week), shortened
to six hours in physically demanding jobs, and to four hours in espe-
cially difficult jobs. Annual vacations were guaranteed, as were vacation
facilities in the form of country retreats.30

In the West, worker rights, to the limited extent they existed at all,
were not found in constitutions. Constitutions were reserved for polit-
ical rights, like association and speech. Coming in the midst of the
Great Depression, the Soviet constitutional guarantee of a job was a
formidable challenge.

But jobs were only the beginning. The 1936 constitution said that
pensions would be guaranteed to those retiring from jobs, as well as
to those out of work because of illness. Free medical care would be
guaranteed as well.31 That was a particularly bold promise, and one
the government would be hard pressed to fulfill. Nonetheless, the idea
of a constitutional right to free medical care differed profoundly from
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the situation in the West, where governments took little responsibil-
ity for medical care, leaving the matter almost entirely to the free
market.

Education, too, would be guaranteed, free of charge through the
university level. In addition to free tuition, university students would
receive state-provided living allowances.32

Labor Laws Protecting Women

Radical change also came regarding women as workers. August Bebel
had written that women were the victims of discrimination. They are
“paid off with wages that are too high to die, and too low to live on.”33

Soviet labor legislation gave women rights that were accorded them
in other countries only much later. In the event of staff cuts, women
were not to be dismissed more readily than men, and single moth-
ers with children under one year of age were to be given preference
in retention.34 Paid maternity leave was decreed with a guarantee of
return to prior employment following childbirth. Benefits would be
paid to manual workers eight weeks before and eight weeks after con-
finement, and to non-manual workers six weeks before and six weeks
after confinement.35 Nursing mothers were given the right to a job near
their homes and to government-provided child care near their home or
place of employment.36 Expectant mothers were not to be transferred
or sent on business journeys without their consent; overtime was for-
bidden for manual workers from the fifth month of pregnancy and
while nursing.37

These protective laws ran the risk, to be sure, of making women
less desirable employees than men. But they were seen as necessary to
allow women to combine child-rearing with a work career.

Women’s equality was included in the 1936 constitution, which said
that women were guaranteed “equal rights with men in all aspects of
economic, governmental, cultural, and socio-political life.” In labor
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relations, said the constitution, women were guaranteed an equal right
with men to employment, equal pay, equal vacation rights, and equal
social insurance benefits. They were also guaranteed equal educational
opportunities. State subventions were guaranteed to single mothers
and to mothers with large numbers of children, working mothers were
guaranteed time off with pay during pregnancy and childbirth, and
state-provided birthing clinics, nurseries, and kindergartens.38

Housing, Health Care, Education

Soviet law also challenged the West by guaranteeing economic welfare
even beyond the labor relationship.39 Housing was a serious problem
in Russia, and the Soviet government took radical steps to address it.
The government began housing construction in the towns and cities to
which migration occurred in connection with industrialization. A. Allan
Bates, Director of the Office of Standards Policy at the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, said that Soviet housing construction eventually
made the USSR “the only nation which has solved the problem of
providing acceptable low cost housing for its masses of citizens.”40

Immediately after taking power in 1917, the Soviet government
declared a rent moratorium for the duration of the World War for work-
ers earning less than 400 rubles per month, which was the average wage
of a skilled worker.41 In 1919, the Soviet government froze rents at the
levels existing on July 1 of that year,42 and state-owned factories began
to provide apartments rent-free to workers.43 In 1921, it decreed aboli-
tion of payment for rent and utilities for urban workers in nationalized
housing.44 Whereas rent payment was soon re-introduced, it was kept
to levels set by statute.45 A tenant in public housing was given perma-
nent tenure.46 The government introduced rent control and proclaimed
a goal of providing housing free of charge to working people.47

Death of a breadwinner gave rise to a right to a living subsidy under a
“family insurance” scheme enacted in 1921. Allowances would be paid
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for a child up to sixteen years of age, for a wife with a child up to eight
years, and for parents who were unable to work.48 Free government-
provided medical care was espoused as a goal. The government did
not have the means to put the idea into practice in the 1920s and had
to wait until the industrialization of the 1930s to do so.49
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3

Equality in the Family

EVEN BEYOND THE LABOR ARENA, A KEY BOLSHEVIK ISSUE

was the rights of women. All through the period leading up to the 1917
revolution, the party criticized Russia and the West for keeping women
in a status of legal inferiority. When the Bolsheviks assumed power,
women’s equality was one of the first issues addressed, by reforms
in domestic relations law. The Soviet approach broke sharply with
Western law.

Western Law on Status of Spouses

Max Rheinstein, a scholar of European law, described nineteenth
century family relations as “patriarchal in structure.” The husband-
father was “the undisputed head; he was the ruler who governed his
small realm just as the King of France, after the restoration of the
Bourbons, governed his large one. The householder’s subjects were his
wife, his children, and his servants, domestics as well as farmhands
or the craftsman’s apprentices and journeymen, who often enough
lived in the master’s house as members of the household.”1 Wife
beating was tacitly permitted. In English common law, a husband
enjoyed the right of “chastisement” over his wife, which allowed him to
beat her.
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In Europe at the time, the husband was accorded a role of pre-
dominance in the marital relationship.2 In Swedish law, a woman was
considered to be under her husband’s guardianship.3 Under English
common law, as was followed at the time in both Canada and the United
States, the husband was head of the household and the legal represen-
tative of the wife. Under France’s Civil Code, a wife owed “obedience
to her husband.”4 A wife was obliged “to live with her husband and to
follow him wherever he chooses to reside.”5 The status of a married
woman, under the French code, involved so few rights that she was
considered as lacking legal capacity.6

This predominant role was accorded to the husband, to be sure, on
the premise that he act to the benefit of his wife and children.7 The
husband was obliged to provide for the family as breadwinner.8

A husband had the right to make important family decisions. The
German Civil Code gave a husband the right to “decide all matters of
matrimonial life,” including place of residence.9 A wife in Germany
needed her husband’s permission to go on a journey or to obtain a
passport.10 The Swiss Civil Code characterized the husband as “head
of the conjugal union” who “chooses the place of abode.”11 The Dutch
Civil Code called the husband “head of the family”12 and said that
“the wife owes obedience to the husband and is bound to follow him
wherever he thinks fit to take up his domicile.”13

The Austrian Civil Code characterized the husband as “head of
the family” and obliged the wife “to follow her husband to his place
of residence” and “as far as domestic order requires, to obey and to
compel others to obey the measures directed by him.”14 The German
code gave the husband a right to manage his wife’s property and to
give his wife’s employer notice of termination of the employment.15

Under the Dutch code, the husband administered the wife’s property,
including personal chattels.16

A woman, upon marriage, took the man’s surname, a result required
by law in some countries.17 In Norway, a wife had “the right and the
duty to bear the husband’s name.”18 In some countries, like the United
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States, no such legal requirement existed, but strong custom made it
difficult for a wife not to adopt the husband’s surname.19

A husband’s nationality controlled that of the family, on the ratio-
nale that the husband was its head. The marriage of a woman to a
man of a different nationality changed her nationality automatically to
that of the man.20 Norway’s marriage law of 1918 was typical: “A for-
eign woman acquires by marriage with a Norwegian citizen the latter’s
nationality.”21

Divorce in Europe was severely restricted, and for women it was
typically less accessible than for men. A spouse had to prove a breach
of the marriage contract in order to obtain a divorce. In France, divorce
was available only for adultery, condemnation to infamous punishment,
or grave violation of marital duties.22 In Britain as well, divorce was
available only for adultery, and according to statute, a husband need
prove adultery only, whereas a wife had to prove cruelty or desertion
in addition to adultery.23

In Germany, grounds were more numerous. A spouse had to show
fault, examples of which were adultery, bigamy, insanity, unnatural
practice, attempt on a spouse’s life, or willful desertion.24 Swedish
law was more liberal, permitting divorce for specified fault grounds,
but without proof of fault if the spouses had been separated for one
year under a separation decree or three years without a separation
decree.25

Russian law on the family fell within the European pattern. Russia
under the tsars, if anything, was even more traditional in family mat-
ters, as the arrangement of marriages by parents was widely practiced.
Marriage and divorce were not handled by the government’s courts,
but through ecclesiastical rules and institutions. For Roman Catholics,
divorce was not provided. For Russian Orthodox, who accounted for
the bulk of the population, divorce was available only upon proof
of specified grounds, with proof requirements that rendered divorce
quite difficult.26 A wife was “obliged to obey her husband as head
of the family.”27 A Russian woman who married a foreigner lost her
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Russian nationality.28 In Russian law, a woman upon marriage auto-
matically assumed the man’s surname, with no option to retain her own
surname.29

As for the place of abode of the family, a woman under Russian
law was obliged to reside at a location selected by the man.30 Regard-
ing working outside the home, a woman could take a job only with
her husband’s consent.31 A husband’s legal power over his wife, said
one Russian commentator in 1896, was “unconditional,” regardless of
“how severe for the wife this power might be in a particular situation.”32

A Revolution in Domestic Relations Law

Soviet innovation in domestic relations was nothing short of dramatic.
The Bolshevik government rewrote family law on assumptions of equal-
ity between woman and man, rejecting the law as it existed in the West.
Fewer than two months after taking over the Winter Palace in St. Peters-
burg, the Bolshevik government adopted a decree on marriage, one of
its first legal enactments on any subject.33

A separate decree was adopted on divorce. Divorce was to be granted
at the request of either party, without any proof of grounds: “A mar-
riage shall be dissolved,” read the decree, “upon the request of both
spouses or of either one.”34 With the stroke of a pen, the ecclesiastical
strictures on divorce were gone. Under the divorce decree, if the judge
found that either or both of the spouses was asking for a divorce, it was
to be granted automatically.35 If both spouses sought the divorce, they
could, instead of going before a judge, simply register their divorce at
the civil registry.36

Within a year, a full code on the family was enacted, the first branch
of law to be fully codified. This 1918 code repeated the content of the
two 1917 decrees but introduced additional innovations.

The code gave women equal rights in all matters relating to mar-
riage.37 Marriage could be contracted only with the consent of both
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spouses.38 As in the 1917 decree, divorce was available on demand.
If both parties desired a divorce, they could simply register it at the
record office. If one party only sought a divorce, it would be granted
by a judge.39

The 1918 code stated that marriage would effect no change in citi-
zenship if the nationality of the spouses differed.40 The code required
spouses to adopt a common surname but permitted it to be either that
of the woman or that of the man, or a double surname combining the
two.41 A new family law code adopted in 1926 eliminated the require-
ment of adoption of a common surname, permitting the spouses to
retain their own surnames.42

If one spouse were to change residence, the other, under the 1918
code, was not obliged to follow.43 A wife was given equal legal authority
with the husband in decisions affecting their children.44

As to property, a wife controlled her own: “Marriage does not create
commonality of the property of spouses.”45 Tsarist law had provided
for community property between spouses. The 1918 code eliminated
community property in order to reduce the economic consequences of
marriage, in line with a Marxist approach to marriage. Under socialism,
marriage was not to be motivated by economic considerations but was
to be based solely on mutual affection. Spouses would be financially
autonomous from each other. No provision for alimony was made in
the 1918 code.

Engels’ Analysis of the Family

The Soviet innovations in family law flowed from a Marxist analysis of
social relations. Under this analysis, family law in capitalist countries
oppressed women by the privileges it gave to men.46 Family relations
occupied a prominent place in the Marxian analysis of society. In the
Communist Manifesto, Friedrich Engels and Karl Marx characterized
the relation between the sexes in capitalist society as one of exploitation
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of women: “The bourgeois sees in his wife a mere instrument of
production.”47

The marital relationship was the subject of a book-length study by
Engels, The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State in the
Light of the Researches of Lewis H. Morgan. Monogamy, Engels wrote,
emerged with the advent of private property, “the express purpose
being to produce children of undisputed paternity; such paternity is
demanded because these children are later to come into their father’s
property as his natural heirs.”48 Hence, marital fidelity was demanded
of women, but not of men.

Women, Engels said, were forced into marriage for survival because
employment opportunities were limited. A woman could do little in life
other than marry. She was a virtual captive in the marital relationship.
Disadvantaged economically, she was forced to marry to maintain an
existence.49

Engels did not, however, view this situation as inevitable. Viewing
the matter in historical terms, he found domination of women by men to
have commenced only with the emergence of private property. Engels
predicted that the fall of capitalism would bring equality:

[B]y transforming by far the greater portion, at any rate, of the per-
manent, heritable wealth – the means of production – into social
property, the coming social revolution will reduce to a minimum all
this anxiety about bequeathing and inheriting. Having arisen from
economic causes, will monogamy then disappear when these causes
disappear? One might answer, not without reason: far from disap-
pearing, it will on the contrary begin to be realized completely. For
with the transformation of the means of production into social prop-
erty there will disappear also wage labor, the proletariat, and there-
fore the necessity for a certain – statistically calculable – number of
women to surrender themselves for money. Prostitution disappears;
monogamy, instead of collapsing, at last becomes a reality – also
for men.50
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At the turn of the twentieth century, gender equality was taken up as a
political issue by the social-democratic wing of the Marxist movement.
Its foremost exponent was August Bebel, a founder of social democracy
in Germany. Bebel’s 1904 book Die Frau und der Socialismus [Woman
and Socialism] bemoaned gender discrimination as found in Western
law and found capitalism an impediment to equality.51

Soviet Reliance on Marx and Engels

The Bolsheviks took Engels’ analysis to heart. Alexandra Kollontai,
who served as People’s Commissar of Social Welfare, analyzed the
marital relationship as one in which property considerations pre-
dominated.52 Lenin spoke harshly about the regime of divorce in
Western law. Even if divorce were available in a formal sense, he said,
women were often compelled to remain in an unwanted marriage for
financial reasons. For a woman, “the right of divorce in most cases
remains unrealizable under capitalism, because the enslaved sex is
oppressed financially, because the woman in any democracy remains a
‘domestic slave’ under capitalism, a slave locked up in the bedroom, the
children’s room, the kitchen.”53 Lenin spared no words in condemning
tsarist law on marriage and divorce as “a source of bourgeois filth, of
depression, or servility.”54

Some Soviet lawyers thought that the state should not be involved
in regulating marriage. Marriage should be viewed as a private mat-
ter between individuals.55 Marriage should be eliminated as a legal
institution.56 However, the approach reflected in the early Soviet leg-
islation was to retain marriage as a legal institution but to eliminate
inequality. A woman would be legally and financially a man’s equal. A
woman once married would be equally able with the man to terminate
the relationship, because she would be able to find employment after a
divorce.
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One Step Backward

The 1918 Soviet family code, like other early Soviet laws, was a state-
ment of revolutionary principle. It broke with tradition to prepare
society for the advent of a socialist order. In certain respects, it was
too far ahead of its time to be practical. The Soviet Russian econ-
omy did not move ahead as fast as the law. In making woman and
man equal, the family code separated their property. In an economy in
which men were the main breadwinners, this provision disadvantaged
women upon divorce.

A new family code was promulgated in 1926. It stepped back from
the bold pronouncements of the 1918 code on marital property, and to
some extent even in marriage and divorce. The steps backward were
seen as necessary to protect the financial interests of women because
their earning capacity had not reached that of men, and also to ensure
proper care of children.

Unlike the 1918 code, the 1926 code deemed property earned by
the spouses during the marriage as community property.57 The 1918
code had run afoul of the fact that, during the 1920s, women were not
able to earn a salary on a par with men and the social base for financial
autonomy between spouses therefore did not exist. Community prop-
erty was revived from tsarist law to protect women. Dmitrii Kurskii,
commissar of justice, said there were too many cases “where a worker’s
wife, a housewife, runs the whole house, looks after the upbringing of
the little children,” but “does not receive anything for her pains after
the divorce because the husband – the worker – keeps everything.”58

Another element of retreat in the 1926 code was its recognition of de
facto, or common law, marriage. Many couples lived together unregis-
tered in the 1920s, and the break-up of these relationships often worked
a hardship on the woman because job opportunities were limited. The
1926 code said that such an informal marriage was the equivalent of a
registered marriage for purposes of property rights.59
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The 1926 code provided for the possibility of alimony. Alimony
could be ordered only if one of the spouses was unable to work, or,
though able to work, was unemployed.60 The rationale was to provide
for women who could not find work in the 1920s, when unemployment
was high. Alimony could be collected only for one year after a marriage
ended.61 The idea of a woman living for years on her husband’s earn-
ings still rankled in light of the ideas of gender equality.

Kollontai was outraged at the retrenchment reflected in the 1926
code. If women or children were disadvantaged financially, she thought
the state should provide for them. Child support and spousal support
obligations should be eliminated. Kurskii responded that “during the
present years of transition this problem must be solved on the basis of
existing conditions.”62

The Challenge of Soviet Family Law

Despite the 1926 changes, equality remained regarding relations within
the marriage and upon its termination. The view abroad of Soviet fam-
ily law, even after 1926, was of a new and radically different body of
law. The ease of divorce in the Soviet legislation was seen as a codi-
fication of a “free love” approach. In the West, Soviet family law was
viewed as revolutionary.63

The Soviet challenge to the traditional family was perhaps more
ominous to the West even than the challenge to property rights. In 1918,
Lenin already claimed credit for legislation that ended the traditional
legal inequality of women: “The Bolshevik, Soviet revolution,” he said
on International Women’s Day 1918 (March 8), “cuts at the root of
the oppression and inferiority of women more deeply than any party
or any revolution in the world has dared to do. Not a trace of inequality
between men and women before the law has been left in Soviet Russia.
The particularly base, despicable, and hypocritical inequality of marital
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and family rights, inequality in relation to the child, has been completely
abolished by the Soviet government.”64

Lenin boasted in 1919 that Soviet Russia had done “everything
required of us to put women in a position of equality.” He chided
Western Europe for having done less for women in the supposedly
enlightened era since the French Revolution: “in the course of two
years of Soviet power in one of the most backward countries of Europe,
more has been done to emancipate woman, to make her the equal of
the ‘strong’ sex, than has been done during the past 130 years by all
the advanced, enlightened, ‘democratic’ republics of the world taken
together.”65

Leon Trotsky struck a similar note. “The October revolution hon-
estly fulfilled its obligations in relation to woman,” he wrote of the early
post-revolution years. Trotsky mentioned both legal rights and access
to public life for women: “The young government not only gave her
all political and legal rights in equality with man, but, what is more
important, did all that it could, and in any case incomparably more
than any other government ever did, actually to secure her access to all
forms of economic and cultural work.”66
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4

Children and the Law

THE BOLSHEVIKS TURNED UPSIDE DOWN THE LAW ON THE

legal status of children, on child-bearing, and on the upbringing of
children. As we saw in Chapter 3, mother and father were to be equal
in authority in making decisions about the upbringing of children.
This legal equality of the parents gave a more prominent role to the
mother. Additionally, a concept of the responsibility of society as a
whole prompted other innovations. The Bolsheviks’ economic analysis
infused their approach as well.

Paternity

In one of its more radical features, the 1918 family code provided for
collective paternity. If no man acknowledged a child, the mother could
bring a legal action, as in other countries, to establish paternity. The
innovation came in those situations in which the woman had had mul-
tiple sexual partners around the time of conception. In most countries,
the court takes evidence to determine the identity of the child’s father.
But the 1918 family code, in a major departure, said that all the men
should be financially responsible for resulting offspring. It mattered not
which one actually fathered the child.1

This provision produced negative results. Where courts ordered
two or more men to pay support for a child, the mothers had difficulty
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enforcing the order against any of them.Experience under the 1918 code
was that the multiple “fathers” felt no real obligation toward the child.

The 1926 code reverted to the traditional approach to paternity. It
said that if the woman had had sexual relations with more than one man
around the time of conception, the court must determine which one
was most probably the father, and impose financial responsibility on
that man alone.2 Elimination of the collective responsibility of several
men aimed at providing better protection to the child.

Adoption

Adoption was outlawed in the 1918 family code: “From the date of
entry into force of this law, adoption of related or unrelated children is
not permitted. Any adoption after the date indicated in this article pro-
duces no obligations or rights for those adopting or those adopted.”3

The theory was that a child left without parents should be reared com-
munally, rather than in another private family. Adoption, it was feared,
might lead to the exploitation of child labor by adoptive parents.4

As with the 1918 code’s collective paternity provision, the adoption
provision turned out to be impractical. The years following 1918 had
not been good for children. Thousands of children were left parent-
less by the civil war and the famine that followed. Children roamed in
gangs, stealing and robbing to survive. The people called them “bespri-
zornye,” children without supervision. Communal childcare facilities
had not materialized. As a result, in 1926, a few months before the
enactment of the family code of that year, a special decree was adopted
to revive adoption.5

Legitimacy of Children

In another major departure from tradition, the 1918 family code gave a
child born out of wedlock the same legal status and rights as a child born
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in wedlock.6 In Western countries at the time, an illegitimate child was
in an inferior legal status regarding rights to inheritance and recognition
as a child of the natural father. In England, under the common law, a
child born out of wedlock enjoyed no rights deriving from the status of
parent and child.7

In France, there had been movement, after the French Revolution,
in the direction of removing the legal disability of children born out
of wedlock. By a law of 1793, illegitimate children were granted the
same rights of succession as legitimate children.8 However, this reform
lasted only a few years. In the Civil Code of 1804, illegitimate children
once again were deprived of the status of children for purposes of
intestate succession.9 Deprivation of rights was particularly strong for
children born of an adulterous relationship.10 Throughout the world,
children born out of wedlock were in a precarious legal position. The
legal disabilities of a child born out of wedlock affected the child, but
they also impacted negatively on the mother, who was more likely to be
the upbringer, but without a financial claim on the father for support.

The Soviet view was that a child should not be disadvantaged
because parents were not married. Kollontai decried the sexual double
standard that allowed men to have multiple partners and saw illegit-
imate children as the product of such liaisons. Referring to the law’s
treatment of these children, Kollontai said, “We pronounce the ‘sen-
tence of death’ on the illegitimate ‘children of love.’”11

Parental Leave

Soviet legislation introduced the right of a woman worker to a com-
pensated work leave before and after childbirth, with retention of
employment. The idea of granting women such rights was hotly de-
bated in Europe at the turn of the twentieth century. Social democrats
promoted the issue as part of their agitation in favor of worker
rights.12
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Tsarist Russia adopted a law in 1912 providing for cash benefits to
some women workers for maternity. At the Sixth All-Russian congress
of the Russian Social Democratic Party, held in Prague, Lenin criti-
cized the Russian law as inadequate. Lenin called for a comprehen-
sive social insurance system to include old-age pensions to workers,
and continuation of the full salary of a worker in case of accident, ill-
ness, or maternity.13 When a Soviet labor code was adopted in 1922, it
granted maternity leave with full salary. For women employed in phys-
ical labor, the leave period was to be six weeks before, and six weeks
after, childbirth.14

Along with communal child-care, which also came to be widely
provided, parental leave allowed women to combine child-bearing with
gainful employment. A woman could take time from work for child-
birth and for a period of staying at home with the infant child and
then return to work in the same status and with no loss of pay or
benefits. These reforms not only allowed women to be employed but
made women more competitive in the workplace, allowing them to
progress through promotions more nearly on a par with men.

Abortion

The Marxist emphasis on the rights of women was reflected in Soviet
policy on abortion. Here, too, that policy cast a serious challenge to the
West. Marxist authors had not seriously discussed abortion. Until the
nineteenth century, abortion was not generally outlawed. Only during
the course of the nineteenth century did one jurisdiction after another
prohibit abortion. By the turn of the twentieth century, abortion was
almost universally prohibited by law. Typically, both the physician and
the pregnant woman were deemed guilty of a criminal act. In tsarist
Russia, a person performing an abortion was subject to a prison term up
to six years, and a woman who permitted an abortion to be performed
upon her could be jailed for five years.15
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The rationale for criminalizing abortion was, in part, the physical
risk to a woman on whom an abortion was performed and, in part, a
moral concept that abortion was wrong. The American Medical Asso-
ciation in 1857 proposed a general prohibition against abortion, on the
basis that the fetus was a live being.16

The Soviet Russian government repudiated this prohibition. It
became the first government to repeal an abortion law. It took the
position that abortion was lawful, so long as it was performed by a
qualified practitioner in a safe manner. In 1920, the health and justice
commissariats, by a joint decree, explained that “the legislation of all
countries fights with this evil (abortion) through punishment both for
the woman who has decided on abortion, and for the physician who
performed it.” The decree said that “this method of struggle forced
this operation into the underground and made the woman a victim of
profit-oriented, untrained abortionists.”

The Soviet Russian government, said the decree, “through the
strengthening of the socialist structure and propaganda against abor-
tions among the masses of women workers it fights against this evil
and, broadly putting into practice the principles of the protection of
motherhood and youth, foresees the gradual disappearance of this phe-
nomenon. But for now the moral remnants of the past and the severe
economic conditions of the present still force some women to decide
on this operation. The people’s commissariats of health and justice,
to protect the health of the woman and the interests of the population
from untrained and profit-oriented robbers, and finding the method of
criminalization in this area to have failed to attain its goal, undertake
a series of steps to prohibit the performance of abortion operations by
anyone other than physicians, and by organizing the performance of
this operation at no cost in Soviet hospitals.”17

The decree viewed abortion in a negative light but explained it in
large part by the woman’s financial inability to raise the child that would
be born. The commissariats thought that abortion would diminish as
the economy improved. They viewed the woman who decides on an
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abortion a potential victim of unqualified abortionists. They did not
view abortion, if performed under safe circumstances, as a crime.

The 1922 Russian criminal code followed this approach, declaring
abortion illegal only if performed in a hygienically unsafe manner.18

The 1926 criminal code took the same approach.19

Soviet jurists said that many instances of abortion occurred because
the woman or the family was unable to support an additional child,
or because a child would make it difficult for a woman to hold a job.
Cramped housing conditions were another factor, they said. “All these
conditions giving rise to abortion as a mass phenomenon, and falling
most heavily on the working masses without wealth,” said one Soviet
jurist, M. Grodzinskii, “are the product of the capitalist system. Natu-
rally, therefore, bourgeois legislation closes its eyes to the factors under-
lying abortion and combats it not by social reform but by criminal
repression.” He said that “only the class-based law of the bourgeoisie
can with one hand allow an owner to kick into the street a family into
which an “excess” child was born, and with the other hand send to
prison a woman (and often her husband as well), who out of fear of
losing her housing keeps a child from being born.”

Grodzinskii also said that in bourgeois countries, a woman who
conceived out of wedlock may decide on an abortion out of the shame
connected with giving birth out of marriage, and concern about bearing
a child who would bear the stigma of being illegitimate. He said that
in bourgeois countries the well-to-do were able nonetheless to find
physicians who performed quality abortions, so that the main impact
of the prohibition was that the poor were unable to have the operation
performed properly.20

Another jurist, G. Meren, said that with the expected “growing eco-
nomic well-being of the country, when the proletarian state will be
able to fully carry out the principles of protection of motherhood and
infancy, gradually the need for artificial interruption of pregnancy will
disappear.”21 In 1936, the Soviet government decided that the need
had disappeared. Over much opposition, it outlawed abortion.22 The
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rationale was that full employment had been achieved, so that women
could provide for children they conceived. The law outlawing abor-
tion also increased material support for children in need.23 Experience
under the 1936 law was not positive, however, and in 1955, abortion
was legalized once again.24 Despite the ambivalence reflected in these
later changes, the Soviet government was the first to reject the prohi-
bition against abortion, a move which, as will be seen, had a significant
impact outside Russia.
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Crime without Punishment

CRIME MAY SEEM A TOPIC UNRELATED TO THE ECONOMIC

philosophy behind the Bolsheviks’ thinking, but in their analysis, it,
like other aspects of social life, was linked to the economy. In Western
philosophizing about crime, focus fell on the purpose of punishment:
whether penalties can effectively deter crime and whether it is justifiable
to exact retribution on a wrongdoer to satisfy a social urge to make
things right. In short, the Western focus was on the system of criminal
justice. It was assumed that the offender acted out of free will and
deserved punishment of some kind. The rationale for punishing was
“the moral responsibility of the delinquent,” and the punishment was
conceived as retribution.1

To Marxists, the Western focus was misplaced. To stop crime, focus
not on the criminal justice system, but on the society. The Soviet gov-
ernment viewed crime not as acts committed because of the moral
imperfections of the individual, but because of imperfections in soci-
ety. The individual was inherently good, but committed antisocial acts
because society was structured in such a way that it did not satisfy the
needs of all its members.

It was not the criminal who was responsible for crime, but the society.
Reform not the criminal, but the social order. A cartoon in a popular
magazine in the United States some years ago gave humorous depiction
to the philosophy of crime the Marxists devised. After a jury returned
a verdict of guilty on a felony charge, the judge pronounced sentence.
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“I find that society is responsible for this crime,” said the judge, “and
I hereby sentence the jury to ten years in the state penitentiary.”

Engels expressed this idea in a letter to the German social democrat
August Bebel, when he wrote, “How comical and despicable are these
bourgeois, who try through moral teaching and criminal punishments
to eliminate the inevitable consequences of their own activity.”2

Soviet jurists followed Engels: “We know that the prerequisite of the
state, law, and crime is economic inequality, which arose because of the
division of society into classes. Consequently, with the disappearance
of the class system and the subsequent disappearance of inequality, all
these, including crime, will disappear.”3 Where Western governments
had regarded crime as an inevitable phenomenon, the Soviet theory
was that it could be conquered.

Marxist analysis of crime derived from the experience of the indus-
trial revolution. With large numbers of newly impoverished, rates of
acquisitive crime soared. In England, which experienced the indus-
trial revolution first, larceny convictions rose fivefold in the first three
decades of the nineteenth century. In France, which industrialized a bit
later, larceny convictions tripled between 1825 and 1842.4

These were precisely the years in which the industrial revolution
was having an impact on the labor scene. Rural folk flocked into towns
in search of industry-related employment. The social dislocation that
accompanied this migration, the breakup of tight-knit communities,
and the poverty the migrants faced in cities, provided the context for
urban crime.

Friedrich Engels commented on crime in England during the early
years of the nineteenth century: “Want leaves the workingman the
choice between starving slowly, killing himself speedily, or taking what
he needs where he finds it – in plain English, stealing. And there is no
cause for surprise that most of them prefer stealing to starvation and
suicide.”5

The response of European governments was to make punishments
harsher. Capital punishment was extended to more crimes, terms of
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imprisonment were lengthened, and whipping and other corporal pun-
ishments were used more.6 The thrust of criminal policy was to pun-
ish the poor. A class element entered the justice system. In a case of
the rape of a young girl in France in 1811, the judge explained that
he opted for the minimum sentence because the victim was a farm
servant. “If it were a girl better born,” he said, “I would vote for the
maximum.” When challenged for his view, the judge explained, “I con-
sider it important to make a distinction between the well born and the
common people.”7 Prisons, filled with the poor, were filthy and badly
maintained. Prisoners received scant nourishment.8

Social reformers despaired because they saw that the poor could
not be reformed by a prison term, given that after release they would
return to their previous situation of desperation.9 A Dutch criminol-
ogist studied crime trends in Europe over the nineteenth century. He
found that during economic downturns, crime rates rose, and during
times of prosperity, they declined.10

Reducing Punishments

In the West, the view of Soviet crime policy is based on a harsher
approach that took hold in the 1930s. But in the 1920s, serious effort
was made to implement the Marxist idea that crime could be solved by
reforming society and, therefore, that one should not be overly retribu-
tive or harsh in dealing with wrongdoers. Ways should be sought to cor-
rect their behavior and to reintegrate them into society. To be sure, the
Marxist idea about crime created a dilemma. Because society could not
immediately be brought to the perfection that would eliminate crime,
wrongdoers would need to be punished. But punishment was viewed
as temporary policy.

Terms of imprisonment were reduced, and rehabilitation was
stressed in penal institutions. “Prisons” were replaced by “corrective
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labor” camps, where inmates would learn work skills, paving the way
for a useful life upon release.11 Murder, committed without one of
specified aggravating circumstances, was to be punished by impris-
onment of “not less than three years,” without a specified maximum.
Manslaughter brought a maximum penalty of three years. Mercy killing
was not to be punished at all.12

In 1924, basic postulates on penal law, called Fundamental Princi-
ples of Criminal Law, were adopted for the newly formed Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics. These postulates were designed to express
the core concepts that would be reflected in the penal code of Russia
and the other republics that made up the Union. The Fundamental
Principles reflected a nonpunitive approach. They provided that when
a crime was committed by inadvertence, the court should set a penalty
even lower than the statutory minimum.13 This was said to allow for
reduction of punishment when a worker committed a crime as a result
of the influences of the previous social order.14 The 1926 Russian
penal code referred to punishment as “measures of social defense”
and viewed its purpose as being “to orient those who have committed
criminal acts to the conditions of social interaction in the state of the
workers.”15 Whereas Western law punished violators of penal laws as
miscreants, Soviet law would educate them to work to build a society
in which they could live well by legitimate means.

Decriminalization of Sodomy

Beyond reducing punishments, Soviet penal law drafters examined
existing prohibitions to determine whether they were warranted. As
seen in Chapter 4, they eliminated the ban on abortion. They also
ended criminal liability for sexual relations between adult males.

Elimination of a sodomy statute was a major change. In Europe, laws
on sodomy in a few countries, notably in France, had been repealed,
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but sodomy remained an offense across the continent.16 Under tsarist
law, same-sex sexual activity was prohibited as an “unnatural vice”
punishable by five years’ incarceration.17

Marxist writers had not applied their analysis of class society and
capitalism to the question of sexual orientation. In discussing ancient
Greek society, Engels referred to what he called “the abominable prac-
tice of sodomy.”18 Despite the absence of analysis, the social democrats
in Germany took up decriminalization of sodomy as a political issue. In
the 1860s, a German lawyer was convicted under Germany’s sodomy
law. The social democrat leader Ferdinand Lassalle criticized the gov-
ernment’s action, saying that “sexual activity is a matter of taste and
ought to be left up to each person, so long as he doesn’t encroach upon
someone else’s interests.”19 When Oscar Wilde was convicted of “gross
indecency” in London in 1895, the German social democrat Edward
Bernstein wrote in a social democratic journal in Wilde’s defense.
Bernstein objected to the use of the term “unnatural” to describe homo-
sexual acts, a term appearing in Germany’s sodomy law.20 Bernstein
pointed to the existence of homosexuality in ancient times as an indica-
tion that homosexual activity was not “unnatural.” Using a materialist
analysis, Bernstein said that “moral attitudes are historical phenom-
ena,” meaning that they change as society develops.21

Efforts were made in Germany to repeal the sodomy statute. August
Bebel, as leader of the social democrats, argued for repeal on the floor
of the Reichstag in 1898.22 The issue surfaced again in the Reichstag
in 1905, and again the social democrats led the repeal forces.23

Homosexuality was not analyzed in the writings of the Bolsheviks,
but the 1922 criminal code contained no article on sodomy; hence it
decriminalized it.24 Soviet Russia became “the most significant power
since revolutionary France to decriminalize male same-sex love.”25

The abolition of sodomy legislation reflected the ascent of liberal
notions in regard to private life, in keeping with the position of the
German social democrats. Dr. Grigorii Batkis, a section chief at the
Moscow Institute of Social Hygiene,26 wrote a tract in 1923 titled
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“Sexual Revolution in Russia,” in which he explained the Soviet
approach on matters sexual, including the decriminalization of sodomy:
“Concerning homosexuality, sodomy, and various other forms of sex-
ual gratification, which are set down in European legislation as offenses
against public morality – Soviet legislation treats these exactly the same
as so-called ‘natural’ intercourse. All forms of sexual intercourse are
private matters. Only when there is use of force or duress, as in general
when there is an injury or encroachment upon the rights of another
person, is there a question of criminal prosecution.”27

When a new criminal code was adopted in 1926, again no provision
on sodomy appeared. Decriminalization did not necessarily bespeak
approbation, however. The Large Soviet Encyclopedia, published in
1930, analyzed homosexuality in negative terms, as a pathology. That
analysis differed from the prevailing moralistic analysis of homosexual-
ity. Homosexuals, according to the Encyclopedia, were not to be viewed
as being at fault for their sexual activity, hence not deserving of criminal
punishment. “Soviet legislation,” recited the Encyclopedia, “does not
know so called crimes against morality. Our legislation, based on the
principle of defense of society, provides for punishment only in those
cases in which the object of sexual interest of homosexuals is youth or
juveniles.”28

The approach to homosexuality reflected in the Soviet decriminal-
ization has been described as “scientifically informed toleration.”29

Decriminalization was called for not by any homosexual political move-
ment, but by liberally minded jurists. The Encyclopedia criticized the
approach in tsarist legislation as that of “legislation directed against bio-
logical inclination,” calling it “absurd,” and as “giving no real benefit.”
Even worse, said the Encyclopedia, such legislation “acts very negatively
on the mind of homosexuals.”

Referring to sodomy legislation in Europe, the Encyclopedia called
it “hypocritical.” Soviet society, by contrast, it said, does not place
blame on the homosexual. Instead, it “creates all necessary conditions
so that a homosexual’s skirmishes in life might be as painless as possible,
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and that the alienation they experience might be resolved in the new
collective.”30

Prostitution and Its Origin

One of the most visible innovations in criminal law policy in Soviet
Russia came with regard to prostitution, in which the Soviets issued a
sharp challenge to the West. In the West, prostitution had been viewed
as an unavoidable social evil. The most government could do was to
ameliorate its negative consequences to the extent possible. The Soviet
government posited the possibility of solving it, through economic
policy.

Marxists analyzed prostitution in the context of the industrial revolu-
tion, which saw a major increase in prostitution, with prostitutes drawn
from the laboring classes.31 Prostitution impressed itself on Marxist
writers as one of the most blatant abuses of capitalism. Workers were
exploited not only for their labor, but for their bodies.

Prostitution was seen as a reflection of male dominance. “Mar-
riage,” wrote Bebel, “presents one side of the sexual life of the cap-
italist or bourgeois world; prostitution presents the other. Marriage is
the obverse, prostitution the reverse of the medal. If men find no satis-
faction in wedlock, then they usually seek the same in prostitution.”32

The Marxist critique included one more element, connected to gen-
der bias. Because of the higher status that capitalist society accorded
men, under capitalism the woman prostitute was viewed more nega-
tively than her male client: “What for the woman is a crime entailing
grave legal and social consequences is considered honorable in a man
or, at the worst, a slight moral blemish which he cheerfully bears.”33

In the socialized economy that would follow capitalism, the means of
production would no longer be passed as private property and, there-
fore, it would not be necessary to ensure that a woman’s offspring were
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her husband’s. Thus, there would be no material basis for the double
standard in sexual morality. Women, moreover, would achieve eco-
nomic equality with men and would escape the situation of economic
necessity that, under capitalism, led to prostitution.

The Dutch Marxist criminologist Willem Bonger studied prostitu-
tion in Europe and concluded that “almost all prostitutes spring from
the classes without fortune, and the great majority of them have been at
first working-women or domestics.” Bonger said that “if such women,
for any reason whatever, cannot find work, they are thrown into poverty.
As this happens constantly in society, poor women find themselves
forced into prostitution.”34

Bonger said “the wages paid to women are often so small that it is
impossible for them to pay even their necessary expenses,” and thus
they were “obliged to find some supplementary source of income.”
Bonger found that the prostitution picture was more or less the same
in “all the countries where capitalism reigns.” Charting the incidence
of prostitution over time, Bonger showed that it increased during eco-
nomic downswings and decreased during upswings.35 Other analysts
noted that young women in factory work who became unemployed
during economic downturns were forced into prostitution.36

The correlation between prostitution and the poverty associated
with the industrial revolution was widely noted.37 “The most strik-
ing fact in connection with the source of supply is its practically total
derivation from the lower working-classes.”38 “[T]he huge proletariat
is the reservoir from which victims can be readily drawn.”39

Lenin penned a 1913 newspaper article about an international con-
ference held in London on prostitution. “What means of struggle were
proposed by the elegant bourgeois delegates to the congress? Mainly
two methods – religion and police.” Lenin reported that “[w]hen the
Austrian delegate Gärtner tried to raise the question of the social causes
of prostitution, of the need and poverty experienced by working-class
families, of the exploitation of child labour, of unbearable housing
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conditions, etc., he was forced to silence by hostile shouts.” Lenin
termed the congress’s refusal to address the social causes while purport-
ing to be against prostitution as “disgusting bourgeois hypocrisy.”40

In another 1913 article, “Capitalism and Female Labour,” Lenin
found prostitution an inevitable feature of slaveholding, feudal, and
capitalist societies, because in each instance the masters were able to
compel women of the underclass into sexual relations because of their
economic hold over them.41

Two leading Bolsheviks, Nikolai Bukharin and Evgenii Preo-
brazhenskii, characterized prostitution as a product of low wages for
women workers under capitalism: “even if she has work, the wages are
so low that she may be compelled to supplement her earnings by the
sale of her body. After a time, the new trade becomes habitual. Thus
arises the caste of professional prostitutes.42 Prostitutes, in the Marxist
view, were victims of capitalism.43

In tsarist Russia, the Bolsheviks found a situation that seemed to
confirm their analysis. Prostitution was widespread.44 A system of reg-
istration of prostitutes was used in Russia, and shortly before World
War I, 40,000 women were registered in St. Petersburg45 and 20,000
in Moscow.46 Many more practiced prostitution without registering.47

Kollontai said that “when a woman’s wages are insufficient to keep her
alive, the sale of favours seems a possible subsidiary occupation.” Like
Bonger, Kollontai said that prostitution increased in times of economic
crisis and high unemployment.48

The “main motive” impelling women in tsarist Russia into prosti-
tution, was, in the opinion of one analyst, “economic hardship or the
fear of it.”49 “The hard life and extreme poverty of the Russian peas-
antry, struggling under heavy taxation,” wrote another analyst, “drove
thousands of girls and women into the towns, to work in factories and
as domestic servants, in the hope of earning more money to help out at
home.”50 Work in a town typically brought small reward, as women’s
wages in industry were far below men’s,51 and many women worked
as domestics, receiving extremely low pay. “What wonder, then, that
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many women of the Russian peasantry, even up to the time of the
Revolution of 1917, accepted prostitution as a means of livelihood.”52

Eliminating Prostitution

In 1918, the Soviet government, invoking the Marxist analysis of prosti-
tution, declared the possibility of eradicating prostitution. The aim was
stated at a 1918 All-Russian Congress of Women.53 The eradication
would come about, the government predicted, not through legislative
prohibition or regulatory schemes, but through the elimination of cap-
italist wage-employment, and an equalization of the status of the sexes.

Alexandra Kollontai, as People’s Commissar of Social Welfare in
the Russian Soviet government, declared that with the elimination
of private property to the means of production, prostitution would
disappear.54 “The workers’ revolution in Russia has shattered the basis
of capitalism and has struck a blow at the former dependence of women
upon men. . . . A woman provides for herself not by marriage but by the
part she plays in production.”55

As of 1917, most of Europe, including Russia, dealt with prosti-
tution by legalizing and regulating it. The goal was to reduce vene-
real disease. Prostitutes were required to register for periodic medical
examinations.56 Prostitution outside the regulatory scheme was made
criminal. The regulatory scheme had the effect of branding the woman.
Bebel said that regulation made it “extremely difficult, even impossible,
for the prostitute ever again to return to a decent trade.”57

In Russia as elsewhere, however, the regulatory system failed to
reduce venereal disease. Even if examinations were conducted, prosti-
tutes contracted and transmitted disease between examinations.58 As a
result, Russian medical societies had called for the closing of regulated
brothels.59

The Soviet government abolished regulation. It shut down broth-
els and made it a crime to run one, or to procure a woman for
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prostitution.60 The rationale was that organizers of prostitution ex-
ploited the women. Nikolai Semashko, People’s Commissar of Health,
said that “the struggle against prostitution must not be turned into a
struggle against prostitutes.”61

Not all prostitutes were pleased at being viewed as victims, if it
meant no brothels. A Russian prostitute identified as Tania was quoted
as objecting that no alternative employment was available. In a letter
to a newspaper, Tania complained that the government, by closing
brothels, made it difficult for prostitutes to earn a living.62

The government set up a Central Council to Combat Prostitution,
with local branches in major towns and cities. Commissar Semashko
asked the antiprostitution councils to educate the public, through youth
groups, army units, and schools, so that it would understand that pros-
titution was “a shame in the workers’ republic, and the dangers con-
nected with it.”63 “[P]rostitution will begin to disappear if, while we
struggle to consolidate our economic front, while we struggle to liqui-
date unemployment, we also enter upon a struggle to impress upon the
minds of the workers all the inadequacy, all the shame of purchasing a
human body.”64

To discourage men from frequenting prostitutes, police informed
the employers of clients, and clients’ names were published in local
newspapers.65 Names were posted on factory bulletin boards.66 The
Communist Party expelled members who patronized a prostitute.67

As a preventive measure, the councils to combat prostitution pro-
vided dormitory housing for unemployed women and found tempo-
rary housing for rural women coming into cities.68 The councils helped
women find jobs.69 They sought special consideration for women in
cases of factory layoffs, especially for single women and pregnant
women with small children.70

During the civil war that continued from 1918 to 1921, the gov-
ernment required compulsory labor from all able-bodied adults, which
included prostitutes.71 Female unemployment and, with it, the num-
ber of prostitutes, dropped sharply as the government organized
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production of war matériel.72 Those unwilling to work, including pros-
titutes, were sent to labor camps.73

After the civil war, labor mobilization ended and prostitution levels
rose.74 Famine marked the period, and it contributed to prostitution.
“Soviet ladies,” reported Kollontai, “exchange their favours for a pair
of high-heeled boots; working women and mothers of families sell their
favours for flour. Peasant women sleep with the heads of the anti-
profiteer detachments in the hope of saving their hoarded food, and
office workers sleep with their bosses in return for rations, shoes and
in the hope of promotion.”75

Unemployment and, with it, the levels of prostitution, were high
through the 1920s.76 Young peasant women moved to towns looking
for jobs that did not exist.77 “They were uneducated and without a
trade,” wrote one analyst, and prostitution offered “a temporary liveli-
hood.”78

The economic equality that was to eliminate prostitution had yet to
be realized. “[T]he economic structure is far from being completely re-
arranged in the new way, and communism is still a long way off,” wrote
Kollontai. “In this transitional period prostitution naturally enough
keeps a strong hold. . . . Homelessness, neglect, bad housing conditions,
loneliness and low wages for women are still with us. Our productive
apparatus is still in a state of collapse . . . These and other economic and
social conditions lead women to prostitute their bodies.”79

Venereal disease clinics were set up to treat prostitutes free of
charge.80 The government opened “prophylactoria,” where prostitutes
could learn a trade or basic reading skills.81 “Women picked up by
inspectors at railroad stations or other public places are taken not to
jail but to a prophylactorium where they are taught a useful trade with
a view to removing the economic cause which is held to be the chief
one in this practice.”82

Prophylactoria in Moscow ran textile shops, in which the women
received the prevailing wage.83 Many stayed long enough to learn a
skill.84 Officials reported success in finding them employment.85
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When the Soviet government initiated an industrialization program
in 1928 and began state-funded construction work, employment levels
rose. This turn-around in employment brought a reduction in prosti-
tution.86 In the 1930s, prophylactoria were phased out, as the reduced
numbers of prostitutes no longer warranted their use.87

Soviet criminal law eventually shifted from a view of criminals as
victims of the social order to one of criminals as persons responsible
for their own actions.88 In 1934, sodomy was recriminalized.89 Even
prostitutes were no longer viewed as victims, because they were seen to
have job alternatives.90 Nonetheless, the Soviet government had set a
marker on crime policy; it had challenged the philosophical foundation
of criminal law as it operated in the West.
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A Call to “Struggling People”

THE SOVIETS HAD NEW IDEAS NOT ONLY ON DOMESTIC

policy but on the world at large. For the West, one of the most
troubling Soviet notions related to colonialism. To the colonial pow-
ers, colonialism was legitimate, rationalized by the British as a fulfill-
ment of the “white man’s burden,” and by the French as a “civilizing
mission.”

The Soviets called colonialism enslavement. The European bour-
geoisie had exerted its control over Third World territories by force, and
one element in the move away from capitalism to socialism would be a
revolt by the peoples of these territories.1 The Soviets called for the self-
determination of all peoples. One of the first Soviet decrees proposed
“to all struggling people and their governments to begin immediate
negotiations for a just democratic world.”2

That was a virtual call to arms to the peoples of Africa and Asia
who had been colonized by Europe. The world economy was based
on the cheap labor and raw materials that Europe extracted to fuel its
industrial machine.

In the nineteenth century, the European powers had taken control
of most of Africa. King Leopold of Belgium got the huge central area
and made it into a country that was called the Belgian Congo. The
Germans and Portuguese took large chunks of central and southern
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Africa, and the French most of west Africa. The British took territory
all over the continent.3

By a treaty concluded in Berlin in 1885, the European powers coor-
dinated their economic endeavors in Africa and sought to give an air
of legality to their control of territory there.4

Making the challenge more real, the Soviet government seemed to
be following the self-determination idea within its own borders. The
empire of the tsars extended from the Pacific coast of Siberia into
central Europe, where it included Finland and Poland. In the south, it
encompassed sectors of the Middle East around the Caspian Sea. The
tsars’ territories included the home areas of more than 100 nationality
groups. Resentment against Russian control was strong. The Soviet
government decreed that all the nationalities had a right to decide their
own political direction.5

For France and Great Britain, the call could not have come at a
worse time. They had just defeated Germany and the Ottoman Empire
and stripped them of their territories in Africa and the Middle East.
During World War I, they had secretly agreed to divide up the Ottoman
territories. France would get Syria and Lebanon, while Britain would
get Iraq. Palestine, they would share.6

To make matters worse, the Soviet call for an end to colonialism
coincided with a call by U.S. President Woodrow Wilson for self-
determination of peoples. Wilson proclaimed that this was one of the
principles for which the United States entered the Great War on the
side of France and Britain.

The Soviet government also condemned other forms of interven-
tion by the European powers. It “rejected in all shapes and forms any
attempts by a state to intervene in the internal affairs of another.”7

In the early twentieth century, “gunboat diplomacy” prevailed, with
countries like Great Britain and the United States from time to time
intruding militarily in Latin America or Asia to enforce payment
of debts. The United States operated governments in Latin Amer-
ica, on the rationale that it needed to ensure they would pay their
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debts. The Soviet criticism of intervention paralleled the criticism of
colonialism.

Secret Treaties

As one of their planks, the Bolsheviks said that treaties should be made
only publicly. The major powers should not be allowed to conclude
secret agreements that might affect nations and peoples negatively. The
contents of a 1915 secret treaty between Russia and Italy had been dis-
closed in the press. Lenin railed against the treaty, because it promised
Italy a generous territorial settlement after the war, including the Tyrol,
which was inhabited by Germans, and Dalmatia, inhabited by Croats
and Serbs.8

The treaty, along with other secret agreements among the Allies, was
revealed by Leon Trotsky in November 1917. Making the most of the
disclosure, Trotsky said that the secret treaties revealed the “dark plans
of conquest” of the Allies. The Soviet government, Trotsky said, would
abolish “secret diplomacy and its intrigues, codes, and lies.” Instead,
the Soviet government would bring peace and satisfy the demands
of the workers. Wrote Trotsky, “We want the rule of capital to be
overthrown as soon as possible.”9

The Soviet criticism ran not only to those secret treaties concluded
during the World War I period, but to secret treaties in general. Lenin
said that the publishing of secret treaties would show the Western pow-
ers to be robbers. Many of the secret treaties were between major
powers, providing for how they would deal with territories outside
Europe.

The new Soviet government published more than 100 secret treaties
it found in tsarist government archives.10 Some of the treaties were
published in newspapers in the West.11

The Soviet challenge to secret diplomacy threatened the way Euro-
pean powers disposed of territory, and, more generally, how they
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ordered the affairs not only of Europe but of much of the rest of the
world.

Colonialism and Imperialism

The Bolsheviks’ diatribe against secret diplomacy was only one element
in a broader critique. The Soviet analysis of colonialism and of major-
power control of the less developed world grew out of the Marxist
analysis of capitalism. Mass goods production led to concentration of
production. The cartels then extended their reach worldwide. They
needed raw materials to feed their assembly lines. Once they produced
goods, as they did in great quantity, they needed to market them around
the world.

Lenin had developed this argument in his tract, Imperialism, the
Highest Stage of Capitalism. At a certain stage, the capitalists needed to
export not only their goods, but their capital to territories where they
could reap higher profit for their investment. Colonialism provided the
answer because, by taking control of territory, they could use resources
and labor at will. “The colonial policy of the capitalist countries,” Lenin
wrote, “has completed the seizure of the unoccupied territories on our
planet.” Lenin said, “we are living in a peculiar epoch of world colonial
policy, which is most closely connected with the ‘latest stage in the
development of capitalism,’ with finance capital.”12

“Finance capital,” in Lenin’s eyes, needed territory, where minerals
might be discovered, as might new uses found for land previously of
no value. “Hence, the inevitable striving of finance capital to enlarge
its spheres of influence and even its actual territory.”13

Lenin was writing in 1916, as war raged in Europe, and millions
of Europe’s young men were dying in gas attacks and trench warfare.
This horror Lenin attributed to the economic system that prevailed
in the countries at war with each other. Britain and Germany were
fighting over markets and territories, with consequences devastating to
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their own populations and to those of other countries. The only way
to stop the imperialism that manifested itself in the Great War was to
overthrow capitalism.

The Regime of Capitulations

One aspect of control by the major powers of territory in the less devel-
oped world was the regime of capitulations. Western businesses and
their personnel operating in the Near East and Asia were reluctant
to subject themselves to local courts. They were able to convince the
governments of these countries to accept a system whereby all their
personal and business matters, even crimes they might commit, would
be handled by representatives of the European country’s government.

This practice was referred to either as extraterritoriality, or as a
regime of “capitulations,” the latter term coming from the fact that
treaties with Turkey providing for this regime were divided into “chap-
ters,” which was rendered in the Latin capitula. The regime precluded
the jurisdiction of the local courts over foreign nationals, most impor-
tantly business people. Instead, consular officers of the home state, typ-
ically a European state, would handle civil or criminal matters involving
their nationals. The European states were concerned that their nationals
would not receive fair treatment in local courts.

By the late nineteenth century, rising nationalism in the Third World
led to objection to the regime of capitulations. The European con-
sulates had expanded upon their rights, sometimes setting up com-
mercial undertakings outside local regulation. In addition, the consuls
acting as judges were at times partial to their own nationals to the
detriment of locals. Turkey tried unsuccessfully to convince the West-
ern powers to renounce extraterritorial rights in Turkey. In China, the
“Boxer rebellion” of 1900 was prompted by popular discontent over the
capitulations regime as it functioned in the major port cities of China.
Because of this strong nationalist pressure coming from the affected
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nations, European governments were beginning to give up extraterri-
torial rights. However, the institution was far from extinct.14 In Turkey,
the system, as it concerned the Allied countries, broke down during the
World War, but when the Allies occupied Turkey at the end of the war,
they re-established it.15

Extraterritoriality was high on the list of the Bolsheviks’ grievances
with the existing system of international law.16 “From the first days
of the Great October socialist revolution, the Soviet state renounced
the system of capitulations (including consular jurisdiction).”17 Tsarist
Russia had been one of the powers that had enjoyed territorial rights,
namely, in Persia, China, Afghanistan, and Turkey. The Soviet govern-
ment issued a unilateral declaration in 1919, renouncing those rights,
and took the occasion to denounce the capitulatory system.18

The Soviet government attacked the practice as an infringement on
sovereignty and free national development.19 That was certainly how
the states subject to extraterritoriality viewed the situation. In a note
it sent to Western powers at the start of the World War, in which it
attempted to end capitulations unilaterally, the Turkish government
charged that the system was “in complete opposition to the juridical
rules of the century and to the principle of national sovereignty.”20
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The Withering Away of Law

THE LEADERS OF THE GOVERNMENT THAT EMERGED FROM

the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 professed principles differing sharply
from those of the tsarist monarchy. More broadly, they condemned the
“rule of law” of bourgeois countries as providing a false equality. Their
rationale was that the rights that in theory applied to all could be used
effectively only by those with wealth. “Paper laws are of no use to the
working class unless the possibility of their realization exists,” wrote
Nikolai Bukharin, a leading Bolshevik. “The workers wish to publish a
newspaper, and they have the legal right to do so. But to exercise this
right they need money, paper, offices, a printing press, etc. All these
things are in the hands of the capitalists.”

Bukharin said that under the bourgeois “rule of law” concept, “the
employer offers work; the worker is free to accept or refuse.” This
reflects freedom of contract, founded on a theory of the equal status
of all parties, Bukharin said, but “the master is rich and well fed; the
worker is poor and hungry. He must work or starve. Is this equality?”1

The rule of law in bourgeois countries, said Evgenii Pashukanis, a
leading Soviet legal theorist, was only a mask, maintained so long as
the state held firm control. If that control began to slip away, then force
was substituted for law.2

On the basis of this critique, Soviet legislation made major changes
in the law. The tsarist courts were abolished, as were the systems of
court investigators, procurators, and the private bar.3 Tsarist law was
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repealed.4 All the prior courts and all the prior statutory law were
eliminated. New courts of general jurisdiction were established.5 Juries
were replaced by a mixed lay–professional panel, a system in evidence
elsewhere in Europe at that period.6 So-called revolutionary tribunals
were set up,7 to “deal speedily and mercilessly with the enemies of
the proletarian revolution.”8 These special tribunals were eliminated in
1922, when a unitary court system was established, based on a people’s
court at the lowest territorial level, with another court at the province
level, and a supreme court for the Russian republic above them.9

Bukharin described the new courts as reversing class predominance:
“In the old law-courts, the class minority of exploiters passed judgment
upon the working majority. The law-courts of the proletarian dictator-
ship are places where the working majority passes judgment upon the
exploiting minority. They are specially constructed for this purpose.
The judges are elected by the workers alone. . . . For the exploiters the
only right that remains is the right of being judged.”10 Soviet politicians
criticized judges who, by following the law, decided cases in favor of
members of the bourgeoisie.11

This period was called by the Bolsheviks the “dictatorship of the
proletariat,” meaning that the bourgeoisie was being deprived of its
former predominance by being subjected to a legal order that favored
the formerly dispossessed classes.

Law as Bourgeois

Soviet legal theorists questioned the need for law. They stressed
instead the need to perfect society, arguing that this would render law
unnecessary.12 Law was to die out under communism.13 The concept
of dictatorship of the proletariat – the idea that the Soviet government
represented the working class in its effort to wrest itself from the dom-
ination of the bourgeoisie – was widely interpreted as freeing the gov-
ernment of the need to follow rules of law, not only in its treatment of
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the bourgeoisie, but in its style of rule in general.14 In addition, the idea
that law in bourgeois countries subjugated the working class colored the
view of law in general, leading many Soviet lawyers to view law as, itself,
a bourgeois phenomenon.15 Pashukanis said that law had emerged in
the context of goods exchange in the market place, and that it was
therefore incapable of being infused with a socialist content; instead,
it would disappear as state planning replaced the market economy.16

These notions about law fueled existing negative attitudes about law
long held by the Russian intelligentsia.17

Law in bourgeois countries was viewed as a mechanism whereby
the state arbitrated among its citizens, providing rules by which they
engaged in economic competition with each other.18 The socialist state
was to have a different function. It would organize the economic life of
the society in order to promote economic development, and to prevent
the exploitation of some citizens by others.

That task would require a strong executive branch of government,
able to direct social forces in desired directions. “The temple of bour-
geois authority is legislation,” explained A. G. Goikhbarg, a Soviet spe-
cialist in property law, “and its fetish is the law; the temple of the socialist
world system is administration and its divine service is work. It is by no
accident that the political ideals of the bourgeoisie are embodied in par-
liamentarianism and the Rechtsstaat, whereas, the socialist community
is, in its very nature, primarily a community of administration.”19

Law was the ideology of the bourgeois state, the instrument by
which it protected private property. Therefore, if the Soviet govern-
ment were to establish its own administration over the economy, law
had to be eliminated.20 “Law is the sanctuary of the exploiting classes,”
wrote Goikhbarg.21 Others thought Goikhbarg extreme. The need,
they said, was to eliminate the bourgeois features of law, those features
that allowed exploitation, but not to eliminate all law, which, it was said,
was necessary in any society based on commodity production.22

As the Soviet economy was industrialized in the 1930s, law did not
disappear. The Soviet government undertook a major restructuring of
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the country’s economy and viewed law as a mechanism to ensure com-
pliance with its economic directives. Law and legal process also came
to be seen as a mechanism whereby the public could be educated to the
socialist way of life. Law was not to be “deified,” said M. Maryasin,
a Soviet theorist, “nevertheless, we know how to force observance of
our laws very well.” Soviet laws, he said, “remain in existence only as
long as they correspond to our vital interests, as long as they are con-
ducive to the development of forces of production, to the construction
of socialism.”23

The executive branch of government was insulated from interfer-
ence by courts as it strove to remold the society. Whereas this feature of
Soviet law distinguished it from the legal systems elsewhere in Europe,
it represented a continuation of the tsarist pattern of a strong executive.
This insulation facilitated the use of law by the executive for purposes
of political repression.24 Political opponents were tried and convicted
on the basis of dubious confessions and testimony. The People’s Com-
missariat of Internal Affairs was given the power, without review by any
court, to send “socially dangerous” persons to terms in labor colonies.25

The board was to state its reasons for incarcerating a person, and a
procurator was to be present and to have the right to protest a decision
of the board to the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee.26

Utilizing this law, the Commissariat sent many political opponents,
often for quite minor acts, to labor colonies without a public trial or
an opportunity to present a defense.27 A new procedure was instituted
in cases of accusation of terrorism that called for trials without the
participation of counsel, no right to appeal, and, if the death penalty
were imposed, immediate execution of the person convicted.28

Society would be improved by governmental programs. Legal rights
were an obstacle to those programs, because the bourgeoisie insisted on
its property rights over and against the social efforts of the government.

One way in which the conflict between collective and private inter-
ests played itself out was in a rejection of the concept of the presumption
of innocence in criminal law. Working from the doctrine of dictatorship
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of the proletariat, jurists viewed the presumption of innocence as weigh-
ing too strongly in favor of the accused. Thus, V. S. Tadevosian argued
that by “placing on the shoulders of the state . . . the burden of proving
the crime, freeing the accused of any obligations, proposing to con-
strue any doubt to the benefit of the accused and to convict no one
until the crime is proved like two times two equals four,” proponents
of the presumption of innocence “eloquently defend the freedom and
inviolability of the individual” but downplay “the interests of the state
and society.”29

Perhaps the most fundamental challenge that Soviet law issued to
the West was the assertion that law need not be the basis for ordering
society. The “administration of things” was to replaced rule of “man
by man.” Formal processes would lose their significance as a perfectly
ordered society functioned smoothly without them. Crime would dis-
appear as the need to harm others became a thing of the past. Goods
would be distributed through social mechanisms that did not involve
legal formalities. The entire enterprise of the law would lose its role in
society. Law would not have to be abolished. It would simply cease to
function for lack of a need.

The benefits of the Soviet approach would be understood else-
where, and other societies would follow a similar path. This was the
gist of Nikita Khrushchev’s widely misunderstood dictum, “We will
bury you.” His statement was portrayed as a threat to annihilate the
West with nuclear weapons. What he actually meant was that the exist-
ing order in the West would approximate what was being done in the
USSR, and that the Soviet-type social order would thus outlive the
West’s social order.30

Russia’s Past

For all the innovation, the legal system in the Soviet Union remained
within the Romanist tradition that the Soviet government inherited
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from the tsars. Soviet codes remained in the main similar to those of
other European countries, even after the economy was centralized in
the 1930s and new rules were devised for contractual relations between
state-owned companies. This aspect of Soviet law may have made it
an even more potent challenge to European law. Soviet law was part of
European law but was pointing it in uncharted directions.

The procedure system for civil and criminal cases continued to be
the mixed inquisitorial–adversarial system that emerged in Europe in
the nineteenth century. Crime investigation continued to be conducted
in the European style, by a law-trained person who prepared a detailed,
written dossier for the prosecuting attorney and the trial court.31

When Soviet drafters set about writing civil and criminal codes in
the 1920s, they did not discard prior law. They had been schooled in
the law of tsarist Russia. They drew upon pre-Revolution scholarly
work – a draft criminal code of 1903 and a draft civil code of 1913.

In the 1930s, when the Soviet state built up a large bureaucracy to
administer economic and other programs, it resorted to law to make the
system work. Law was not withering away, but increasing. This devel-
opment forced Soviet jurists to explain why law, which was supposed
to disappear when class differences faded away, was a prominent part
of the Soviet scene.

Soviet jurists argued that their law was different, because it did not
function in the context of a free market. “Soviet socialist law is not a
further development of bourgeois law,” wrote M. S. Strogovich. “It
is a new type of law, created as a result of the victory of the social-
ist revolution of the proletariat. The Great October Socialist Revolu-
tion eliminated the bourgeois-landowner state apparatus and abolished
the old tsarist law.” Strogovich continued, “Having abolished the old
law, the proletariat created a new, Soviet, socialist law. When in the
USSR exploiting classes were eliminated and a socialist society was
built, Soviet socialist law became the expression of the will of the entire
Soviet people that had achieved the construction of socialism and that
was carrying out the gradual transition to a communist society.”32
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A Society without Law

The withering away of law was relegated to a future date. Yet the con-
cept remained as a major challenge to the West. Conflict in society
should be regulated not by rules and courts but by arranging affairs in
such a way that conflict would be minimized. Individuals would live at
an acceptable level because of better organization of society, and they
would have no need to resort to the coercion of law. A citizen of this
kind of society would be altruistic and helpful to others.

In an essay titled “The Withering Away of Law,” one early Soviet
jurist explained that without social classes, there would be no need
for law: “with the transfer of all means of production to the hands of
society, the bourgeois class, qua class, will begin to disappear. Also, its
resistance to new social order will disappear. Consequently, law, the
role of which is to sanction the existing social relationships, will not be
needed as long as these relationships are observed voluntarily.”

Once social classes disappeared, so too would law: “With the disap-
pearance of classes and social antagonisms, when society will become
a society of equals, . . . then there will be no need for law. Then, this
flower of class society, from which the fragrance of sweat and blood
emanates, will fall into decay and will die away, because it will lose the
ground on which it grew up, the ground of tears, sweat, blood, class
oppression, slavery, and exploitation.”33

Anti-law Tendency in Russia’s Past

The concept of a society without law was one that held attraction in
the Russian intellectual tradition. True justice, it was said, rested less
on procedures and courts than on a just ethical and social order in
society.34 Moral goodness would render legal safeguards superfluous.

The issue of the role of law had taken on a certain currency in
1864, when Tsar Alexander II introduced law reform designed to bring
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Russia closer in line with Western Europe. In Russia, the power of the
tsar was unchecked by any other branch of government. A story, per-
haps apocryphal, is told of Tsar Peter the Great on a trip to London in
1698. Peter happened to visit the House of Lords while it was handling
judicial cases. He asked about the people he saw wearing wigs and black
gowns. “They are lawyers, sir,” his guide answered. “I have but two
in my whole dominions,” Peter reportedly answered, “and I believe I
shall hang one of them the moment I get home.”35

No parliament existed in Russia as a potential check on the tsar.
Courts provided little check on officialdom. Only in 1775 were
courts established, staffed by judges, rather than by administrative
officials.36 But Russia’s judges did not rein in the tsar’s officials.37

They never gained independence from provincial governors or other
officials.38

Alexander Herzen, the Russian revolutionary of the 1840s, said that
the lack of legal rights, particularly for the peasantry, led to an anti-
legalistic frame of mind: “The wild injustice of half of the laws,” he
said, taught the people “to hate the other half.” The public, he said, was
“subjected” to the laws as it might be subjected to a force.39 “Complete
inequality before the courts killed in the people any respect for legality,”
said Herzen. “The Russian person, whatever his social status, subverts
or violates the law wherever he can do so without being punished; and
the government acts precisely the same way.”40

In 1864, Alexander II gave the judges life tenure, as one element
in his judicial reform.41 But Alexander II nonetheless claimed power
to remove judges at will,42 and when the courts failed to convict per-
sons who challenged tsarist authority, he and his successors curbed the
courts.43 There did not develop in Russia a sense of the importance
of legal safeguards.44 A “juridical nihilism in the mass consciousness,”
said the Soviet legal scholar V. A. Tumanov, remained a feature of Rus-
sian life, because the time period during which the reform was in effect
was not sufficient to change public attitudes.45
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The 1864 reform had one important side effect. Jury trials were
introduced as part of the reform, and lawyers plead their cases to juries,
often quite eloquently. Lawyers began to challenge tsarist authority as
they argued for the rights of their clients.46 Some lawyers went into
politics of the liberal, or even radical, type. Among them was Vladimir
Ilich Ulianov.
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Panic in the Palace

THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT CAME TO POWER WITH A BAT-

tery of ideas that threatened the West. Although its ability to carry
through on the ideas was uncertain, the mere positing of the ideas suf-
ficed to make Western governments take notice. The 1917 revolution
staged by the Bolsheviks in Russia sent shock waves through the indus-
trialized West. Prime ministers and monarchs feared lest their heads be
next on the chopping block, figuratively and literally.

Western leaders, albeit not with one voice and not with great consis-
tency, initially opted to put the Bolshevik Revolution down militarily.
The Bolshevik government was too great a menace to allow it to con-
solidate its hold on the vast territory of the tsars.

In December 1917, France and Britain concluded a secret pact for
military intervention against the Bolsheviks. They agreed to fund the
anti-Bolshevik forces in the south of Russia. They anticipated dividing
southern Russia into spheres of influence. France would take Bessara-
bia, the Ukraine, and the Crimea, while Britain would take the Caucasus
and Kurdistan.1

World War I was still in progress, and Russia was on the Allied
side against Germany. Under pressure from Germany, which rapidly
moved to take over the Ukraine and threatened to go farther, the Bolshe-
viks concluded a unilateral peace, the treaty of Brest-Litovsk.2 Russia’s
withdrawal from the anti-German alliance eliminated the eastern front
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against Germany and left the prospect that Germany might success-
fully attack to the west and defeat France and Britain.

The German offensive came in the spring of 1918. While costly
to France and Britain, it failed. The military attachés of Italy, France,
England, and the United States met in Moscow on May 27, 1918, and
decided to propose intervention to their governments. The Supreme
War Council of the Allies, meeting at Versailles, adopted the proposal.3

David Francis,U.S. ambassador to Russia, issued calls on the Russian
people to overthrow the Bolsheviks.4 French and British intelligence
operatives channeled funds to pro-monarchist elements and to the So-
cial Revolutionary Party, in a plan to assassinate Bolshevik leaders. The
Social Revolutionary Party was leftist, but anti-Bolshevik. In July 1918,
a Social Revolutionary assassinated the German ambassador in Mos-
cow, in what was to be the signal for an anti-Bolshevik uprising.5 Ano-
ther Social Revolutionary assassinated Moisei Uritsky, head of the Bols-
hevik Cheka (secret police), and still another shot and wounded Lenin.6

Northern Russia

In the northern port of Archangelsk, British agents, working with
White Russian (anti-Bolshevik) elements, organized an armed upris-
ing against the local Soviet administration. On August 2, 1918, by
prior arrangement, a coalition of Russian political parties overthrew the
Soviet administration there, and British and French warships occupied
the port. The stated reason was to retrieve supplies the Allies had sent
to Russia that were stored in Archangelsk.

By the time the Allied force landed at Archangelsk, the Soviet troops
had retreated south with their supplies.7 U.S. and other Allied forces,
along with White Russian troops, pursued the retreating Soviet forces
as part of their effort to overthrow the Bolsheviks.8

British, French, and U.S. troops became the effective govern-
ment of the area around Archangelsk, propping up an anti-Bolshevik
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provisional administration.9 The Allied command, wrote the Chicago
Tribune, was “dominating every department, forcing their own ideas
and judgments against the wishes of the north Russian provisional gov-
ernment.” The command established martial law, which put it above
the provisional government. The population grew resentful.10

The U.S. forces were put under British command, so that the British
determined events on the ground.11 The Allied forces took up positions
in towns to the south of Archangelsk and from there engaged Soviet
troops. George Chicherin, the Soviet commissar for foreign affairs,
sent U.S. President Woodrow Wilson a note offering an armistice and
proposing a withdrawal of U.S. forces, but Wilson did not reply.12 The
All-Russian Congress of Soviets issued a public appeal to the Allies to
enter peace negotiations.13

For the United States, the stated purpose was to prevent Allied sup-
plies from being given to the German army.14 E. H. Carr, a leading
historian of Russia, called this proffered justification a pretext.15 The
Chicago Tribune called it propaganda.16 Nothing the Allied forces did
in north Russia had any impact on the war with Germany.17

The British stated their purpose more broadly. Declaring, erro-
neously as it turned out, that the Soviet government was collaborat-
ing with Germany, the British government said that its aim was to help
non-Soviet Russians organize to fight against Germany. But in a procla-
mation to the troops, the British commander in north Russia stated,
“We are up against Bolshevism,” that “the power is in the hands of a
few men, mostly Jews, who have succeeded in bringing the country to
such a state that order is non-existent. Bolshevism has grown upon the
uneducated masses to such an extent that Russia is disintegrated and
helpless, and therefore we have come to help her get rid of the disease
that is eating her up.” The proclamation said that the aim was “the
restoration of Russia,” by which was meant a non-Soviet Russia.18

In November 1918, an armistice was signed with Germany. Allied
troops in northern Russia thought they should be able to go home.19

Wilson left them there, still fighting the Soviets. A British commander
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explained to the troops following the armistice that “there will be no
faltering in our purpose to remove the stain of Bolshevism.”20 Disaffec-
tion intensified among the Allied troops, who did not understand why
they were fighting.21 Disease was rampant because of the privations of
the northern winter, and some mutinies occurred.22

U.S. Secretary of State Robert Lansing reported troop morale as
“not good.”23 Wilson’s special envoy to Moscow, William C. Bullitt,
said that the “American, British and French troops at Archangel are
no longer serving any useful purpose. Only 3,000 Russians have rallied
around this force.” Bullitt warned that unless the troops were with-
drawn quickly, they might be wiped out by Soviet forces.24

By early 1919, the British had 18,000 troops in the northern Russian
theater, the United States, 5,000, and the French and Italians, smaller
numbers.25 The British wanted Russians to fight in their army, but few
volunteered.26 The Chicago Tribune reported from the scene that “the
Russians distrust the entire expedition,”27 so the British conscripted
Russians, who then fought under British command.28 A U.S. sergeant
wrote a letter home, saying, “we are absolutely ignorant of any cause
for being here, and we appeal to the folks at home to enlighten us.
If we are here to improve conditions of the Russians and to destroy
bolshevism, which we must admit is a dangerous institution, does it
not seem right the Russians should assist us? But they refuse to go
to the front and fight with us.”29 In February 1919, the Soviet forces
attacked U.S. troops 300 miles south of Archangelsk, stopping their
drive into the Russian heartland.30

Siberia

In Siberia as well, the Allies intervened. The British and French had
7,000 military personnel training and equipping the anti-Bolshevik
force of Admiral Kolchak in western Siberia.31 In August 1918, Wilson
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sent 10,000 troops into the far east Siberian port of Vladivostok.32 The
force, which accompanied a larger Japanese contingent, was to help
a Czech force move across Siberia to the Pacific, in order to sail to
Europe to fight Germany on the western front.33

The Czechs had been conscripted into the Austro-German army
to fight Russia but had deserted in droves. By mid-1918, they were
actively fighting the Bolsheviks.34 The Czech force did get to Siberia,
but instead of sailing for Europe it stayed in Siberia and fought for
Admiral Kolchak, controlling at one point a large section of Siberia.35

Helping the Czechs was hardly necessary. Rather, they were part of an
interventionist force that the Allies would join.

A second reason for the Siberian intervention, said Wilson, was “to
steady any efforts of the Russians at self-defense or the establishment
of law and order in which they might be willing to accept assistance.”36

On the Siberian Pacific coast, the U.S. troops never entered the civil fray
directly, but one of their functions was to keep open the trans-Siberian
railroad, because, as Wilson said, “the forces of Admiral Kolchak are
entirely dependent upon these railways.”37

Southern Russia

In the south of Russia, France and Britain openly supported the anti-
Bolshevik forces. In an October 27, 1918, letter to France’s general
in charge of France’s armies in the eastern Mediterranean, French
Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau stated the aim as being “to
achieve the economic encirclement of Bolshevism and to precipitate
its downfall.”38

The Allies called a conference of interested governments and anti-
Bolshevik elements at Jassy, Romania, in November 1918 to coordinate
efforts. Allied troops were soon in southern Russia, supplying the army
of General Denikin and fighting themselves.39 The evident strategy was
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to connect with the Allies moving south from Archangelsk and with
General Kolchak in western Siberia, squeezing the Soviets.40

Wilson acknowledged in January 1919 that the U.S. troops were in
Russia to stop the Soviets. The contributing nations were all repelled
by Bolshevism, he said, and for that reason had put troops into Russia.
But Wilson feared that the troop entry was helping the Bolsheviks more
than it was hurting, because the Bolsheviks were able to rally the people
in opposition to foreign intervention.41 The U.S. State Department sent
an emissary to Stockholm for talks with Soviet emissary Maxim Litvi-
nov, aimed at a withdrawal, and Litvinov was conciliatory.42 Nonethe-
less, Wilson did not pull the U.S. troops out.

Controversy in the U. S. Senate

In Washington, the intervention against the Bolsheviks became a polit-
ical issue. Senator Hiram Johnson said on the Senate floor that U.S.
soldiers “without warrant of law and in violation of the Constitution of
the United States are killing and being killed in Russia to-day.”43

Johnson said that the Wilson administration had claimed that “we
entered Russia not to take any territory” or to interfere in local govern-
ment, but, he said, these statements “were false in fact and were given
to lull not only the Russian people into a false security but to lull the
American people as well.”44

Johnson quoted from the Chicago Tribune, which wrote that the aim
of the expedition was to help Europe collect Russia’s debt.45 French
and British interests had loaned large sums to the tsarist government,
and the Bolsheviks had repudiated the debt.46

The U.S. Senate passed a resolution in June 1919, asking Wilson to
explain “the reasons for sending United States soldiers to Siberia.”47

Senator William Borah said that “while Congress has not declared war,
we are carrying on war with the Russian people. We have an army in
Russia; we are furnishing munitions and supplies.” Borah said that the
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United States was engaged in a “military intervention to put down a
certain force in Russia and establish a government satisfactory to the
Allied powers.” He said that “every boy who dies in Russia is a sacrifice
to the unlawful and intolerable scheme.” While expressing no sympathy
to Bolshevism, Borah said, “if they see fit to have a soviet government,
it is their business.”48

U.S. forces remained in Archangelsk until June 1919, fighting the
Soviet forces.49 By then, they had suffered 2,500 dead and wounded.50

A new British force came to Archangel to replace the U.S. forces, aim-
ing to drive the Soviet forces southward again.51 But by September it
failed, less from the pressure of Soviet troops than from the inability
to convince the Russian conscripts to fight the Soviets. The British
withdrew.52 In east Siberia, U.S. troops were withdrawn from Vladi-
vostok in April 1920, after the Kolchak forces were defeated.53 The
Japanese stayed until October 1922, trying unsuccessfully to extend
their influence over east Siberia.

Impact of the Intervention

The anti-Bolshevik intervention was motivated by opposition to the
Bolshevik philosophy, in part from fear that it would spread west, and
in part from the loss of access to the Russian market, which had been
dominated by Western firms prior to World War I.54 The intervention
did not stop the Bolsheviks, but it ensured a continuing hostility and
left the Bolsheviks concerned about Western intentions. E. H. Carr
thought that “the action of the allies confirmed and intensified the
ideological aspect of Soviet foreign policy and made international rev-
olution once more its principal plank, if only in the interest of national
self-preservation.”55

Subsequent Soviet efforts at promoting revolution abroad would
heighten Western concern over the Soviet ideological challenge. If
Carr is correct in his assessment that the 1918 intervention led the
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Soviet government to promote revolution abroad in the interest of self-
preservation, the intervention may have promoted the Soviet activity
that rendered the Soviet system an ideological challenge to the West.

British prime minister David Lloyd George expressed misgivings
over intervention. Lloyd George told the other Allied leaders in January
1919, if the Allies tried to put down Bolshevism in Russia, “that would
make England Bolshevist, and there would be a Soviet in London.”56

Lloyd George feared that the Bolsheviks were sufficiently popular in
Western Europe that an Allied onslaught on them would spark uprisings
in Western Europe.

U.S. President Wilson took up Lloyd George’s theme. He acknowl-
edged economic and social problems in the West: “If it were not for
the fact of the domination of large vested interests in the political and
economic world, while it might be true that this evil was in process of
discussion and slow reform, it must be admitted, that the general body
of men have grown impatient at the failure to bring about the necessary
reform.” There was, he said, “a minority possessing capital and brains;
on the other, a majority consisting of the great bodies of workers who
are essential to the minority, but do not trust the minority, and feel that
the minority will never render them their rights.” The “whole world,”
he said, “was disturbed by this question before the Bolsheviki came
into power. Seeds need soil, and the Bolsheviki seeds found the soil
already prepared for them.”57

Isolating the Bolsheviks

Even after the civil war ended in Russia, the West continued to view
the Soviet government as a threat. Western governments were reluctant
to acknowledge the Soviet state. They boycotted trade and refused to
recognize the Bolsheviks as a legitimate government of Russia. They
had practical as well as philosophical rationales. The Soviet govern-
ment refused to pay large debts accrued by the tsarist government to
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Western banks. “All foreign debts are cancelled, unconditionally and
without any exceptions,” decreed the Central Executive Committee in
January 1918. The Soviet government said it represented a different
social stratum and therefore was not responsible for “governmental
debts contracted by the governments of the Russian landowners and
the Russian bourgeoisie.”58

Despite their concerns, Western governments found practical rea-
sons to deal with the Soviet government. It controlled too large an area
for Western governments to ignore. One by one, during the 1920s,
Western governments began to trade with the Soviet government and
gave it diplomatic recognition. Accommodation was reached on the
debt issue. The Soviet government agreed to repay at least some
debts.59 The United States was the last of the major powers to start trade
and to recognize the Soviet government, doing that only in 1933.60

Dealing with the Soviet Union at a practical level did not, however,
diminish the challenge that it posed to the Western legal and political
order. To the contrary, events in the West heightened the seriousness of
the challenge. As Western economies sank into depression after 1929,
the Soviet message of a good life for all took on added meaning. The
Soviets said that the cycles that produced the depression were inevitable
under capitalism and would only become worse. To those standing
in bread lines in the West, the message brought hope. To Western
governments, the message was a nightmare.
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Enter the Working Class

THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION HEIGHTENED THE FEAR OF

Marxist ideas. Now the ideas existed not only in the minds of workers;
they were being implemented in a major country.

Making the threat seem the more real, war-weary workers in Ger-
many abandoned their factories, marched on the institutions of political
power, and brought down the monarchy.1 In Hungary in March 1919,
a government aligned with the Bolsheviks took power.2 Although it
lasted only a few months, it showed the potential impact of Bolshe-
vism elsewhere in Europe. German political parties, including even the
social democrats, worked against the revolutionary forces.3

“The general postwar atmosphere,” wrote historian John Thomp-
son, “coupled with disquieting examples of military disaffection and
social disorder, raised prominently in the minds of Western statesmen
the threat of Bolshevism, not only to Russia and Germany, but even to
their own countries.”4 “The spirit of the Bolsheviki is lurking every-
where,” U.S. President Woodrow Wilson confided to a British col-
league, “There is grave unrest all over the world.”5

Trouble in the United States

The United States was in the throes of concern about domestic Bolshe-
vism. A small but vocal minority within the labor movement regarded
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the Bolshevik Revolution as a harbinger of America’s future.6 In Seat-
tle in February 1919, in the course of a shipworker strike, local labor
organizations declared a general strike and shut down the entire city
for several days.7 May Day demonstrations were large, and in several
major cities they turned violent. Bombs, apparently sent by anarchists,
were received by politicians across the country.8

In May and June, a general strike shut down the Canadian city of
Winnipeg for over a month, with the city government in the hands of
a strike committee.9 In the United States, members of the Industrial
Workers of the World were prosecuted in a number of states under
statutes labeled criminal syndicalism, for advocating violence to achieve
industrial reform.10 The year 1919 brought more than its share of
labor strikes, and industrial interests, and newspapers along with them,
proclaimed the strikes to be Bolshevik-influenced.11 Labor organizing
suffered as unions became tainted by the charge of Bolshevism.12

Government committees investigated radicalism and found many
radicals to be aliens. The federal government raided homes and estab-
lishments where it thought it might find radicals, particularly members
of two recently formed communist parties. Of those who were aliens,
some were ordered deported.13 Many who were U.S. citizens were
turned over to state authorities, who prosecuted them for criminal syn-
dicalism, which was defined as advocacy of the overthrow of organized
government by force or other unlawful means.14 Various states passed
syndicalism laws, as well as laws prohibiting the display of a red flag.15

Labor Law in the West

The law in Europe left the employment relationship a matter of private
contract between worker and employer. Employment continued at the
will of the parties to this contract, meaning that a worker could be fired
at any time. In Britain, the organization of workers into unions was a
crime until the statute was repealed in 1824.16 Still, the law in Britain
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and elsewhere gave no protection against dismissal to a worker who
engaged in labor organizing.

In the late nineteenth century, Europe reformed labor law, pressured
by worker demands reflected in the social democracy movement:

Under the influence of a developing social consciousness and the
ideas propagated in many European countries by the 1848 revolu-
tionary movement, the doctrine of laissez-faire began to weaken. The
demands for national legislation for the protection of the workers
became more clamant, some such legislation was actually enacted,
and a vigorous impetus was given to the conception of international
labour legislation.17

The Bolshevik Revolution provided a major new impetus. Lenin’s
group had split from the Second International in 1914 to form a Third
International on a platform of immediate and violent overthrow of cap-
italism and of states supporting capitalist structures. The Bolshevik
Revolution put that philosophy in power. The uprisings in Hungary
and Germany, in the aftermath of the war, brought the specter of disas-
ter even closer. Among ministers at Versailles, wrote the International
Labor Organization’s general director, “there was general recognition
that the ferment and instability which characterized the world of labor
and industry in 1918 and 1919, particularly in Europe, called for imme-
diate and constructive action.”18

Sympathy developed for the Bolshevik Revolution among workers
in Western Europe, a fact that put pressure on Western governments to
institute reform. Wilson said at Versailles that there was, throughout the
world, a feeling of revolt against the large vested interests that influenced
the world in both the economic and the political spheres. This problem
should be cured by reforms, he said, but some in the United States were
in sympathy with Bolshevism because it appeared to offer opportunity
to the individual.

Some progress, Wilson said, had been made in the United States, to
check the control of capital over the lives of men and over government.
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Yet the “vast majority who worked and produced” were convinced that
the “privileged minority” would never relent. Unless some partnership
between the two interests could be achieved, “society would crumble.”
Reforms were needed because Bolshevism could not flourish if the soil
in the West were not ready to receive it.19

At Versailles, Allied leaders were concerned about the situation of
west European workers, who might heed the Soviet call and revolt
against their bosses and governments. The conferees brainstormed
on ways to check Bolshevism’s expansion to the West. “Bolshevism
is spreading,” French prime minister Georges Clemenceau told the
conferees. “If Bolshevism, after spreading in Germany, were to tra-
verse Austria and Hungary and to reach Italy, Europe would be faced
with very great danger.”20

Lloyd George wrote to the Versailles conferees in a confidential
memorandum, “There is a deep sense not only of discontent, but of
anger and revolt, amongst the workmen against pre-war conditions.
The whole existing order in its political, social and economic aspects
is questioned by the masses of the population from one end of Europe
to the other.”21

International Labor Organization

To dampen the attraction of Bolshevism in Western Europe, the Allies
took a major step. They formed a structure to deal with worker rights –
the International Labor Organization (ILO).22 This was the first inter-
national organization to be formed on any issue of individual rights. The
Allies’ aim was to blunt worker opposition that might lead to revolution.
“Improvement in the conditions of labour,” writes Louis Henkin on the
ILO, “was capitalism’s defence against the spectre of spreading social-
ism which had just established itself in the largest country in Europe
[Russia].”23 The Allies set up the ILO to counter “the threat of social
unrest.”24
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In the preamble to the constitution they drafted for the ILO, the
Western powers pledged joint efforts to reduce hours of work, pre-
vent unemployment, raise wages, and protect workers from disease
and injury; to protect child workers; and to protect freedom of trade
union organizing for workers. The preamble drew the conclusion that
“improvement of those conditions is urgently required.” It stated,
“Conditions of labor exist, involving such injustice, hardship and pri-
vation to large numbers of people as to produce unrest so great that
the peace and harmony of the world are imperilled.”25

The preamble language was a clear reference to the Bolshevik Rev-
olution, expressing concern that unless working conditions improved,
Western governments might face the fate of the tsar’s. G. N. Barnes,
the British delegate speaking at Versailles on plans for the ILO, said
that “age and want, that ill-matched pair, too often haunted the mind
of the worker during his working life,” and that these conditions “have
produced a workman who is class-centered.” As a result, workers had
become “a menace to the peace of the world.” By tying the ILO into
the League of Nations, he said, “a favorable impression will be created
on Labor in all countries because the impression will be created that
the Peace Conference is seriously regarding this Labor problem.”26

Some governmental representatives at Versailles, like Barnes of
Britain and Vandervelde of Belgium, were socialist democrats.27 Trade
unionists participated in the drafting of the ILO charter, and under it
a tripartite system of control was established, with equal participation
by governments, trade unions, and industrial companies.

As the ILO began operations in the 1920s, concern over labor agi-
tation continued as a strong motivating factor for its work: “The dan-
ger was that since it had been founded to help the workers, failure
might cause the workers to abandon the Organisation and go over to
the extremists.”28 The Soviet government, correctly assessing the rea-
son the ILO was founded, derided it as “a capitalist attempt to blunt
the class consciousness of the workers.”29 It denounced the ILO as a
mechanism of the capitalist class, designed to continue its oppression
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of working people by making only minor concessions.30 This criticism
put additional pressure on both the ILO and Western governments to
accommodate to working-class concerns.

Over the following decades, the ILO drafted labor standards on a
wide variety of subjects, and many of the proposals found their way
into labor legislation in individual countries. The ILO conducted on-
site inspections in response to allegations of violations of worker rights,
often criticizing a government for such violations.

The Soviet Union continued to chastise the organization as being
ineffective in protecting workers. “The practical results of the activities
of the ILO are not great,” read a Soviet international law text, “insofar
as many of the conventions drafted by the Organisation have either
remained unratified or been ratified by only a small number of States,
and not including the major industrial States.”31

A Right to Organize in the United States

Western governments took measures to avert worker unrest. The Soviet
promise of full employment had a particular impact when the Depres-
sion of the 1930s sent unemployment through the roof in the countries
where capitalism prevailed. Western governments began to consider it
their obligation to ensure employment. Legislation, and even constitu-
tions, called for jobs and job protection.

In the United States, legislation was introduced to recognize the
right of workers to organize, and an obligation of employers to bargain
with workers over wages and conditions of work. As this legislation was
being processed, Soviet legislation, along with legislation of other coun-
tries, was studied by the U.S. Senate. These deliberations resulted in
the adoption of the National Labor Relations Act.32 A primary reason
for the Act was to end threats to commerce caused by work stoppages
by workers demanding better pay or conditions. The Act established
a mandatory mechanism to curb worker action. Workers had been
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encouraged, in part, by the Soviet workers’ rights in Soviet labor legis-
lation. President Franklin Roosevelt sought, as a “New Deal,” to avert
more thorough-going reform of the economy by making concessions
to workers. Forcing employers to bargain with workers gave workers a
prospect of gaining their demands through lawful channels.

Louis Brandeis, a leading light of the New Deal, thought that
bringing labor into a legally recognized role in negotiating terms with
management might avoid socialism. Brandeis said that “the prevailing
discontent is due perhaps less to dissatisfaction with the material con-
ditions, as to the denial of participation in management.” Hence, he
thought, “the only way to avoid Socialism is to develop cooperation in
its broadest sense.”33

At President Roosevelt’s initiative, the United States, by then
the most developed free-market state, introduced pro-worker pro-
grams, including old age and disability pensions, and unemployment
compensation.34

The Second World War provided additional impetus for the procla-
mation of rights in relation to employment. The USSR, promoter of
the concept, was an ally, albeit a complicated one. The devastation to
human life brought by the war heightened the will to protect human
life and dignity.

Early in the war, President Roosevelt declared his vision of a post-
war “world founded upon four essential human freedoms.” One,
Roosevelt said, was “freedom from want,” by which he meant “eco-
nomic understanding which will secure to every nation a healthy peace-
time life for its inhabitants – everywhere in the world.”35

In 1944, Roosevelt spelled out this vision, which included a concept
like that espoused by the Soviet government, that individuals should
enjoy legally protected rights in regard to employment and the eco-
nomic necessities of life. It was not acceptable, he said, “if some frac-
tion of our people – whether it be one-third or one-fifth or one-tenth –
is ill-fed, ill-clothed, ill-housed, and insecure.” After reciting the rights
embodied in the U.S. constitution’s Bill of Rights, Roosevelt said that
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“these political rights proved inadequate to assure us equality in the
pursuit of happiness. We have come to a clear realization of the fact
that true individual freedom cannot exist without economic security
and independence.”

In support of that proposition, Roosevelt invoked, but gave new
meaning to, a doctrine developed by the English courts of chancery to
protect debtors who were being unfairly harassed by creditors. “Neces-
sitous men are not free men,” he said, quoting the court.36 “People
who are hungry and out of a job are the stuff of which dictatorships
are made.” Referring to what he viewed as a national consensus on the
point, Roosevelt said, “We have accepted, so to speak, a second Bill
of Rights under which a new basis of security and prosperity can be
established for all.” Then he listed eight matters he viewed as rights,
two of which related to employment: “the right to a useful and remu-
nerative job in the industries or shops or farms or mines of the nation;
the right to earn enough to provide adequate food and clothing and
recreation.”37 Roosevelt was accepting the Soviet position that a job is
a matter of legal right.

Roosevelt also addressed as an issue of legal right a protection for
workers in the case of departure from employment. As one of the rights
in his bill of rights, he identified “the right to adequate protection from
the economic fears of old age, sickness, accident, and unemployment.”

Labor Rights as Constitutional Law

After World War II, constitutions began to guarantee worker rights.
Social democrat and other leftist elements, inspired by the ideas of the
Soviets, were influential in this development.38 Italy’s constitution pro-
claimed a right to work and a right of workers to participate in the man-
agement of enterprises. The Italian government was to be responsible
for full employment.39 This right to employment was to be secured by
the government by creating economic and social conditions to facilitate
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the acquisition of jobs.40 Workers were also to have a right to participate
in the management of enterprises.41

Social democrat forces in Italy were instrumental in getting these
notions accepted as constitutional norms.42 The elected Constituent
Assembly consisted of 207 Christian Democrats, 115 Socialists, 104
Communists, 23 Republicans, and 19 Liberals. The drafting involved
political compromise among legislators of all these perspectives.43

A similar dynamic was at work in France. Its 1946 constitution
broadly guaranteed worker rights: a right to trade-union action, a right
to join a union of choice, a right to strike, a right to collective bargain-
ing, a right to health benefits, a right to material security, and a right
to rest and leisure.44

All over Western Europe just after World War II, social democratic
elements were strong. Leftists had led the guerrilla resistance to Nazi
occupation, and they emerged from the war with a great residue of
public respect for their ideas. Their efforts were responsible for much
of the new worker-oriented legislation.45

European countries drafted a treaty, the European Social Charter,
to protect a variety of economic rights, including those of workers. In
the Charter, the European countries agreed “to accept as one of their
primary aims and responsibilities the achievement and maintenance of
as high and stable a level of employment as possible, with a view to the
attainment of full employment.”46

The United States also acted to promote employment, in keeping
with the principles stated by Roosevelt. The U.S. Senate passed a bill
declaring that it was the responsibility of the federal government to
maintain full employment and to assure opportunities for employment
for all persons able and willing to work to exercise their right to full
employment.47 The House of Representatives weakened that language
somewhat, so that the bill as adopted declared it to be the “responsibil-
ity of the Federal Government to use all practicable means consistent
with its needs and obligations and other essential considerations of
national policy . . . to coordinate and utilize all its plans, functions, and
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resources for the purpose of creating and maintaining, in a manner
calculated to foster and promote free competitive enterprise and the
general welfare, conditions under which there will be afforded useful
employment opportunities, including self-employment, for those able,
willing, and seeking to work, and to promote maximum employment,
production, and purchasing power.”48 A federal court decided that this
act did not require the federal government to become an employer of
last resort, if full employment could not otherwise be attained. The act
did, however, impose on the federal government a legal obligation to
ensure high levels of employment in the economy.49

For the government of a capitalist state, ensuring employment was
difficult because it did not control industry. But gradually a duty to
make an effort to ensure full employment came to be accepted.

At the United Nations, treaty writers moved to ensure full employ-
ment. With intense Soviet lobbying,50 the United Nations General
Assembly drafted a treaty on economic rights aimed at full employ-
ment. The International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural
Rights required states to undertake “policies and techniques to
achieve . . . full and productive employment.”51

A few years later, the United Nations drafted a convention on
women’s rights that included a right to work and which was phrased to
apply to both women and men. The Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination against Women guarantees “the right to
work as an inalienable right of all human beings.”52 The Convention
was ratified by more than 180 countries.

Legal guarantees went beyond the right to secure employment. They
related as well to conditions of employment, following the lines charted
by the Soviet government. The European Social Charter guaranteed
reasonable working hours, a safe work place, fair pay, vocational train-
ing, social security benefits, and medical care.53 The International
Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights called for “just
and favorable conditions of work,” for “fair wages and equal remu-
neration for work of equal value,” for “rest, leisure and reasonable
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limitation of working hours,” a right to form trade unions, including a
right to strike, and a right to social insurance.54

The law in Western countries came to cope with the phenomenon
of sexual harassment, which had been identified by nineteenth century
Marxists as one of the evils of the capitalist mode of production. The
Dutch Marxist criminologist Willem Bonger had written: “the propri-
etors or their foremen by abusing their power force the working-girls
who please them to yield to their desires. . . . The threat of dismissal
suffices to overcome all resistance in nine cases out of ten, if not in
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred.”55

Job Security

Not only on job acquisition, but on job security, the West followed
the Soviet lead. In the West, the relationship between employee and
employer was contractual. Unless they were to agree to the contrary,
either could end the relationship at any time. This was called the rule
of employment at will, meaning that the worker served at the will of the
employer.

However, this doctrine gave way to a requirement comparable to
that pioneered in Soviet law that an employer prove cause to dismiss a
worker.56 In Germany, workers had already been afforded some pro-
tection from dismissal in 1926.57 From 1969, a dismissal in Germany
had to be “socially justified.”58 In France, remedies were legislated in
1958 to protect a worker from dismissal,59 and from 1973, a worker in
France could be dismissed only for “real and serious reasons.”60

A concept emerged in the law called redundancy policy, involving
governmental payments to workers being dismissed in mass layoffs.61

This gave employers a financial disincentive to lay off workers and
helped workers until they found new employment. In 1971, Britain
required an employer dismissing a worker to prove either redundancy
or that the worker was unfit for the job.62
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“Public concern with labour unrest” was said to be a factor in enact-
ment in Britain in 1975 of the Employment Protection Act, which fur-
ther limited an employer’s right to dismiss a worker.63 As in the USSR,
a judicial remedy was provided under the Act to a worker claiming
unfair dismissal.64 A dismissed worker could take the employer to court
to challenge the grounds alleged by the employer.65

A negative side was that job security made it costly for employ-
ers to hire. In France in 2006, the government, concerned over high
youth unemployment, moved to allow employers to fire younger work-
ers without showing cause. Organized labor reacted sharply, creating
a political crisis in France and forcing the government to back down.66

The notion of job security was, by the turn of the twenty-first century,
too engrained a concept to repudiate.

Western Labor Legislation as an Accommodation

The West could not ignore what emanated from behind the walls of
the Kremlin. To cope with labor unrest, Western governments devel-
oped, if not a concerted strategy, then a series of counter-moves. They
could maintain their domestic and international orders, Western lead-
ers hoped, but only by finding accommodations to blunt the criticism
being directed at them, criticism not only from the Kremlin, but from
within their own populations.

Adoption of Soviet-style labor law solutions in capitalist states was
viewed by one socialist analyst as a product of both the struggle of
the working class in capitalist states and the desire of capitalist states
to follow the more attractive features of socialism, as a way of making
concessions to the working class:

The struggle of the working class in the bourgeois states has
wrenched various concessions from the bourgeoisie which repre-
sent a certain approach to socialist solutions; on the other hand: in
the peaceful competition of the two systems the bourgeoisie tries to
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keep abreast with the attractive social conquests of socialism. Let
us chiefly refer to social insurance, to labour law rules protecting
the workers’ interests in such fields as working hours, paid holidays,
restriction of dismissal, improved labour safety, etc.67

All these concepts, as developed in Soviet law, became standard in
Western law.
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Social Welfare Rights

ALSO UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLU-

tion, Western governments instituted social welfare programs. Embrac-
ing the philosophy that government should take an active interest in the
well-being of the citizenry,1 they took responsibility for ensuring that
citizens had shelter, medical care, and support in old age or in case of
disability.2

Pressure from the political left had spurred some movement on
welfare issues in the closing decades of the nineteenth century. In
Germany, Bismarck instituted Europe’s first social insurance programs
in the 1880s, providing for old age pensions, as well as protection in
case of unemployment, illness, accident, or disability.

At Bismarck’s initiative, the German Reichstag adopted a Sickness
Insurance Law (1883), under which employers and employees con-
tributed to a fund to cover medical expenses in case of an employee’s
sickness. In 1884 followed an Accident Insurance Law under which
employers were required to set up a fund to compensate workers injured
on the job. In 1889 came an Old Age Insurance Law under which
employers and employees contributed 50% each into a fund for old
age pensions.3

Bismarck’s aim was to counter the social democratic movement in
Germany, which was making more thorough-going demands.4 Under-
mining Germany’s social democrats, wrote one historian, was “the
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ultimate motive” for Bismarck’s social reform laws.5 Speaking in sup-
port of these laws in the Reichstag, Bismarck said that a promise had
been given “to remove the legitimate causes of Socialism.”6 Bismarck
had been lobbied by Ferdinand Lassalle, the German socialist leader.7

The Sickness Insurance Law, writes one historian, “was primarily a
means to preserve the existing social order, to minimize social con-
flicts, and to preserve the state from a radical overthrow.”8

The antisocial democrat thrust of Bismarck’s social legislation is
reflected in the fact that his reform proposals were accompanied by his
efforts to keep the Social Democrats from becoming a political force.9

Referring to the Social Democrats as “a social peril,” Bismarck pushed
through in 1878 a law to ban the Social Democrats.10 The two policies
were of one piece to Bismarck, as reflected in a public declaration by the
Emperor, but attributed to Bismarck, in 1881, in which it was stated that
the “redress of social problems is not simply to be sought by repressing
Social Democratic excesses, but equally by positively promoting the
workers’ welfare.”11

Germany’s introduction of social insurance legislation was followed
in Scandinavia and Britain, where social insurance schemes modeled
on Germany’s were implemented at the turn of the twentieth century.12

Legal Aid

After the Bolshevik Revolution, the pressure for reforms of this kind
increased still more. The pressure was felt, as we saw in Chapter 9, at
the Versailles conference. One issue on which immediate pressure was
felt from the Bolshevik Revolution was legal assistance. Legal aid pro-
grams had begun to develop in Europe already in the late nineteenth
century, as part of the same movement toward social rights.13

Legal assistance to the poor was a welfare issue. “A very specific
aspect of the welfare state is directed to overcoming inequalities in the
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utilization of legal rights by measures such as the public subsidization
of legal services.”14 A founder of legal aid in the nineteenth century
in the United States, Arthur von Briesen, feared that poor immigrants
deprived of legal redress would be “ripe to listen to those social agitators
and disturbers who are only too prevalent.” Legal aid, he said, “keeps
the poor satisfied, . . . it antagonizes the tendency toward communism;
it is the best argument against the socialist who cries that the poor
have no rights which the rich are bound to respect.”15 Von Briesen
viewed legal aid as an accommodation to socialist ideas that would
help maintain capitalism.

Legal aid received renewed attention in the United States follow-
ing the revolution in Russia. A major impetus for legal aid in the
United States at that period “came from the Bolshevik Revolution and
the postwar Red Scare.”16 Extensive government support for legal
assistance did not begin in the United States until the 1960s, but
in the 1920s private legal aid societies backed by corporate funding
grew.

Reginald Heber Smith, a prominent Boston attorney, drafted a
report for the Carnegie Foundation, concluding that justice was avail-
able only to those who could afford it. Smith’s philosophical rationale
for legal aid was similar to von Briesen’s. Smith advocated legal aid
so that immigrants would “be assimilated and taught respect for our
institutions.”17

Concern over Bolshevism was cited by an opponent of Smith’s rea-
soning. Charles Evans Hughes, Chief Justice of the United States, dis-
puted Smith’s “false notion that our judicial establishment is only the
mechanism of privilege.” Hughes feared that “to spread that notion is
to open a broad road to Bolshevism.”18

Smith’s rationale that justice was largely unavailable to the poor
carried the day, however, not only in the United States but in Europe as
well. By mid-century, legal assistance programs funded by government
were standard fare.
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Great Depression

The pressure for government intervention increased when the world
economy plummeted into depression beginning in 1929. Marx’s theory
of the inevitability of damaging cycles in a capitalist economy seemed to
be proving itself true. Roosevelt’s New Deal program rapidly expanded
welfare state elements in the United States.19

So-called social rights emerged in the Western world – a right to
housing, to an adequate diet, to fair wages.20 “Social rights,” like
those proclaimed in the Soviet Union, began to appear in Western
constitutions.21 The Irish Constitution of 1937 set the goal that “the
ownership and control of the material resources of the community may
be so distributed amongst private individuals and the various classes
as best to subserve the common good.” It said that “the state shall
endeavour to secure that private enterprise shall be so conducted as
to . . . protect the public against unjust exploitation.”22

The Irish Constitution based its economic rights in part on a 1931
papal encyclical Quadragesimo Anno, which criticized unrestrained eco-
nomic competition and embraced socialism: “Socialism,” read the
encyclical, “in a certain measure approaches the truth which Chris-
tian tradition has always held sacred; for it cannot be denied that its
demands at times come very near those that Christian reformers of
society justly insist upon.”23

Western states responded to socialism by legislating a variety of eco-
nomic rights: “The liberal democracies have tried to solve the prob-
lems of inequality not by socialism but by the introduction of the wel-
fare state, in which no citizen should ever lack the necessities of life:
food and clothing, shelter, medical care, and support in old age or
disability.”24 In response to Marx’s criticism that the French Revolu-
tion provided formal rights realizable only by the well-to-do, Western
states “have embraced the principle that the state must act affirma-
tively to redress social and economic wrong by genuinely and effectively
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touching the lives of its citizens instead of merely providing them with
formal machinery. An essential aspect of this development has been
the emergence of new ‘social rights’ such as a right to decent housing,
to an adequate diet, or to fair pay.”25

The United States introduced aid to dependent children.26 In 1938,
a provision was added to the constitution of New York, stating that
“the aid, care and support of the needy are public concerns and shall
be provided by the state.”27

President Roosevelt supported the concept of economic welfare
rights in his 1944 address. In describing what needed to be done to
avert the phenomenon of “necessitous men,” Roosevelt specified three
welfare items as rights: “the right of every family to a decent home,”
“the right to adequate medical care and the opportunity to achieve and
enjoy good health,” and “the right to a good education.”28

Education had been accepted in the United States, as elsewhere in
the Western world, as a governmental responsibility, to be satisfied by
government-sponsored schools. Housing and health care were a differ-
ent matter. But Roosevelt was accepting the proposition, as promoted
by the Soviet government, that government has a responsibility on these
issues.

Internationally Defined Welfare Rights

Rights regarding welfare issues began to appear in legal instruments
in the West. Britain enacted a Health Service Law in 1946, instituting
government-funded medical care.29 The Soviet system of medical care
had attracted considerable attention in the West.30 France’s 1946 con-
stitution guaranteed health care and material security.31 Welfare rights
found their way into international human rights instruments. At the
United Nations, the USSR pressed for inclusion of economic and social
welfare rights as human rights. “Our feeling is that the arrangements for
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the international economic and social cooperation are very important
for the success of the International Organization,” said a Soviet delegate
at the founding UN conference in San Francisco. “The lasting peace
to come will depend, to a great extent, on the development of the inter-
national economic and social cooperation of the United Nations.”32

In the UN Charter, clauses were included to have the organization
promote economic and social cooperation among nations in order, in
the words of Article 55 of the Charter, to achieve “conditions of sta-
bility and well-being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly
relations among nations.” The Soviet government actively supported
inclusion of language about these matters at the 1945 San Francisco
conference at which the Charter was drafted. Speaking of the draft
provisions on economic and social cooperation, the Soviet delegate.
A. A. Arutiunian, who participated in the drafting, said, “I hope that
these arrangements will help to create in the world necessary oppor-
tunities for all the nations and for all human beings to improve their
economic, social, cultural, educational, health, and other related fields
of life [sic]. I don’t think that there is a necessity here to say that my
country, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, is a pioneer in the
great cause of improving the economic, social, cultural, educational,
health and other related conditions of the peoples of the U.S.S.R. We
believe that our achievements in these very important fields of human
rights have inspired and will continue to inspire humanity in its march
to a better future.”33

Concern about the Soviet Union was a factor in the post-War
movement toward European unification. The European Social Charter
called for social welfare rights like those that had found their way into
Soviet law. The Charter called on governments to ensure medical care,
requiring “that any person who is without adequate resources and who
is unable to secure such services either by his own efforts or from other
sources . . . be granted adequate assistance, and, in case of sickness, the
care necessitated by his condition.34
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At the United Nations, a treaty was being drafted on these issues,
as we saw in Chapter 9, with the Soviet delegates in the forefront. The
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights dealt
not only with labor, but with other social issues. Most Western powers
ratified the covenant, which called for a broad array of economic welfare
rights.

The covenant recognized, as a human right, “the right of everyone
to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including
adequate food, clothing and housing.” The covenant recognized “the
right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of
physical and mental health.” To this end, the contracting parties agreed
to undertake “the improvement of all aspects of environmental and
industrial hygiene,” and “the creation of conditions which would assure
to all medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness.”35

A later treaty, the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child, called for
economic protection to all children: “States parties recognize the right
of every child to a standard of living adequate for the child’s physical,
mental, spiritual, moral and social development.”36

Two fields of law – administrative law and taxation law – which
were of only marginal significance in Europe in the nineteenth century
assumed central positions as a result of the development of the welfare
state. As explained by one analyst,

The welfare state inevitably leads to many more points of contact
between the state and the citizen, a contact which is enhanced by
the much greater proportion of the population in the employment
of the state (no matter whether the actual government is of the left
or the right). The increase in the scale and complexity of taxation is
one legal consequence of the welfare state and of state intervention.
Another is the perceived need to defend the individual against the
tyranny of the state; this has led to the growth of administrative
law. In Britain, for example, tribunals have come into existence to
provide non-technical remedies for such ills as unfair dismissal or
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excessive rents and, in some countries, parliamentary, local and other
commissioners (the ombudsmen) have been created to deal with
failings in officialdom.37

These two fields of law, in their current forms, thus are a product of
the development of welfare as a legal right.
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The State and the Economy

DESPITE THE LONG-TERM VISION OF THE WITHERING AWAY

of the state, the Soviet concept of state responsibility for provision
of services implied a strong role for the state. As a planned economy
replaced private industry and commerce under the Soviet government,
it became apparent that the state would play a major part in organizing
the life of Soviet society.

During the 1930s, the Soviet government established a political
and economic order based on a high concentration of both political
and economic authority. The Soviet government directed the nation’s
economy, investing profits to promote industrialization.1 To solidify
that political and economic order, it gave itself the power to make its
new economic order function.2 Strong authority was exercised by a
single political party, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and
by the executive branch of government. Governmental planning of the
economy involved strong direction from the central authorities.3

In substantive law, the most visible changes were in commercial law.
As the state assumed the administration of the economy, it established
legal forms for commercial activity within the state sector.4

The theory behind centralization was to build society to a point at
which it could satisfy the needs of all its members on a basis of equality,
and which would set the basis for a drastic reduction in governmental
authority.5 All would receive what they need, rather than receive on
the basis of what they produce.6 Material abundance was deemed a
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precondition for a social order that would rely on citizen self-
regulation.7 Individuals would contribute to the social good not because
they would derive individual benefit from hard effort, but because they
would be concerned to make society prosper, and that prosperity would
redound to the benefit of all.8 Coercion of individuals would no longer
be necessary, and law would die out.9

State Socialism in the West

Just at the time that this state socialism was being solidified in the
Soviet Union, the challenge of Soviet ideas was especially strong in
the 1930s, as economic depression eroded public confidence in capi-
talism.10 Workers lost jobs in large numbers, and many looked to the
Soviet Union as a solution. There, employment was high as the gov-
ernment was in the midst of an industrialization drive. The Soviet oasis
of full employment in a world wracked by depression was a powerful
symbol of the possible.

Providing employment meant managing the economy as never
before.11 In the United States, President Franklin Roosevelt urged gov-
ernment involvement in the economy, “to obviate revolution,” he said.
During his 1932 campaign for the presidency, Roosevelt explained that
his purpose was “to teach the country to march upon its appointed
course, the way of change, in an orderly march, avoiding alike the rev-
olution of radicalism and the revolution of conservatism.”12

Roosevelt thought that a small dose of socialism would preserve the
existing order. He would “inoculate” the country with socialism “to
escape the disease.” “I want to save our system, the capitalistic sys-
tem,” Roosevelt said, and “to save it is to give some heed to world
thought of today. I want to equalize the distribution of wealth.” Roo-
sevelt’s biographer Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. related a conversation in
which Roosevelt, describing the need for higher taxes on the wealthy,
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explained, “We do not want communism in this country and the only
way to fight communism is by . . . ” At that point Roosevelt’s inter-
locutor interjected “neo-communism,” in response to which Roosevelt
laughed.13

Roosevelt proposed legislation for a new and unprecedented role for
government in the economy. The government would regulate private
industry to curb its abuses. It would regulate the money supply to stim-
ulate the economy out of downturns. Roosevelt embraced the thinking
of the British economist John Maynard Keynes, whose views came to
be called after his name. Keynesianism involved leaving production,
price, and wage decisions to private companies but sought to regulate
the financial climate in which companies made these decisions.

During times of depression, government would spend more, or
decrease taxes, to generate increased demand for goods. During peri-
ods of full employment and rising prices, the government would raise
taxes and reduce government expenditures, in order to keep wages
and prices from going too high. Thus, the government would avoid the
peaks and valleys that were endemic to capitalism and disruptive of the
lives of those who lived under it.14

The early New Deal was pointed toward extensive control of indus-
try and agriculture. Although the government soon backed off this
highly directive approach, it did institute regulation to curb a variety
of abuses in the economy. The Securities and Exchange Commission
monitored fraud in stock transactions. The Food and Drug Adminis-
tration checked on the safety of consumables.

Agricultural prices were low relative to prices for other products,
and the government initiated a program in 1933 to require farmers
to limit production. The government would pay farmers for limiting
production, and fine them if they produced more than was allowed.15

This law involved major government interference in the economy. In
his 1941 address, Roosevelt spoke in the language of legal right about
prices for agricultural commodities. As one of the rights in his Second
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Bill of Rights, Roosevelt identified “the right of every farmer to raise
and sell his products at a return which will give him and his family a
decent living.”16

Roosevelt thought that the reforms he was instituting would move
the United States significantly in the direction of socialism, even though
his aim was to avert it. In a conversation with Under Secretary of State
Sumner Welles, Roosevelt applied numbers to the degree of change.
He told Welles that “if one took the figure 100 as representing the
difference between American democracy and Soviet communism in
1917, with the United States at 100 and the Soviet Union at 0, Ameri-
can democracy might eventually reach the figure of 60 and the Soviet
system might reach the figure of 40.”17

As World War II ended, with leftist forces popular in Western
Europe, the United States undertook a political-economic counterof-
fensive to keep Western Europe from going over to socialism. The
United States instituted the Marshall Plan to ensure that the economic
recovery that Western Europe needed after the war would be done
on a free-market basis. The Marshall Plan “launched the American
challenge to the Soviet Union.”18

Nonetheless, after World War II, Europe moved strongly toward
government involvement in the economy. Britain nationalized coal,
steel, transport, electricity, and gas, and France nationalized coal, elec-
tricity, gas, and press enterprises.19 France undertook state planning
for private industry, enforced by a variety of financial incentives.20

This development was a product of socialist philosophy of the
social democratic tradition. Nationalization of major industries follow-
ing World War II proceeded from this philosophy:

The series of nationalisation laws which after the last war socialised,
in Britain, the basic industries of coal, transport, electricity and
gas, and, in France, coal, electricity, gas and press enterprises,
were the expression of a political philosophy which demanded the
public control of these basic industries as well as certain other
enterprises.21
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Governmental economic planning in Europe was instituted at the
supranational level as well, with formation of the European Economic
Community.22 That development came in part from a view that Europe
needed to strengthen itself for protection against the Soviet Union.23

The principle of state intervention was accepted by Western gov-
ernments. They had a sufficiently high level of production that gov-
ernments were able, by extracting wealth from the private sector, to
provide the social welfare benefits that in the USSR were provided
from the proceeds of public enterprise. Governments came to be seen
as bearing an obligation to promote economic development.24

In the United States, the government intervened in the economy
with price support programs in agriculture, output controls, minimum
wage laws, construction of public housing, and regulation of many
industries.25 There grew in the 1950s a military-industrial complex
that came to play a major role in the country’s economic life. The gov-
ernment, in purchasing military equipment, influenced the direction
of private industry.26

Governmental intrusion had a profound impact on Western insti-
tutions. The Western commercial contract took on “certain aspects of
the contract of a planned economy” and in some instances was “sub-
ordinated to decisions taken by a public authority.”27

Harold Berman sees an imprint from the Russian revolution. View-
ing “state planning, through law, of the economy” as one of “the chief
contributions of the Russian Revolution, for good and for ill, to the
Western legal tradition in the long twentieth century,” he notes that
these ideals were written into Soviet law when it established “the right
to work, the right to old age pensions, free medical care, and free higher
education.” Berman notes, “In virtually all countries of the West, gov-
ernmental bureaucracies in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries
have come to control, directly and actively, the economy, communi-
cations, education, health care, conditions of work, and other aspects
of economic and social life.” Bureaucracies implement their control by
administrative regulation.28
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Socialist analysts thought that the adoption in the West of public con-
trol over certain economic sectors would eventually lead to socialism:

Bourgeois law adjusts itself to such circumstances for which the
social ownership could provide the suitable bases and adequate
framework. [T]he principal characteristic of the said convergence
[between capitalist and socialist law–J.Q.] is the approach of the solu-
tions of the bourgeois law to those familiar to social ownership,
without actual social ownership nevertheless. Characteristic of this
process is that it is not merely temporary, that it accumulates quan-
titative changes for a subsequent qualitative, revolutionary change,
the socialization.29

Such a transformation did not occur. Indeed, in the 1980s, Europe
retrenched on government ownership. Nonetheless, the international
community followed the Soviet lead on the issue of economic oppor-
tunity.

Trading as a Governmental Function

As governments in the West came to assume a greater role in eco-
nomic matters, they were pressed by the Soviet Union to accept its
even greater role. The Soviet government operated the Soviet econ-
omy through companies set up by the state. For import and export,
it set up specialized companies to import products for state-owned
companies, or to purchase products from them for export. This sys-
tem of state-owned companies and centralized foreign trade was also
adopted by the other Eastern European countries allied with the Soviet
Union.

This system of trade presented significant problems of accommo-
dation with the existing system of international trade. At first, West-
ern governments refused to deal with Soviet state-owned companies.
When the Allies lifted their naval blockade of Soviet Russia in 1920,
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they indicated a willingness to let their companies trade, but not with
Soviet state-owned companies. Instead, the Allies would trade only
with Russian cooperatives, which were privately operated and gener-
ally hostile to the Bolsheviks. The Allies hoped to weaken the Bolshevik
government by trading only with these private entities.30

By the mid-1920s, however, the Soviet government set up trade
delegations within its diplomatic establishments abroad. In the United
Kingdom and United States, it set up corporations under local law to
conduct trade. Foreign states accepted these institutions, which began
to buy and sell in those markets.31 By the 1930s, the Soviet govern-
ment moved to a network of state-owned export-import companies,
and Western governments acquiesced in letting them buy and sell in
their territory.32

The Soviet government took the position that state-owned com-
panies enjoyed immunity from suit, just as governments had tradi-
tionally enjoyed immunity from suit.33 The Western governments not
only questioned that immunity but sought to view a state-owned com-
pany as responsible for any and all debts of the state that had establi-
shed it.

Eventually Western governments came to recognize state trading
to the extent of accepting dealings with state-owned export-import
companies as operations of those companies alone, with the company
only being liable for its obligations. In a case involving Cuban state-
owned companies, heard in the House of Lords, it was said, “State-
controlled enterprises, with legal personality, ability to trade and to
enter into contracts of private law, though wholly subject to the control
of their state, are a well-known feature of the modern commercial scene.
The distinction between them, and their governing state, may appear
artificial: but it is an accepted distinction in the law of England and other
states.”34 As to commercial transactions of state-owned companies,
the court said, “the commercial transaction was not that of the Cuban
state, but of an independent state organisation. The status of these
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organisations is familiar in our courts, and it has never been held that
the relevant state is in law answerable for their actions.”35

Citing, among others, the example of the Soviet state-owned compa-
nies, the U.S. Supreme Court similarly said, “Increasingly during this
century, governments through the world have established separately
constituted legal entities to perform a variety of tasks.”36
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Equality Comes to the Family

THE SOVIET INSISTENCE ON THE EQUALITY OF WOMEN AND

men was not without consequence in the West. The Russian family code
of 1918 had questioned the patriarchal character of Western family law.
With the Bolshevik Revolution and the challenge issued by Soviet law as
prods, Western governments gradually introduced elements of gender
equality into domestic relations law. The twentieth century witnessed a
fundamental change in legal regulation of the marital relationship and
in gender roles in society.

Marriage and divorce, wrote Berman, became “largely a consen-
sual matter, while parental power over children has been substan-
tially reduced. As the family has been left more and more to its own
devices, social relations of race and class and sex have been more and
more subjected to legal restraint, in order to prevent exploitation.”
These changes, wrote Berman, were “associated partly with the social-
ist movement.”1

Governments intervened more forcefully in the family relationship;
through administrative and criminal law they dealt with such prob-
lems as child neglect, or physical or sexual abuse within the family.2

Governments took responsibility, to a degree, for the well-being of
the family. In Spain, a constitutional provision stated, “Public author-
ities shall assure the social, economic and legal protection of the
family.”3
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In the years following the Bolshevik Revolution, European states
gradually brought their family law statutes into line with indicated fea-
tures of the 1918 Russian family code. As in the Soviet concept, mar-
riage in the West became a union entered at the will of the parties
(rather than that of their relatives), and which could be dissolved by
either of them.

Freedom of divorce became accepted.4 In Western law, grounds
were required to dissolve a marriage. This flowed from the idea that
marriage was a contract entailing certain rights and obligations. A
spouse who violated one of these obligations could be sued by the
other for divorce. The Soviet legislation was the first to posit that mar-
riage could be ended when one or both spouses no longer wanted it
to continue. The concept of grounds vanished. Throughout the West,
legislation came to permit divorce, sometimes called dissolution, simply
at the request of one or both spouses.

The radical departures in Soviet family law provided ammunition
to the social democrat parties of Europe in their promotion of gender
equality. The Austrian Social Democrat Party devoted one section of its
Program of Linz (1926) to the “woman question,” calling for abolition
of all gender-discriminatory laws.5

In family law, the traditional patriarchal approach faded. In Sweden,
the Marriage Act of 1920 put the spouses on the same legal footing,
replacing the earlier concept that the husband was the guardian of the
wife.6 The legal disabilities of woman as wife were gradually elimi-
nated. By a law of 1942, a woman in France was permitted to choose a
profession without prior consent of her husband.7 Laws began to allow
a woman to keep her own surname, and references to the husband as
head of the family began to disappear. Gender equality began to appear
in constitutions as a right.8

Laws on nationality were changed to make a woman’s nationality
independent of that of her husband. The issue came to be viewed, as
it had been in the early Soviet legislation, as a matter of equal rights.
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“Credit for introducing this idea,” wrote an early analyst of Soviet
international practice, “belongs to the Soviets.”9

The United Nations drafted a treaty on the subject of national-
ity, requiring states to eliminate the automatic change of a woman’s
nationality upon marriage: “Each contracting State agrees that neither
the celebration nor the dissolution of a marriage between one of its
nationals and an alien, nor the change of nationality by the husband
during marriage, shall automatically affect the nationality of the wife.”
If a husband renounced his nationality or were naturalized in a new
country, his wife’s nationality would not be altered, unless she took
action to bring it about.10

A treaty on women’s rights viewed a woman’s nationality situation as
a human rights issue. The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination Against Women required states to “grant women
equal rights with men to acquire, change or retain their nationality.
They shall ensure in particular that neither marriage to an alien nor
change of nationality by the husband during marriage shall automat-
ically change the nationality of the wife, render her stateless or force
upon her the nationality of the husband.”11

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, adopted
in 1966, called for equality between women and men “during mar-
riage.”12 The committee that monitors the Covenant said that “this
equality extends to all matters” arising from the spousal relationship,
“such as choice of residence, running of the household, education of
the children and administration of assets.”13

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women, which the Soviet Union actively promoted, required
governments to observe equality in many of the ways called for by the
1918 Russian family code. The Convention, in provisions that could
have been written by Kollontai, guaranteed legal equality in the marital
relationship. It required states to provide “the same rights and respon-
sibilities during marriage and at its dissolution.” Thus, any law that
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viewed the husband as head of the family would violate the human
rights of women. So too would any law that rendered divorce more
accessible to men.

The Convention guaranteed “the same personal rights as husband
and wife, including the right to choose a family name, a profession and
an occupation.” As to property rights, it guaranteed “the same rights
for both spouses in respect of the ownership, acquisition, management,
administration, enjoyment and disposition of property.”14 Women and
men are to be accorded “the same rights with regard to the law relating
to the movement of persons and the freedom to choose their resi-
dence and domicile.”15 This litany of provisions on equality of women
touched issues that appeared first in the law in the early Soviet family
legislation. By the late twentieth century, virtually the entire array of
reforms reflected in the 1918 Russian family code had been accepted
in law in the West.

Women in Public Life

Reform also came with regard to the status of women outside the fam-
ily. Alexandra Kollontai claimed already in 1927 that the Soviet leg-
islation had impacted the status of women in the West. In that year,
Kollontai wrote an essay she titled “What October Gave Woman in
the West.” “October” was shorthand for the Bolshevik Revolution of
October 1917. The complex of measures instituted in Soviet Russia,
Kollontai said, had altered the view of woman’s role in society, not
only in Russia, but around the world. A woman who earns indepen-
dently was the feature she found distinctive of what she called the
“new woman.” “But for October,” she wrote, the view would still pre-
vail that . . . the place of woman is in the family, behind a breadwinning
husband.”

Kollontai said, “only the October revolution recognized publicly
by its legislation, by the whole new Soviet order, that once a woman
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becomes a worker in society, she must be seen as an active citizen.”
Kollontai cited examples to show that this transformation was already
being reflected abroad. “In all countries, political activism of women
grew in these last ten years in a major way.” Women, Kollontai said,
were becoming government ministers and diplomats, and were running
businesses.16

There was a kernel of truth in Kollontai’s claims. Women were
beginning to play a role in society outside the home, and legal reforms
accompanied the change. Provisions began to appear in constitutions
to guarantee women legal equality in all aspects of life.

The Soviet constitution of 1936 proclaimed gender equality. In
1946, France’s new constitution did the same.17 Other countries began
to include equality of the sexes in their legislation. Statutes were insti-
tuted and programs initiated to ensure equal pay for women.18

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimina-
tion against Women viewed women’s equality in public life as a human
rights issue. It called on states to “take all appropriate measures to elim-
inate discrimination against women in the political and public life of
the country.”19 States were required similarly “to take all appropriate
measures to eliminate discrimination against women in order to ensure
to them equal rights with men in the field of education.”20 As for work
life, the Convention called for women to be accorded “the same criteria
for selection in matters of employment,” the “right to equal remuner-
ation, including benefits, and to equal treatment in respect of work of
equal value.”21
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Child-Bearing and Rights of Children

THE EARLY SOVIET REFORMS ON PATERNITY AND ADOPTION

evoked little reaction abroad. The idea of collective paternity was aban-
doned in 1926 in the USSR itself, as was the abolition of private-family
adoption. Neither idea was seriously considered in other countries.
Soviet reforms on child-care, on illegitimate children, and on abortion
exerted considerable impact beyond the borders of the USSR.

Laws on these issues underwent a sea change in the middle years of
the twentieth century, taking the direction followed by the early Soviet
legislation. Communal facilities for child day care came into common
use, as an adjunct to the entry of women into the workforce. The status
of children born out of wedlock was regularized.

Abortion Policy

In the 1920s, a prohibition against abortion was still the nearly univer-
sal rule in the West. Criminal penalties, often with severe punishments,
applied to the performance of an abortion. Despite the prohibition,
however, abortions were performed, often in improper medical condi-
tions, and this fact helped keep the issue one of great public controversy.

The 1920s saw the abortion issue high on the medical agenda in
many countries, and being raised as well as a political issue. The Soviet
experience figured heavily. The Soviet decision in 1920 to legalize
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abortion “was very important for the abortion debate in other
countries.”1 In Switzerland, leftist parties campaigned in the 1920s
to legalize abortion.2

Legalization campaigners pointed to the 1920 Soviet decree to show
that legalization was possible. One of the bases for prohibiting abor-
tion was concern that the operation was dangerous to the life of a
woman. Figures coming out of the USSR showed that few maternal
deaths resulted from the performance of abortions. The Soviet data
were widely disseminated.3

The USSR sent delegates to the meetings of the World League for
Sexual Reform, held in Berlin in 1921, Copenhagen in 1928, London
in 1929, and Vienna in 1930.4 The League was a nongovernmental
organization opposed to the legal strictures on sexual issues as found
in European countries. At the 1929 congress in London, a Soviet film
was shown about a young woman getting an abortion. The film, which
featured the commissar of health, had been produced to show young
women that abortions were available.5 At the 1930 congress in Vienna,
one delegate, arguing for the decriminalization of abortion, called for
“an extension to all the codes, in all the countries, of the new legislation
decreed by the USSR on abortion.”6

British and American physicians began to visit the USSR to examine
the Soviet experience. F. J. Taussig, a U.S. physician, visited in 1930
and devoted a chapter to the Soviet experience in his 1936 book on
abortion.7 The Soviet experience provided data for the first time on
the impact of legalizing abortion. Taussig reported that deaths from
back alley abortions had decreased dramatically in Russia.8 Deaths of
women during the performance of legal abortions by qualified physi-
cians were infrequent. Taussig cited Soviet specialists as reporting one
death in 20,000 legal abortions.9

This information dramatically altered the abortion debate in the
West. “Never before,” Taussig wrote, “in such a short period of time
has the world acquired such a fund of information, both medical and
social, helping toward a solution of the problem [of abortion].”10
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L. Haden Guest reported in the British medical journal Lancet on
the low number of maternal deaths in Soviet Russia from abortions. In
40,000 abortions performed over a ten-year period, he said, there had
been only two maternal deaths.11

The Lancet reported on a 1932 meeting of the Medico-Legal Society
in Britain, at which the lawyers favored decriminalization of abortion,
while the physicians, fearing medical complications, were opposed.
The Lancet suggested that the Soviet data might turn the opinions of
the physicians. Citing Guest, the Lancet editorialized that if the Russian
statistics on the safety of properly performed abortions could be con-
firmed, “they will, from the strictly medical point of view, deserve seri-
ous consideration by those planning new legislation appropriate to the
outlook and habits of our time.”12

Helen Lukis, a British physician arguing in favor of legalization of
abortion at a meeting of the British Medical Association in 1933, said
that “the legalization of abortion in Russia had created a demand for
abortion in England.”13 In Britain, the Birkett Committee, set up to
study the abortion question, cited the Soviet figures in its 1939 report.14

Starting in the 1940s, abortion laws in the West began to change.
In certain localities of Switzerland, abortion became legally available.
East Germany legalized abortion in 1947. After the USSR legalized
abortion for the second time in 1955, socialist bloc states followed suit.

In 1967, the British parliament adopted the Abortion Act, which
legalized abortion if necessary to preserve the physical or mental health
of the woman. Abortions were liberally performed under the Abortion
Act, and women from other European countries traveled to England for
abortions.15 In 1973, abortion became available in the United States, by
decision of the Supreme Court.16 By the 1980s, abortion was available
in most countries, with some variation. In some countries, abortion was
available on demand, at least early in pregnancy. In others, abortion was
permitted on statutorily defined grounds, which in some countries were
quite limited, but in others were quite permissive.17
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In the determinations made in the West to decriminalize abortion,
medical considerations were key. At that period, the Soviet Union was
still the only major country where abortion had been widely permitted
by law. The Soviet medical experience of the period 1920 to 1936 had
shown that if abortion were decriminalized and performed under good
hygienic conditions, complications to the mother would be few.

In 1966, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
was adopted. Although the Covenant contained no provision on abor-
tion, it included general equality provisions, as well as a provision on
the protection of life. In keeping with the strong trend toward legal
abortion, the committee that monitors compliance with the Covenant
criticized states that prohibited abortion. The committee cited equality
grounds, and, in the case of very strict prohibitions, the need to protect
the mother’s right to life.18

The motivation for this change in abortion laws in the West was
similar to that behind the Soviet policy of the 1920s. There was concern
that a prohibition drove abortion underground, often causing physical
harm to the woman. There was also concern about the rights of the
woman, on a rationale that the woman should be allowed to decide
about child-bearing.

Communal Child-Care

When the Soviet government initiated communal day care for children,
such a concept was little known. The expectation was that care would
be provided by the parents. When both parents sought to work outside
the home, and when no extended family was close at hand, the absence
of communal child-care created difficulty.

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, adopted in 1989,
requires states to “ensure the development of institutions, facilities and
services for the care of children.” The obligation applies in particular to
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the children of working parents: “States Parties shall take all appropriate
measures to ensure that children of working parents have the right
to benefit from child-care services and facilities for which they are
eligible.”19

Child-care facilities came into common use around the world. They
came to be viewed as necessary to ensure access to employment for
women.

Legitimacy

The Soviet equalization of children, regardless of the marital status of
their parents, was noted in Europe, as the issue was debated in the
1920s. At the World League for Sexual Reform, Paul Krische-Berlin
argued in favor of eliminating the legal disadvantages of children born
out of wedlock. In support of his position, he pointed out that “only
the socialist code of Soviet Russia provides for full equality.”20

Laws on the status of illegitimate children changed, however, only in
the middle years of the twentieth century. In France, by a 1972 law, the
difference between children born in or out of wedlock was practically
eliminated. A new civil code provision stated, “A natural child has in
general the same rights and the same obligations as a legitimate child
in its relations with its father and mother.”21 In Britain, no across-the-
board provision was adopted to remove the difference between children
born in or out of wedlock, but legislative change was made on a variety
of issues. In Britain, by a 1969 law, illegitimate children were placed on
a par with legitimate children when parents die intestate. By the same
law, a will provision referring to a “child” was to be read to include
illegitimate children.22

Change came quickly in Europe. By 1975, the Council of Europe,
an intergovernmental body dealing with human rights, found that a
distinction in European legislation between children born in or out of
wedlock had faded so much that it was able to adopt a treaty ensuring
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equality for children born out of wedlock. The Convention on the Legal
Status of Children Born Out of Wedlock required parents to bear “the
same obligation to maintain the child as if it were born in wedlock.”
The child was to have “the same right of succession to the estate of its
father and its mother.”23

In the United States, the Supreme Court took up the issue. It struck
restrictions in the laws of constituent states that had disadvantaged chil-
dren born out of wedlock.24 The United Nations dealt with legitimacy
as a human rights matter. In 1966, the United Nations finalized the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which called for
necessary “measures of protection” for a child by “his family, society
and the State,” without discrimination based on “birth.”25 The com-
mittee that monitors the Covenant said that discrimination based on
“birth” protects children born out of wedlock.26 The committee criti-
cized countries that did not provide full equality to children born out
of wedlock.27

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child outlawed discrim-
ination against children on a variety of grounds, including any “other
status.”28 That provision was understood to prohibit discrimination
against children born out of wedlock.29 The committee that monitors
that Convention criticized states that did not ensure full equality.30

Childbirth Leave

The issue of parental leave attracted attention. The International Labor
Organization was, as indicated in Chapter 9, formed out of concern
over worker agitation inspired by the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia. As
one of its first issues, the ILO dealt with childbirth leave. In November
1919, it adopted a treaty on the subject. Applicable to both private and
public employment, the treaty gave a woman worker a right to leave
for six weeks before, and six weeks after, childbirth, and to “benefits
sufficient for the full and healthy maintenance of herself and her child,”
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to be paid either from public funds or from a social insurance fund.
The woman was protected from being dismissed while on leave.31

The treaty was implemented in domestic legislation only quite grad-
ually. By the late twentieth century, however, paid childbirth leave,
with a prohibition against dismissal, became accepted practice.32

Child-care also came to be provided. A combination of parental leave
and child-care availability, as provided for example, in Swedish law,
came to be widely viewed as necessary to allow women workers to bear
children without falling behind male peers.33 Women would be able
to take time with a child in its infancy and then find day care to allow
return to work.

As a guarantee for continued employment, the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women required
states to prohibit “dismissal on the grounds of pregnancy” and to intro-
duce “maternity leave with pay or with comparable social benefits with-
out loss of former employment, seniority or social allowances.”34

By the late twentieth century, parental leave had become general
practice in Europe.35 The United States adopted parental leave leg-
islation in 1993.36 In 1996, the European Union’s Council issued a
directive on parental leave, requiring member states to provide for it.37

The pattern set by Soviet law became the model for the Western world.
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Racial Equality

FOR THE UNITED STATES, LEGALIZED RACIAL SEGREGATION

caused problems as an issue that could be exploited by its adversaries.
During World War II, both Japan and Germany focused on segregation
in their wartime propaganda against the United States. In the years
following World War II, criticism came from an array of nations, even
some that were friendly to the United States. Lynchings of Blacks in the
American South, prevalent at that period, drew particular criticism.

In the United States–Soviet battle for hearts and minds around the
world, segregation became a focus of the Soviet critique of American
capitalism, and a source of embarrassment for the United States. The
Soviet media highlighted not only lynchings, but the economic situation
of Black tenant farmers, and the poll tax, which kept many African-
Americans from voting.1

The American South at the United Nations

At the newly created United Nations, the USSR promoted the estab-
lishment within the Commission on Human Rights of a subcommission
that would focus on race issues.2 The Subcommission on Prevention
of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities began work in 1947.3

Dean Rusk, who, as a Department of State officer, represented the
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United States at the United Nations, conveyed to Washington the risk
that the Subcommission presented for the United States: “This Sub-
commission,” he wrote in a confidential memorandum, “was estab-
lished on the initiative of the USSR, and there is every indication that
that country and others will raise questions concerning our domestic
problems in this regard.”4

In 1946, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) had petitioned the Commission on Human Rights to
examine segregation in the United States. When the Subcommission
was established in 1947, the Soviet Union, as a member of the Subcom-
mission, asked that it address the petition.5 The NAACP, in submitting
the petition in 1946, had calculated that the Soviet Union would press
the issue, and that the resulting publicity might force the U.S. federal
government to address segregation, even if the United Nations took no
action.6

The Soviet Union took up the petition and used it to criticize the
United States.7 The U.S. delegate parried the Soviet jabs by saying that
the segregation issue was being considered by the federal government,
and that the Soviet Union itself suppressed rights.8 The Soviet delegate
to the Subcommission drafted a resolution that asked that it “consider
at its meetings the petition presented to the United Nations twice since
1946 by 15 million Negroes residing in the United States of America,
who are subjected to discrimination on racial grounds.”9

Apart from the merits of the NAACP petition, members of the
Subcommission were uncertain that the Subcommission, or the Com-
mission on Human Rights, should become a tribunal to hear human
rights petitions. The UN Charter gave the Commission no such role.
The Subcommission rejected the Soviet proposal on that basis, most
members stating that the Subcommission should not focus on “one
particular group of coloured people.”10

Even though the United Nations took no action, the very submis-
sion of the petition and the attention it received served the purpose
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the NAACP sought. Concern that the Soviet Union was winning the
propaganda war motivated politicians in the United States. William O.
Douglas, a Supreme Court justice who would soon sit on the school
desegregation case, viewed racial segregation in the United States as
an obstacle to winning the Cold War. Douglas publicly campaigned on
the issue. “I think that the great issues of the day,” he told a convention
of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America in 1952, “are, who
are going to get the hearts and the minds of the peoples of the world?
Those of us who stand for the things that your group stands for – free-
dom and justice and equality – are the bulwark against any form of
totalitarianism, the most virulent of which is Communism.” Douglas
denounced what he called “the provincialism of prejudice, racial prej-
udice, prejudice against new and challenging ideas.” America, he said,
must approach the problems of the world “without racial lines, without
discrimination.”11

When the Supreme Court of the United States took on the issue
of segregated schools in the case of Brown v. Board of Education, the
Soviet criticism became part of the discussion.12 The federal govern-
ment sided with the Black parents and schoolchildren, urging the Court
to outlaw segregation in the schools. The federal government was not
a party to the lawsuit, but the Attorney General filed a brief in the case
for the federal government as a friend of the court.

The U.S. Brief to the Supreme Court

By the rules of the Supreme Court, a friend of the court must explain
why it has an interest. The Attorney General said first that the fed-
eral government had an obligation to protect civil rights, and second,
that racial segregation in the United States had become an interna-
tional issue for the federal government: “It is in the context of the
present world struggle between freedom and tyranny,” he wrote, “that
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the problem of racial discrimination must be viewed. The United States
is trying to prove to the people of the world, of every nationality, race,
and color, that a free democracy is the most civilized and most secure
form of government yet devised by man. We must set an example for
others by showing firm determination to remove existing flaws in our
democracy.” The reason the United States was trying to prove the
benefits of a free democracy was the Cold War confrontation with the
Soviet Union.

The Attorney General next wrote, “Racial discrimination furnishes
grist for the Communist propaganda mills, and it raises doubts even
among friendly nations as to the intensity of our devotion to the demo-
cratic faith.”13 Then the Attorney General recited that he had solicited
a letter from Dean Acheson, Secretary of State, to demonstrate to the
Court just how racial segregation in the United States impacted for-
eign relations. The Attorney General quoted from the letter. Acheson
first mentioned that he had written a letter to another federal agency in
1946 explaining that racial discrimination in the United States “created
suspicion and resentment in other countries.”14

Then Acheson wrote, “During the past six years, the damage to our
foreign relations attributable to this source has become progressively
greater. The United States is under constant attack in the foreign press,
over the foreign radio, and in such international bodies as the United
Nations because of various practices of discrimination against minority
groups in this country.”15 The “past six years,” of course, was the
time since the United Nations had been founded, and during which the
Soviet Union had supported the NAACP petition at the United Nations
and had promoted creation of a subcommission on race discrimination
in the UN Commission on Human Rights.

Acheson referred to these Soviet efforts at the United Nations. “As
might be expected,” he wrote, “Soviet spokesmen regularly exploit
this situation in propaganda against the United States, both within the
United Nations and through radio broadcasts and the press, which
reaches all corners of the world. Some of these attacks against us are
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based on falsehood or distortion; but the undeniable existence of racial
discrimination gives unfriendly governments the most effective kind of
ammunition for their propaganda warfare.”16

Then Acheson acknowledged that the Soviet Union’s efforts were
having an impact: “The hostile reaction among normally friendly peo-
ples, many of whom are particularly sensitive in regard to the status
of non-European races, is growing in alarming proportions. In such
countries the view is expressed more and more vocally that the United
States is hypocritical in claiming to be the champion of democracy while
permitting practices of racial discrimination here in this country.”17

Next Acheson explained that school segregation in particular was
hurting the United States: “The segregation of school children on a
racial basis is one of the practices in the United States that has been
singled out for hostile foreign comment in the United Nations and
elsewhere. Other peoples cannot understand how such a practice can
exist in a country which professes to be a staunch supporter of freedom,
justice, and democracy. The sincerity of the United States in this respect
will be judged by its deeds as well as by its words.”18

Finally, Acheson wrote that the United States was at risk of losing the
Cold War over racial segregation: “Although progress is being made,
the continuance of racial discrimination in the United States remains
a source of constant embarrassment to this government in the day-
to-day conduct of its foreign relations; and it jeopardizes the effective
maintenance of our moral leadership of the free and democratic nations
of the world.”19

The Attorney General returned to this theme in the concluding
section of the brief. First, he said that racial segregation was a “challenge
to the sincerity of our espousal of the democratic faith.” Then he wrote,
“In these days, when the free world must conserve and fortify the moral
as well as the material sources of its strength, it is especially important
to affirm that the Constitution of the United States places no limitation,
express or implied, on the principle of the equality of all men before
the law.”20 The Attorney General ended the brief by quoting President
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Franklin Roosevelt on the importance of setting an example for the
peoples of Soviet bloc countries: “As the President has stated,” he
wrote, “If we wish to inspire the people of the world whose freedom is
in jeopardy, if we wish to restore hope to those who have already lost
their civil liberties, if we wish to fulfill the promise that is ours, we must
correct the remaining imperfections in our practice of democracy.”21

The Attorney General’s return to the Cold War theme to conclude
the brief emphasized that the Cold War aspect was key to his view of
the need to outlaw school segregation.

Other Race Issues in the United States

When the U.S. Supreme Court ruled on school segregation, the federal
government used the decision triumphantly to counter the Soviet crit-
icism on racial discrimination. The government-run Voice of America
radio featured the Court’s decision prominently in broadcasts to East-
ern Europe and China. The New York Times reported that the Voice of
America provided background on the race situation and commentary
to show how the status of African-Americans was improving: “Both
the background broadcasts and the commentaries receive top prior-
ity on the Voice’s programs. They will be beamed possibly for several
days, particularly to Russian satellites and Communist China.”22 The
Republican National Committee issued a press release, saying that the
decision “falls appropriately within the Eisenhower Administration’s
many-frontal attack on global Communism.”23

The centrality of Cold War concern in the federal government’s
position on school segregation was not lost on the proponents of seg-
regation. Herman Talmadge, Governor of Georgia, criticized the fed-
eral government for opposing segregation to counter Soviet criticism:
“we have shaped our national policy,” he complained, “by trying to
please the Communists.” Talmadge said that the United States should
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disregard the criticism: “Who cares what the Communists say! Who
cares what Pravda prints?”24

Brown v. Board of Education had implications in the United States
well beyond the field of education. It was the first major court case
against legalized segregation. It eliminated the prior understanding that
separation of the races was lawful so long as equality was maintained. It
presaged judicial and social change in other contexts. Even beyond race
issues, the move toward racial equality gave impetus to rights recog-
nition in the United States across a range of issues. It gave impetus to
efforts at equality for women with men, efforts that became reflected in
legislation. It also gave impetus toward eliminating the legal disabilities
of children born out of wedlock, recognition of equal legal status for
homosexuals, and recognition of the rights of persons with physical or
mental disabilities.

Law as Teacher

In all these issues, reform by legislation or judicial decree could be
effective only if the reform was ultimately accepted by society. Berman
argues that one aspect of Soviet law that left a mark in the West was
its emphasis on using law and legal process to educate. “Not just in
Russia,” he writes, “but throughout the West, the law of the state has
come to play the role of parent or teacher in nurturing attitudes officially
considered to be socially desirable.”25 That aspect of law was apparent
in the debate over equality in the United States. Could law change
attitudes? Could the passage of a statute mandating equality in the
work place, or in education, impact the way society thinks about such
matters?

The U.S. Supreme Court was at pains in deciding the school deseg-
regation case to achieve unanimity among the judges, avoiding any
dissents. The judges realized that the decision could be successfully
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implemented only if the public changed its views about race in educa-
tion and came to accept integrated education.

A concept that society could be educated via legislation was behind
civil rights laws when they came to be adopted by the U.S. Congress
after Brown v. Board of Education. Legislation was passed in the expec-
tation that attitudes would change to conform to the law’s purpose.26

Laws forbidding employers to discriminate in hiring decisions could
not achieve their aim unless employers came to accept the proposition
that they must be color-blind when they hire.

This notion, too, had been pioneered by the Bolsheviks. Their early
legislation, in particular that on equality of the sexes, was program-
matic. Women and men were far from equal in the Russia of 1917.
Proclaiming them, by legislation, to be so could have little impact unless
equality came to be accepted at the social level. This was an aspect of
Soviet law that did not come from Marxism. Social phenomena were
supposed to be a function of economic reality. If that is so, a person’s
conceptions are a product of the economic environment, not of what is
drummed into the person’s head by others. Values are, per Marxism,
a product of social reality.

Yet, as legal processes came to be an accepted part of life in the
USSR, the Soviet government used them to explain to litigants and to
the public how one should act in order not to repeat the difficulties
that had culminated in the litigation. A worker who stole from his fac-
tory was admonished to promote the common good by contributing to
the factory’s production, rather than seeking his own financial enrich-
ment. This approach was followed even though it might have been the
economic situation that contributed to the commission of the crime.
The item the worker stole may have been in short supply in the market
place because of production deficiencies, thereby making the product
dear in the black market. That might have been how Marx would have
analyzed the worker’s offense. Yet in Soviet law, the effort was made to
use the law to educate. The same idea was used in the United States
regarding equality laws.
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Human Rights Enforcement

The Soviet initiative to create a subcommission on discrimination in
the Commission on Human Rights was to have a significant, if unin-
tended, consequence beyond the issue of race. Eventually, the ques-
tion of whether the Commission or its Subcommission could enter-
tain petitions alleging a rights violation was resolved. In 1967, the UN
Economic and Social Council, the parent body of the Commission on
Human Rights, gave both the Commission and the Subcommission
the power to consider petitions from individuals, or groups, alleging a
rights violation.

In a sharp break with the prior position, the Economic and Social
Council “authorize[d] the Commission on Human Rights and the
Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities . . . to examine information relevant to gross violations of
human rights and fundamental freedoms, as exemplified by the policy
of apartheid as practised in the Republic of South Africa and in the
Territory of South West Africa.”27

Significantly, as the quoted language indicates, the jurisdiction of
the Subcommission was to include any and all human rights violations,
whether or not related to race discrimination. The only limitation was
that a petition must allege persistent or widespread abuse of rights,
rather than an isolated instance. In 1970, the Subcommission’s powers
were elaborated in greater detail by the Economic and Social Coun-
cil. ECOSOC provided for a procedure whereby the Subcommission
would form a working group to consider petitions, and then pass on
those it found meritorious to the Commission. In turn, the Commis-
sion could consider them and pass them along to ECOSOC. ECOSOC
could adopt a resolution condemning the state responsible.

In this way, a mechanism was established whereby major rights viola-
tions could be brought to the attention of the UN human rights organs,
discussed there, and a decision taken about them. In recognition of the
broadened mandate, the name of the Subcommission was changed
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in 1999 from Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities, to Subcommission on the Promotion and
Protection of Human Rights.

Thus, the Soviet effort to create a forum in which it could criticize
the United States turned into a forum for the protection of human
rights. This impact was unintended, because the Soviet Union was
reluctant to admit a role to the United Nations in monitoring human
rights performance generally by states. Its promotion of the creation of
the Subcommission in 1946 and 1947 ran counter to its concern that
UN enforcement infringed the sovereignty of the states that would be
monitored.

The USSR’s concern was based on its fear that UN organs, being
dominated by the West, would treat it and its allies unfairly. Soviet
jurists disputed even the basic principle of human rights law, as that
body of law emerged in the mid-twentieth century – namely, that the
individual is a subject of international law. Soviet jurists said that legal
relations in international human rights ran only between states, a propo-
sition that seemed to negate any access for individuals to international
enforcement.28 Thus, giving the Subcommission whose creation the
USSR had promoted a role of entertaining complaints from individ-
uals, and moreover, broadening its jurisdiction beyond the race rela-
tions realm, ran counter to the Soviet position and potentially opened
the possibility of complaints by individuals even against the USSR.
Nonetheless, the initiative the USSR took in 1946 opened the door to
human rights enforcement by the United Nations.
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Crime and Punishment

SOVIET PENAL LAW OF THE 1920S STRESSED, AS WE SAW,

reintegration into the social order on a basis that would have the indi-
vidual become a contributing member, rather than one who acted at
cross-purposes to the goals of the society. The idea that criminal penal-
ties should serve rehabilitation instead of, or in addition to, retribution
and deterrence gained strength in the West in the years following the
Bolshevik Revolution. In 1926, the International Association of Penal
Law, representing European penalists, called for a move away from
punishment as retribution. European penal law began to focus on the
individual and reintegration or re-education.1

Soviet practice gave a major boost to the concept that crime is a
product of social causes and led to a re-evaluation of traditional tech-
niques in dealing with crime. The idea that crime was only in part
associated with moral shortcomings of the individual led to a search
for social causes of crime and an effort to eliminate them. The move
to welfarism was prompted in part by concern over the crime that was
generated by a society in which large numbers of poor were left to
fend for themselves. Crime, wrote one analyst of the welfare state, “is a
sign of sickness in the individual and sickness in the society that breeds
him.”2

Soviet law may have exerted an influence as well in regard to the con-
ception of how law influences human conduct in the criminal process.
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Soviet judges were regarded as playing a role, beyond determining
rights and obligations, of educating the community about proper
conduct.3 Soviet courts at times held trials at local factories or in public
auditoriums, to show the public how disputes could be settled or how
persons were called to account for misdeeds. This use of law and legal
processes has been termed “parental.”4

Courts everywhere perform an educational function in society,
whether or not the role is recognized explicitly. Features of parental-
ism were seen by the American legal philosopher Karl Llewellyn as
having been accepted in American criminal trials. Llewellyn suggested
that law in the United States in mid-twentieth century was “mov[ing]
steadily in a parental direction.” Llewellyn referred in particular to a
tendency to consider the entirety of the life of an accused in setting pun-
ishment – examining the person’s past.5 The movement in the United
States toward indeterminate sentencing also focused on the individual,
to allow for release once the convicted person stood a good chance of
being reintegrated into society.

Western law also followed Soviet criminal law by eliminating many
morals offenses. Laws on sodomy and prostitution were changed along
the lines taken by Soviet law in the 1920s.

Sodomy

The Soviet repeal in 1920 of a prohibition of sodomy attracted con-
siderable attention in Europe. The 1920s was a time when sodomy
legislation in Europe was being challenged. Batkis’ tract Sexual Revo-
lution in Russia was translated into German.6 Germany was the center
of reform efforts in Europe on sodomy laws. Dr. Batkis attended meet-
ings of the World League for Sexual Reform as a Soviet government
delegate and elaborated on Soviet policy.7 In Copenhagen, at a League
meeting in 1928, Batkis explained that in penal legislation, the Soviet
position was that only acts that harm others should be criminalized.8
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The League promoted abolition of sodomy laws. Another Soviet del-
egate was Dr. Nikolai Pasche-Oserski, a professor of law at Kiev Uni-
versity, who explained to a League conference that the Soviet approach
on sodomy was to view it as a diseased condition, but not to punish it
as a crime.9

In 1930, the Large Soviet Encyclopedia, in its entry “Homosexual-
ity” contrasted the Soviet legislative approach to that of other coun-
tries and chided the West for retaining sodomy legislation. Referring to
the reform movement in Europe, the Encyclopedia stated that “in the
advanced capitalist countries, the struggle for the abolition of these
hypocritical laws is at present far from over.” The entry mentioned
the reform efforts in Germany “to abolish the law against homosexu-
ality.”10

Although, as noted, sodomy was recriminalized in the USSR in
1934, change came in the West. The British government appointed a
committee (Wolfenden Committee) to study the matter. It proposed
“that homosexual behavior between consenting adults in private should
no longer be a criminal offence.”11 Parliament repealed the sodomy law
in 1967, stating that “a homosexual act in private shall not be an offence
provided that the parties consent thereto and have attained the age of
twenty-one years. . . .”12

In Europe, one state after another repealed sodomy provisions in
penal codes. In the United States, the American Law Institute proposed
decriminalizing “private homosexuality not involving force, imposition
or corruption of the young.”13 Some states in the United States followed
this proposal.

Action at the international level reinforced reform in penal codes.
Guarantees on sexual equality and privacy in the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights were read to prohibit sodomy
laws.14 The European Union required repeal of sodomy laws as an
indication of good human rights practice, needed for entry of new
states into the EU.15 In the United States, sodomy laws that continued
to exist in certain states were ruled unlawful by judicial decision.16 In
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the Western world, sodomy laws became a thing of the past. Reform
came from the same motivation that underlay the 1920 Soviet repeal
of sodomy laws – namely, from an evolving analysis of homosexuality
that resulted in a diminution of the moral condemnation that prevailed
in the nineteenth century.

Prostitution

By the early twentieth century, as seen in Chapter 5, most European
countries had systems of legalized, regulated prostitution. International
treaties focused on suppressing international trafficking for purposes of
prostitution but did not address a state’s own policy on prostitution.17 In
the 1920s, however, following the Soviet Russian lead, a few of them
abolished their regulatory schemes, and others followed suit later.18

Increasingly, specialists and governments came to the view that the
system did not stop the spread of venereal disease. The League of
Nations studied the issue, and there, too, the predominant thinking
was to end regulated prostitution.19

Gregory Batkis, as a Soviet delegate to meetings of the World League
for Sexual Reform, explained the Soviet approaches to the issue of pros-
titution, and in particular the Soviet network of prophylactoria.20 Batkis
described the Soviet policy at the League’s 1929 congress in London:
“combating of prostitution but not of the prostitute. The wide appli-
cation of protective measures of female labour, the protection of the
rights of the unprotected working woman and the helpless mother, and,
together with this, the strictest prosecution of all attempts at procura-
tion and the exploitation of prostitutes.”21

After World War II, the United Nations continued the work of the
League of Nations on prostitution, and the Soviet government became
a prime sponsor there of a treaty in which states would agree to abolish
regulatory schemes. In 1949, the Convention for the Suppression of the
Traffic in Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others
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was adopted, requiring states to punish the acts of procuring for pros-
titution, keeping a brothel, or maintaining a registry of prostitutes.22

These requirements meant an end to legalized brothels, hence to the
regulated prostitution that had prevailed before World War I. Seventy-
nine states adhered to the Convention.23

The Convention did not specify that states must forego outlawing
the act of engaging in prostitution, but few states had such a criminal
prohibition.24 The Convention, following the Soviet lead, took the view
that prostitutes were victims rather than culpable parties. It said that
states ought “to take or to encourage, through their public and private
education, health, social, economic and other related services, measures
for the prevention of prostitution and for the rehabilitation and social
adjustment of the victims of prostitution.”25

As international measures were discussed in regard to prostitution,
the Soviets kept pressure on the West on the issue. The Soviet gov-
ernment was able to maintain high levels of employment after World
War II.26 In 1951, when the United Nations circulated a questionnaire
about prostitution, the Soviet delegate indicated that there was no need
for the Soviet Union to fill out the form, because there was no pros-
titution to report.27 In 1954, when the Soviet government signed an
international treaty directed against prostitution, it filed a declaration
stating, “In the Soviet Union the social conditions which give rise to
the offences covered by the Convention have been eliminated.”28

The Soviet government could chide the West for being less success-
ful in curbing prostitution. A 1955 entry on prostitution in the Large
Soviet Encyclopedia recited, “The roots of prostitution lie in inequal-
ity and lack of rights for women, their significantly lower salaries, in
unbearable conditions of poverty and enslavement of the workers, in
unemployment.”29

In Britain, prostitution law was reviewed by the Wolfenden com-
mittee, which was also tasked with proposing policy on sodomy. The
committee’s 1957 report was accepted by Parliament as the basis for law
reform on prostitution. The committee accepted the Soviet view that
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economic circumstance was a causal factor in prostitution but denied
that such causation operated in the Britain of the 1960s:

[W]hatever may have been the case in the past, in these days, in this
country at any rate, economic factors cannot account for it to any
large or decisive extent. Economic pressure is no doubt a factor in
some individual cases. . . . But many women surmount such disasters
without turning to a life of prostitution. It seems to us likely that
these are precipitating factors rather than determining causes, and
that there must be some additional psychological element in the
personality of the individual woman who becomes a prostitute.30

As women’s rights gained more attention in treaty law, the view of the
prostitute as victim was reiterated. The Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women required states to take
“all appropriate measures, including legislation, to suppress all forms
of traffic in women and exploitation of prostitution of women.”31

In the second half of the twentieth century, the system that came to
predominate in prostitution policy was in line with the UN Convention
for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the Exploitation
of the Prostitution of Others. The United States did not join the Con-
vention but remained in a minority of states that penalized the act of
engaging in prostitution.32 In most nations of the West, however, the
Soviet approach to the control of prostitution found resonance. The
Soviet stance was replicated by most Western states when they moved
to eliminate legalized, regulated prostitution.
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THE BOURGEOIS
INTERNATIONAL ORDER
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Equality of Nations

THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT’S CALL TO DEPENDENT PEOPLES

could not have come at a worse time for the European powers. World
War I was about to come to an end, and the Allies, led by Britain and
France, were occupying the vast Ottoman Empire in the Middle East,
plus the colonial holdings of Germany in Africa. By secret agreement,
Britain and France had divided up some of this territory between them.
The Soviets denounced the secret agreements and criticized Britain
and France for colonizing other peoples of the world. In a number
of nominally independent Middle Eastern and Asian countries, the
Western powers enjoyed so-called extraterritorial rights. This practice
was under severe criticism in those countries, and the Soviets joined
the chorus of denunciation. The Soviet stance on these matters became
a factor in shaping the post-war world order.

Public Registration of Treaties

As we saw in Chapter 6, the Soviet government criticized the secret
treaties by which the European powers parceled out the territory of
the “less civilized” peoples. The Soviet publication of the World War
I era secret treaties created a firestorm. Public opinion was “deeply
shocked” by the revelation of secret dealings at odds with postures
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the states were taking in public.1 Nongovernmental groups lobbied
the British government, demanding “an end to secret diplomacy and
control of foreign policy by Parliament.”2

The public reaction to the Soviet revelations had a “profound effect”
on U.S. President Woodrow Wilson.3 “[T]his feeling found expression
in the first of President Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points.”4 These
were the “points” for which, Wilson said, the United States was fighting
in the World War. The very first on the list called for an end to secret
treaties: “open covenants of peace, openly arrived at, after which there
shall be no private international understandings of any kind, but diplo-
macy shall proceed always frankly and in the public view.”5

The secret treaty issue was high on the agenda at the Versailles peace
conference. Europe’s leaders were impacted in the same way as Wilson
by the disclosures of secret treaties. In drafting a Covenant for the
League of Nations, the delegates included openness of international
relations as one of only four principles they listed as essential ingre-
dients for international peace. The preamble to the Covenant recited,
“In order to promote international co-operation and to achieve inter-
national peace and security . . . by the prescription of open, just and
honourable relations between nations.”6

To ensure compliance, the drafters wrote a provision as Article 18
of the Covenant, requiring member states to register all treaties with
the League: “Every treaty of international engagement entered into
hereafter by any Member of the League shall be forthwith registered
with the Secretariat and shall as soon as possible be published by it.
No such treaty or international engagement shall be binding until so
registered.”7

Article 18 was the direct result of the Soviet publication of the World
War I secret treaties. “Widespread dissatisfaction provoked during the
World War by the publication of a number of secret treaties,” reported
a leading treatise on international law, “found expression in Article 18
of the Covenant.”8 Soviet jurists justifiably claimed credit for the Soviet
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role: “[R]egistration of treaties in international law,” said a Soviet trea-
tise on international law, “came about from pressure resulting from the
Soviet government’s publication of secret treaties.”9

When the United Nations replaced the League of Nations, a com-
parable provision was included in the UN Charter: “Every treaty
and every international agreement entered into by any Member of
the United Nations after the present Charter comes into force shall
as soon as possible be registered with the Secretary and published
by it.” As a penalty for noncompliance, the Charter provided, “No
party to any such treaty or international agreement which has not been
registered . . . may invoke that treaty or agreement before any organ of
the United Nations.”10

Secret treaties thus were outlawed. The registration and publica-
tion of treaties became accepted international practice. The League
of Nations published the treaties it received as the League of Nations
Treaty Series. The United Nations publishes the treaties it receives in
the United Nations Treaty Series.

Capitulations

A number of Asian and near eastern governments came to Versailles
to plead for an end to the regime of capitulations. The fact that the
new Soviet government so stridently attacked the regime, as we saw in
Chapter 6, made it difficult for European leaders to ignore supplicants.

Siam urged the Allies to end extraterritoriality in its territory.11

China asked for an end to capitulations by arguing that its domestic
laws had improved to the point that Europeans need not fear Chinese
justice. It also argued that, as a practical matter, the system was not
working well in China.12 Persia, too, argued at Versailles that it had
improved its legal system. It explained that it had reformed its judi-
ciary along French lines: “Consequently, there is no reason,” it said, “to
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continue indefinitely the peculiar situation created in favor of foreigners
in Persia and the time has come to terminate it.”13

The Soviet government continued to denounce capitulations as a
violation of the rights of those countries where the major powers main-
tained such regimes.14 It kept up the pressure on the Western powers
by concluding treaties with the countries with which the tsar had main-
tained a capitulatory regime.

By a 1921 treaty of alliance with Turkey, the Soviet government
declared: “The Government of the R.S.F.S.R., holding that the capitu-
lations regime is incompatible with the full exercise of sovereign rights
and the national development of any country, declares this regime and
any rights connected therewith to be null and void.”15

With Persia, a 1921 treaty provided that Russians would be subject
to Persian courts: “By virtue of the communication from Soviet Russia
dated June 25, 1919, with reference to the abolition of consular jurisdic-
tions, it is decided that Russian subjects in Persia and Persian subjects
in Russia shall, as from the date of the present Treaty, be placed upon
the same footing as the inhabitants of the towns in which they reside;
they shall be subject to the laws of their country of residence, and shall
submit their complaints to the local courts.”16

When Turkey came to negotiating peace with the Allies, the Allies
initially tried to retain the capitulatory regime, but in the treaty that
was finally concluded, the regime was abolished: “Each of the High
Contracting Parties hereby accepts, in so far as it is concerned, the
complete abolition of the Capitulations in Turkey in every respect.”17

The United States, which was not party to that treaty, ended its extrater-
ritorial rights in Turkey in 1933, by a bilateral treaty with Turkey.18

The last major country in which regimes of capitulations contin-
ued was China. The Soviet government unilaterally declined Russia’s
extraterritorial rights in China and formalized that situation in a Soviet–
Chinese treaty of 1924, which provided, “The Government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics agrees to relinquish the rights of
extraterritoriality and consular jurisdiction.”19 The regime was ended
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in 1928 with several European states by treaties with China. Britain
and the United States relinquished their rights in China in 1943.

The Mandate System

Whereas capitulations represented only a minor agenda issue at Ver-
sailles, the question of the disposition of Ottoman territory and
Germany’s overseas colonies took center stage. Would the Allies take
these territories as colonies? Britain was in occupation of Germany’s
African territories, and some parts of the Ottoman Empire. France,
too, was in occupation of Ottoman territory. Both France and Britain
already held large colonial empires. The former German and Ottoman
territories would make handsome additions.

The status of the former German and Ottoman colonies was a source
of potential future conflict. The peoples of many of those colonies,
especially Turkey’s colonies, were demanding independence. Britain
had promised independence to Arab leaders in return for support in
fighting the Ottomans. But after the war, Britain forgot its promise and
the Arab leaders felt cheated.

The Soviet call for an end to colonialism put pressure on the Allies.
If they took the former German and Ottoman territories as colonies,
they would be suppressing demands for independence. The Soviet
government called for a “just and democratic peace,” a peace “without
annexations,” by which it meant “without the seizure of the lands of
others, without the forcible incorporation of other nationalities.” The
Soviet government opposed “any incorporation to a large or powerful
state of a small or weak nationality without a precise, clear, and volun-
tary expression of consent” by the nationality, “regardless of when this
forced incorporation was accomplished, and regardless of how devel-
oped or backward” the nationality might be. And finally, the decree
added, “regardless, finally, of whether the nationality lives in Europe
or in distant overseas countries.”20
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Tightening the squeeze on France and Britain, U.S. President
Woodrow Wilson was making statements similar to those of the Soviets.
Wilson said that one of the Allied war aims was the self-determination
of peoples. “Every people has a right to choose the sovereignty under
which they shall live,” Wilson told the U.S. Congress in 1916. “The
small states of the world have a right to enjoy the same respect for
their sovereignty and for their territorial integrity that great and pow-
erful nations expect and insist upon.”21 “No peace can last,” he told
Congress a year later, “which does not recognize and accept the prin-
ciple that governments derive all their just powers from the consent of
the governed, and that no right anywhere exists to hand peoples about
from sovereignty to sovereignty as if they were property.”22

Wilson raised the issue at Versailles. He said self-determination was
necessary to a lasting peace.23 “We are done with annexations of help-
less people,” Wilson told the conferees, “meant in some instances by
some Powers to be used merely for exploitation. We recognize in the
most solemn manner that the helpless and undeveloped peoples of the
world, being in that condition, put an obligation upon us to look after
their interests primarily before we use them for our interest; and that in
all cases of this sort hereafter it shall be the duty of the League to see that
the nations which are assigned as the tutors and advisers and directors
of those peoples, shall look to their interest and to their development
before they look to the interest and material desires of the mandatory
nation itself.” Wilson said that some colonies had already been “lifted
into the sphere of complete self-government” and regarded this as “the
universal application of a principle.”24

Wilson differed from the Soviets on timing for self-determination.
The Soviet view was that the colonies should be freed immediately.
Wilson was willing to let them be administered for a time by France or
Britain, as mandates. Along with France and Britain, Wilson thought
that the former German and Ottoman colonies were “backward terri-
tories” in need of protection until their populations could decide their
own fate.25
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The Soviet challenge was more fundamental than Wilson’s. Wilson
was calling, in effect, for free competition among the capitalist countries
in access to the third world. The implication of the Soviet decree was
that outside powers should keep hands off.

To the dismay of the peoples of the former Turkish and German
territories, the Versailles Conference did not opt for independence. It
did not, however, simply let the victorious powers take the territories as
colonies. France and Britain still viewed it as legitimate to assume new
colonies.26 Wilson proposed a middle-ground solution, whereby the
European power could control the territory, but not on a permanent
basis. Britain and France opposed this approach, arguing that it was
unfair to give an administering power a tenure that could be changed
in the future.27 Eventually they acquiesced, and the mandate concept
was written into the League Covenant.28

Article 22 of the Covenant adopted for the League of Nations in
1919 characterized the peoples of the former German and Ottoman
colonies as “not yet able to stand by themselves under the strenuous
conditions of the modern world.” It said that the states administer-
ing them should promote “the well-being and development of such
peoples,” bearing “a sacred trust of civilization.” Administering states,
which it referred to as mandatory powers, were to be accountable to
the League of Nations.

Wilson insisted that in the administration of the mandate territo-
ries, “there should be no discrimination against the members of the
League of Nations, so as to restrict economic access to the resources
of the district.”29 Wilson expected the United States to be a mem-
ber, and he wanted U.S. companies to be able to operate in the ter-
ritories. In line with Wilson’s proposal, a provision was written into
the League Covenant that countries administering a mandate territory
must “secure equal opportunities for the trade and commerce of other
Members of the League.”30

The mandate system, on its face, seemed to operate on the basis of
League nomination of appropriate mandatory powers. In fact, as we
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saw in Chapter 6, France and Britain had, in the secret 1916 Sykes-
Picot treaty, agreed on spheres of influence in the former Ottoman
empire. The League gave Britain and France mandates over the terri-
tories as they had divided them up between themselves. The League
of Nations did not consult the populations of the territories involved.
On behalf of what would become Syria, it was argued that the League
should send a commission to assess public opinion.31

Speaking against the mandate system at Versailles, . . . Rustem
Haidar, the delegate from the Hejaz (future Saudi Arabia) said that
the territories under League mandates should at least have the right to
select the administering power, although it was clear that the leaders of
the major powers, Wilson included, were not prepared to concede them
that right. “Their right to decide their fate in the future has been recog-
nized in principle. Very well! But you will allow me to say, Gentlemen,
that a secret agreement to dispose of these nations has been prepared
about which they have not been consulted. I ask the Assembly whether
this state of things ought to exist or not.” This was a reference to the
Sykes–Picot treaty. Rustem Haidar demanded, unsuccessfully, “that
this agreement concluded without their assent should of full right be
pronounced null and void.”32

The Mandate System and Colonialism

Britain’s view of the obligations of the administering powers was more
limited than Wilson’s. Prime Minister David Lloyd George said “there
was no large difference between the mandatory principle and the prin-
ciples laid down by the Berlin Conference, under which Great Britain,
France, and Germany held many of their colonies.” Lloyd George
said “that by adopting the mandatory principle wherever possible
Great Britain would not be altering her Colonial regime to any appre-
ciable extent.”33 Thus, Lloyd George saw the mandate system as a
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continuation of the status quo. Lloyd George did not mention the obli-
gation stipulated in the League Covenant to move the territories to
independence.

The Soviets wanted more than just to weaken the grip of the colonial
powers. Lenin called for “a closer union of the proletarians and the
working masses of all nations and countries for a revolutionary struggle
to overthrow the landowners and the bourgeoisie. This union alone
will guarantee victory over capitalism, without which the abolition of
national oppression and inequality is impossible.”34 If this were done,
no outside country would be assured of the access to resources that
Wilson sought.

Lenin viewed World War I as a fight among the colonizing pow-
ers to re-divide the third world. France and Britain were taking from
Germany and the Ottoman Empire. He had called on leftists to oppose
the war and to support instead a union of working-class parties world-
wide. The social democrat leaders of Europe, however, generally
backed their own countries in the war, leading Lenin to accuse them
of betrayal of working-class aims.35

Once the mandate system was in place, the Bolsheviks condemned
it, as they did the activity of the League generally. Aleksei Rykov, as
Chairman of the Council of People’s Commissars, in a report he titled
“The League of Nations an Instrument of War and Not of Peace,”
wrote: “The League of Nations is a little business undertaking that deals
in peoples; it passes them over, as it sees fit, in the form of mandates,
to the so-called states of high culture, which defend their mandate
rights by force of arms and mercilessly enslave the peoples under their
tutelage.”36

The League was, to the Bolsheviks, a club of the wealthy. When
the Soviet Union concluded a bilateral friendship treaty with Turkey
in 1925, the government newspaper Izvestiia boasted that the Soviet
Union treated the peoples “of the East” better than did the European
powers: “The peoples of the U.S.S.R. and of the East will . . . regulate
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their relations . . . without recourse to the League of Nations, outside
the League and in spite of the League, which legalizes robbery and
violence by the strong against the weak states.”37 The mandate system
represented the first major chink in the armor of colonialism. Although
the system applied only to the German-held and Ottoman lands, it
called any new acquisition of colonies into question.
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The End of Colonies

SOVIET OPPOSITION TO COLONIALISM PUT PRESSURE ON

the colonial powers to relinquish their territorial holdings.1 In the draft-
ing of the UN Charter, the Soviet government argued for language on
self-determination.2 In discussions leading to the establishment of a
UN system of trusteeship that would replace the League of Nations
mandates, the Soviet government stressed the need to move the trust
territories to full independence. The Soviet delegate, responding to
proposals for solutions that fell short of independence, said that “he did
not agree that self-government alone would be an adequate objective,
but emphasized the importance of independence.”3 The UN Charter,
as finalized, reflected these positions. Without expressly calling colo-
nialism unlawful, the Charter proclaimed self-determination of peoples
as a principle of the organization.4

Wars of National Liberation

In 1960, the United Nations, for the first time, did characterize colonial-
ism as illegitimate, making clear that self-determination and colonialism
were incompatible. In a resolution titled “Granting Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples,” the UN General Assembly called
for “immediate steps” in all territories “which have not yet attained
independence, to transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories,
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without any conditions or reservations, in accordance with their freely
expressed will and desires, without any distinction as to race, creed or
color, in order to enable them to enjoy complete independence and
freedom.”5

Soviet delegates at the United Nations had repeatedly called on
the colonial powers to free their colonies.6 In a speech to the Gen-
eral Assembly two months earlier, Soviet Prime Minister Nikita
Khrushchev said, “We must have done with colonialism.” Referring to
colonialism as “slavery” and “bondage,” Khrushchev called for “the
complete and final abolition of the colonial system in all its forms and
manifestations.”7

Even more alarming to the colonial powers, the Soviet Union said
that if they refused to relinquish territory voluntarily, the people of
the territory could lawfully use military force against them. The Soviet
jurist R. A. Tuzmukhamedov wrote, “Wars of national liberation can
be equated with one of the forms of international sanctions, the appli-
cation of which on the basis of the UN Charter is being demanded ever
more insistently by the peoples towards colonial powers persisting in
their illegal policy of barring self-determination of dependent peoples.”

Force against a colonizer was seen as a species of self-defense against
illegitimate force used to maintain a colony. Tuzmukhamedov charac-
terized the efforts of colonial peoples against colonial powers who used
force to suppress them as “collective self-defense” under Article 51 of
the UN Charter.8

These ideas were opposed by the colonial powers. In the West, legal
opinion largely rejected the idea that colonialism was illegal, even after
the 1960 resolution.9 Colonialism, in the Western view, could not be
considered tantamount to an armed attack that would give the depen-
dent people the right to use force against the colonizer.10

Nonetheless, the General Assembly said that a colonizer could not
legitimately use force of arms to maintain its hold on the territory of a
colony: “All armed action or repressive measures of all kinds directed
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against dependent peoples,” said the General Assembly, “shall cease
in order to enable them to exercise peacefully and freely their right
to complete independence, and the integrity of their national territory
shall be respected.”11

That meant that a dependent people had a right to exercise its self-
determination without military opposition. If military opposition were
offered, the dependent people might lawfully resist it. The issue arose
in the UN Security Council in the 1960s and 1970s, when Portugal
attacked, from its colonial territories in Africa, base camps in neigh-
boring states being used by guerrillas trying to overthrow it. Portugal
argued that it had a right to defend itself against guerrilla raids, and
therefore that it could attack the base camps. But the Council viewed
Portugal as lacking a right to self-defense.12 The Council condemned
Portuguese attacks into Zambia,13 Senegal,14 and Guinea.15

In a resolution arising from a Portuguese attack to put down an insur-
rection in Guinea-Bissau, the Security Council said that Portugal, by
attacking the guerrillas, failed to respect the right to self-determination
of the people of Guinea-Bissau.16

The UN General Assembly repeated its position on force against
colonialism when it adopted a resolution to define aggression. The
Assembly excluded from “aggression” force used by a dependent peo-
ple against a colonial power. “Nothing in this Definition,” declared the
Assembly, “could in any way prejudice the right to self-determination,
freedom and independence, as derived from the Charter, of peoples
forcibly deprived of that right and referred to in the Declaration on
Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-
operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United
Nations, particularly peoples under colonial and racist régimes or other
forms of alien domination; nor the right of these peoples to struggle
to that end and to seek and receive support, in accordance with the
principles of the Charter and in conformity with the above-mentioned
Declaration.”17
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The Declaration on Friendly Relations, to which the Assembly refer-
red, said that “in their actions against and resistance to such forcible
action in pursuit of the exercise of their right to self-determination,
such peoples are entitled to seek and to receive support in accor-
dance with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations.”18

The General Assembly, in one resolution, applied its position on
anti-colonial force to military conflicts then in progress. It affirmed
“the legality of the peoples’ struggle for self-determination and lib-
eration from colonial and foreign domination and alien subjugation,”
mentioning specifically the peoples of Zimbabwe, Namibia, Angola,
Mozambique, and Guinea-Bissau, and the Palestinian people, “by all
available means consistent with the Charter of the United Nations.”19

Compensation for Colonialism

After most of the colonies were freed, the Soviet Union continued to
argue on their behalf. In the 1970s, the former colonies promoted the
idea that the West should compensate them for the decades of colo-
nialism. The West had depleted Asia and Africa by extracting minerals
without fair compensation, and by exploiting labor with little return.
Thus, it was only fair to require the former colonizers to provide finan-
cial aid or to give preferences in tariff treatment to allow the third world
to catch up with the West.

The UN General Assembly adopted two highly controversial reso-
lutions advancing these positions. One of them, called Declaration on
the Establishment of a New International Economic Order, demanded,
as a matter of legal obligation, the “[e]xtension of active assistance to
developing countries by the whole international community.”20

In the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States, the Assem-
bly called on the developed countries to extend tariff preferences to
the developing countries.21 The West disputed, to be sure, that it had a
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legal obligation to assist. Despite the standoff at the level of legal prin-
ciple, the major powers, including the former colonizers, consented to
providing considerable assistance. When loan repayment obligations
began to overwhelm the former colonies, some debts were forgiven.
An ongoing process of negotiation developed between the capital-
exporting and the capital-importing countries.

Battle was joined on a variety of fronts. When a treaty on the law
of the sea was negotiated, the concept of equitable sharing penetrated
international resource allocation. Governments agreed that the miner-
als in the deep sea bed were a world common resource and should be
used to benefit the poorest countries.22 The United States, after ini-
tially supporting the concept, denounced it as socialism on a worldwide
scale. Nonetheless, the concept was reflected in the UN treaty.
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The Criminality of War

ON THE ISSUE OF WAR AND PEACE, THE SOVIET GOVERN-

ment took important initiatives. It concluded bilateral nonaggression
treaties with a number of states. Even though it had not been invited by
the Western powers to participate in the drafting of a treaty outlawing
war, it took the opportunity, once the treaty was finalized, to ratify it.
In the Pact of Paris, also called the Kellogg-Briand Pact (1928), states
declared “that they condemn recourse to war for the solution of inter-
national controversies, and renounce it as an instrument of national
policy in their relations with one another.”1

The Pact of Paris was to enter into force only after being ratified by
the states that participated in the drafting. The Soviet government went
one step further, organizing a group of Eastern European states to put
the Pact of Paris into effect apart from ratification by the drafting states.
Under the protocol, the Pact of Paris became binding immediately on
states ratifying the protocol and would remain binding on them even if
the Pact of Paris were not to gain enough ratifications to enter into force.
The Soviet government ratified the protocol and secured ratification by
Latvia, Estonia, Poland, and Romania.2

The Soviet government then initiated the conclusion of two treaties,
also involving Eastern European states, to define aggression.3 The Pact
of Paris had made no effort to define aggression. The two Soviet-
sponsored treaties moved international law into more precise regulation
of the subject of use of armed force by indicating the types of acts that
would be considered to violate the Pact of Paris.
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Hostage-taking

Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941 led to more initiatives
on the law of war. After Germany occupied the western Soviet Union,
its occupation forces began to intern civilians as hostages to force the
population in a locality to submit to their regulations, and to turn in
locals who organized to oppose the occupation. The population would
be informed that the hostages would be killed if its orders were not
followed. The Soviet government denounced this practice as a violation
of the laws of belligerent occupation.4

Some Western scholars at the time thought that hostage-taking
should be unlawful, because the law of belligerent occupation required
respect for the local population. However, they acknowledged that
hostage-taking had been common practice in prior wars, and that that
practice cast doubt on whether hostage-taking was unlawful. Hostage-
taking in occupied territory had been practiced by Germany during
World War I and by Britain during the Boer war.5

The Soviet government argued that hostage-taking was unlawful,
and that the German occupation forces were violating accepted inter-
national rules by engaging in the practice.6 Hostage-taking was charac-
terized as the unlawful holding by an occupant of persons not directly
involved in military action, with the aim of preventing resistance against
the occupation.7 After World War II, the Soviet view that hostage-taking
was illegal was incorporated into the belligerent occupation provisions
of the Geneva Civilians Convention, which proclaimed, “The taking
of hostages is prohibited.”8

Status of Guerrillas

Despite the German practice of hostage-taking, bands of partisans,
or guerrillas, began to attack German occupation troops. Many were
captured by the German army. The Soviet Union wanted its captured
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partisans to enjoy the protections that are supposed to be afforded
to prisoners, under the law of warfare. Under that law, a prisoner is
not considered to have committed a crime by participating in combat
against the opposing army. A prisoner cannot be prosecuted for that
conduct but must be kept under humane conditions until hostilities
end, at which point release is required.

This protection upon capture attached to military personnel who
were part of a regular army, but it had never applied to guerrillas.
The Soviet government argued, however, that its partisans, if captured,
should be treated as prisoners of war – that they could not be tried as
criminals or summarily executed.

Soviet lawyers argued for this expansion of the concept of combatant
by working from propositions already accepted in the law of warfare.
For situations in which guerrillas acted against an army that had not
yet established full occupation, they said that the guerrillas constituted
a levée en masse. This doctrine, well established in customary law, gives
combatant status to civilians who, upon the arrival of an enemy army,
form irregular units to resist. So long as these units have some kind
of central command, and so long as they observe the laws of warfare,
their members must, if captured, be treated as combatants rather than
as criminals.

Because Soviet guerrillas were directed by the Soviet army, Soviet
lawyers also argued that the guerrillas could be considered combatants
by virtue of affiliation with a regular army. Soviet guerrillas often col-
laborated with units of the Soviet army that had been planted inside
occupied territory. Soviet lawyers also argued that guerrilla warfare
was a valid reprisal to the “total war” style of the German army, which
committed massive violations of humanitarian law.9

In later decades, international protection was accorded to guerrillas,
in line with the Soviet initiative. The anti-colonial wars of the post-
war period focused attention on the issue. When the law of warfare
was revised in 1977, the definition of “combatant” covered members
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of irregular forces seeking self-determination or resisting belligerent
occupation.10

International War Crimes Trials

Perhaps the most significant issue on which the Soviet Union impacted
the international law of warfare was individual penal responsibility for
making war. During World War II, the Soviet government promoted
post-war criminal proceedings against Nazi leaders. As early as Decem-
ber 1941, Joseph Stalin, in a declaration with Polish leaders, had said
that the “punishment of Hitler’s criminals” would be pursued after what
they predicted would be Germany’s defeat.11 In 1943, Britain, the Unit-
ed States and the USSR jointly issued a declaration, warning German
military personnel and Nazi Party members that whenever an armistice
might be concluded, they would be “sent back to the countries in which
their abominable deeds were done in order that they may be judged and
punished according to the laws of these liberated countries.”12

The draft of this declaration was prepared by Winston Churchill,
who hoped that this warning might deter atrocities. Churchill told Roo-
sevelt and Stalin, “Moral scruples may be developed by many Germans
if they know they are to be brought back to the country, and perhaps
the very place, where their cruelties were inflicted.” The concern of
the Allies was that war crimes were being committed on a major scale
in the countries occupied by Germany.

Churchill added a sentence about Germans, presumably of the high-
est rank, whose atrocities were not tied to a particular location: “The
above declaration is without prejudice to the case of the major crim-
inals, whose offences have no particular geographical localization.”13

This sentence did not indicate how the Allies anticipated handling these
major Third Reich figures, whether by criminal trial, summary execu-
tion, or otherwise.
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Stalin replied to Churchill, suggesting the addition of one more
clause to this sentence, namely, “and who will be punished by the joint
decision of the Governments of the Allies.”14 This phrase did not make
clear whether the “major criminals” would be punished summarily or
after a trial, but by this time the USSR was promoting the latter.

The idea of trial before a specially constituted tribunal, created by
the Allies, came first from the Soviet government. In 1942, Vyach-
eslav Molotov, commissar for foreign affairs, responded to a note from
governments-in-exile of the Nazi-occupied countries. These govern-
ments wanted assurance that justice would be done after the war for
the atrocities being committed against their populations.

As to the Third Reich leadership, Molotov replied: “The Soviet
government considers it necessary that any one of the leaders of fascist
Germany who in the course of the war already has fallen into the hands
of authorities of States fighting against Hitlerite Germany be brought to
trial without delay before a special international tribunal and punished
with all the severity of the criminal law.”15 Molotov cited with approval
a recent speech by President Franklin Roosevelt, in which Roosevelt
said, “the ring leaders and their brutal henchmen must be named, and
apprehended, and tried in accordance with the judicial processes of
criminal law.”16 At that time, both Roosevelt and Churchill contem-
plated trials by individual states, either the states that allied against
Germany, or the states occupied by Germany.

The British government had just sent the United States a pro-
posal titled “Proposal for a United Nations Commission on Atroci-
ties,” which called for a commission of investigation, but opposed the
idea of trials at the supranational level and opposed the expansion of
offenses beyond traditional war crimes: “The suggestion of some sort of
international court for the trial of war criminals should be deprecated.
Nor is it necessary or desirable to create a new body of law, for war
crimes are already sufficiently well-defined.”17 The British government
sent the United States another memorandum titled “Memorandum of
British Views on Policy to be Adopted with Respect to War Criminals,”
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suggesting that trials be conducted by the Allies individually, and that
any court trying war criminals “should apply the existing laws of war
and no special ad hoc law should be enacted.”18 The United States
replied that it agreed with Britain’s approach.19 It thus was Molotov
who first promoted trials at the international level.

The possibility of setting up an international criminal court had been
discussed after World War I, when plans were made for a court under
the League of Nations. But the idea went nowhere. The Permanent
Court of International Justice, which was established as an adjunct of
the League of Nations, was set up as a court in which states could sue
states, rather than a court in which an individual might be prosecuted.
The 1942 Soviet proposal was the first to be brought to fruition.

The leading figure in this Soviet endeavor was Aaron Trainin, an
academic specialist on the law of war. Trainin’s concern was that, once
the war ended, the German people as a whole would be viewed as
responsible for the war. Trainin thought that this would not be a good
basis for peace. Popular sentiment against Germans was strong in the
countries Germany had attacked. Prominent figures in the West were
calling for collective sanctions against the German people after what
was hoped would be a German defeat.

Trainin mentioned Robert Vansittart, of the British foreign office,
who made the argument for sanctions against the German people as
a whole. Vansittart considered the German people responsible for the
war and advocated drastic post-war measures to ensure that they did
not again go to war.20 Vansittart argued, “The surest way to play into
Nazi hands is to let Germans believe that you distinguish between them
and their rulers.”21 Vansittart said, “I have indicted the German nation.
I have already been charged with doing so, and I do not shrink from the
charge . . . The history of the last hundred years,” he said, quoting an
unnamed German, “pronounces the German people as guilty as does
the history of the last ten years to-day.”22

Acting on this Soviet initiative, the four Allies set up a court in which
each of the four had an equal role. They dubbed it an “international”
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military tribunal, even though it was in reality a quadripartite body.23

The tribunal held proceedings at Nuremberg in 1946 and pronounced
sentence on major Third Reich civilian and military figures.24

War as a Crime

The Soviet government promoted what would become a major legal
innovation, the trial of government leaders for taking their armies to
war, namely, for aggression. The Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal,
listing crimes within the jurisdiction of the tribunal, read, as the first
crime listed, “Crimes Against Peace, namely, planning, preparation,
initiation or waging of a war of aggression.”25

Although there had been efforts to do this after World War I, only
following World War II was the project carried to completion. Gov-
ernment leaders would be charged as criminals, for aggression. Initiat-
ing aggressive war would be a crime to which individual responsibility
attached.

The Pact of Paris had prohibited states from resorting to war, but it
said nothing about criminal responsibility for government leaders. As
the implications of the Pact of Paris were discussed during the 1930s,
nowhere was it suggested that it imposed criminal liability on govern-
ment leaders.26

The idea of charging aggression as a crime had not been suggested
when the Allies declared in 1943 that they would try German leaders
after the war.

As described at the time in the American Journal of International Law,
it was Trainin who first proposed aggression as a criminal offense.27

In 1944, he wrote a book in which he urged the codification of inter-
national crimes, including one to be called “crimes against peace.”28

Trainin sought to distinguish between the people and the leaders.
He wanted to avoid an attitude of hostility toward ordinary Germans
after the war. Charging the German leaders for starting the war would
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focus attention on them as the culprits, thereby making clear that not
every German shared their aims.29

Trainin’s book exerted considerable influence. In December 1944,
it was under study at the U.S. Department of State, which distributed
copies to staff members preparing the U.S. position on possible trials.30

In the War Department, the issue of whether aggressive war was a crime
was being debated, and the predominant opinion was that it was not.
A memorandum commissioned by Assistant Secretary of War John
J. McCloy said that trial should be for violations of the laws of war, but
not for the act of starting the war.31 A memorandum prepared for the
Judge Advocate General referred to the Pact of Paris as a treaty regulat-
ing states, but not individuals: “There is not the remotest suggestion in
the Pact that the authors of a war in violation thereof were to be crim-
inally responsible for their wrong. The language used is the language
of compact, not crime; it sounds in contract, not punishment.”32

At that juncture President Roosevelt entered the fray and turned
the debate around. He said that charges against the Axis leaders should
include “an indictment for waging aggressive warfare, in violation of the
Kellogg Pact [Pact of Paris].”33 The War Department then produced
a memorandum arguing that aggressive war could be charged as a
crime. The memorandum cited resolutions from several international
conferences of states and then the Pact of Paris.

The War Department cited the Soviet position, and Trainin. “It may
further be pointed out,” the memorandum continued, “that the Soviet
view is likewise to the effect that the launching of an aggressive war is
today a crime in international law. This is made clear in a book enti-
tled ‘The Criminal Responsibility of the Hitlerites’ by A. N. Trainin, a
Soviet professor of law who is a leading member of the Extraordinary
State commission for the Investigation of German Crimes, and who
expresses not only his own opinion but also the official attitude of the
Soviet Government.”34 The Secretary of State, Secretary of War, and
Attorney General shortly gave President Roosevelt a joint memoran-
dum in which they suggested trials of the major Third Reich figures
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for “the waging of an illegal war of aggression.”35 The basic decision
to try for aggressive war had been made.

Trainin’s book was reviewed in the American Bar Association Journal
in July 1945. The reviewer noted that Trainin provided a list of offenses,
and that the first offense listed was “acts of aggression.”36 The book
was translated into English as Hitlerite Responsibility Under Criminal
Law, and the U.S. delegates had it with them when they negotiated the
London Agreement in August 1945.37

Trial of Industrialists

Trainin also promoted the idea that German industrialists should be
tried, along with government officials. This proposal attracted atten-
tion. The review of Trainin’s book in the American Bar Association
Journal noted that he called for “punishment to be meted out to
German financial and industrial magnates.”38 “It was no doubt due to
the influence of these views that charges [at Nuremberg] were brought
against some of the defendants,” wrote the editor of the American
Journal of International Law.39

The idea that individual government leaders could be tried for
aggression was radical enough, but that leaders of industry, not part of
the government structure in a formal sense, could be tried was more
radical still. The rationale derived from the Marxist notion of the state as
representative of the bourgeoisie. Writing in 1944, Trainin described
how German industrialists had set up a steel company in occupied
Ukraine to extract resources for Germany’s war effort. He said that
they were “war profiteers” who should not “evade justice.”40 Trainin
wrote that Hitler was supported by “powerful German financial and
economic concerns.”41 At the highest level, Trainin wrote, industrial-
ists collaborated with Hitler to provide the Third Reich with the means
to wage war, making them “members of Hitler’s clique.”42
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The twin ideas of prosecution for aggressive war and trials at a
supranational level became established principles after the war. The
General Assembly of the United Nations resolved to regard the princi-
ples of the charter for the Nuremberg tribunal as reflecting principles
of international law.43 After it set up an International Law Commis-
sion, the General Assembly directed it to prepare “a draft code of
offences against the peace and security of mankind,” on the basis of
the Nuremberg principles.44 In 1998, the concept of aggression as a
crime was incorporated into the Statute of the International Criminal
Court.45 That Court embodied the idea the Soviets had suggested to
the Allies in 1942 of an international court to conduct trials for aggres-
sion or other internationally defined offenses. The Statute held open
the possibility that civilians, including industrialists, could be tried for
aggression.
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Protecting Sovereignty

AS THE SOVIET UNION CAME INTO COLD WAR CONFLICT

with the West, it found itself in a minority among the major pow-
ers. The Soviet Union was isolated in a world dominated by powers
hostile to it. The Soviet government viewed itself as being “encircled”
by the capitalists. That situation gave an incentive to insist on defense
of sovereignty.1 In international fora such as the United Nations, this
minority posture inclined the Soviet government to seek protection
from majoritarian initiatives. The sense of being encircled and the
greater physical and political power of the West inclined it to protect its
territory from any encroachment. The Soviet government urged doc-
trines that would ensure against territorial intrusions, both with respect
to its own territory and the territory of other states where it vied with
the West for influence.

Reservations to Multilateral Treaties

The Soviet Union’s minority position in the United Nations made it
a champion of preserving state sovereignty vis-à-vis UN procedures.
When the International Court of Justice was set up as part of the United
Nations, it was contemplated that most states would submit themselves
to mandatory adjudication, so that the Court would become a forum
for resolving major disputes between states.
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To the Soviet Union, however, the Court was populated by capitalist
judges, and hence not a friendly forum. Under the Court’s founding
statute, a state would be subject to the Court’s automatic jurisdiction
only if it filed a declaration to that effect. Most Western countries did
so, but the Soviet Union and its allies did not.

The Court also had jurisdiction over disputes on the basis of pro-
visions in treaties that referred disputes to the Court. The first major
treaty negotiated under UN auspices was the Genocide Convention of
1948. The Convention required states to prevent and punish genocide
and, importantly, allowed any state party to sue any other state party
in the International Court of Justice for failing to comply.2 The Soviet
government wanted to ratify but did not want to subject itself to suit
by the capitalist powers. It hit upon the idea of submitting a ratifica-
tion, but at the same time reserving to the clause that allowed suits for
violations.

This reservation caused consternation at UN headquarters. There
was no established practice regarding multilateral treaties that would
allow, or disallow, a reservation. The Secretary-General, who was
charged with receiving ratifications to the Genocide Convention, did
not know how to react. The General Assembly decided to seek an advi-
sory opinion from the International Court of Justice on the question.
The Court issued an opinion that reflected the novelty of the question.
Five of the judges said that reservations would damage the integrity
of obligation under a treaty and thus were impermissible. But seven,
a majority, said that a ratification with reservations was acceptable, at
least within some limits.3

The view of the Court’s majority became the international standard.
A treaty was concluded about treaty procedure, and it said that a state
might ratify, yet reserve to certain provisions, so long as the reservations
were consistent with the “object and purpose” of the treaty.4 It was thus
the Soviet Union’s use of the reservation tool that led to solidification
of the rule that reservations to treaties are acceptable, that a state that
files a reservation may nevertheless become a party.
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A New Role for the UN General Assembly

Finding itself in a political minority in the United Nations, the Soviet
Union could not convince the organization to follow its international
agenda. Far from it, the Soviet government fell into a role of object-
ing to what the Western powers sought to accomplish. That role was
reflected in the vetoes the Soviet Union began to cast in its position as
a permanent member of the UN Security Council.

The first major episode of vetoing had an immediate impact on
institutional arrangements at the United Nations. In 1950, the Soviet
government was boycotting Security Council meetings, in protest of
the Council’s refusal to give China’s UN seat to the mainland Chinese
government. Instead, the United Nations took the government that
had lost to the Communist Party and fled to Taiwan as the legitimate
government of China.

With the Soviet Union absent from the Security Council, the United
States succeeded in gaining the adoption of a resolution calling for
military action in Korea.5 The Soviet government quickly ended its
boycott. When the United States proposed a resolution calling on states
not to support North Korea, the Soviet Union cast a veto.

In response, the United States asked the UN General Assembly to
take on a role in war and peace matters. The UN Charter had given
war and peace to the Security Council. Moreover, the Charter gave a
power to make decisions binding on member states only to the Security
Council. The General Assembly enjoyed the power only to discuss war
and peace, but not to make decisions about situations of conflict.6

Nonetheless, the United States urged the General Assembly to adopt
a resolution specifying that if the Security Council were unable to fulfill
its war and peace responsibilities because of a veto cast by a perma-
nent member, the General Assembly could consider the matter and
could call upon member states to take military action to restore the
peace. The resolution was called “Uniting for Peace.” The Soviet gov-
ernment spoke against adoption, but the General Assembly passed it.7
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The call on member states would, to be sure, be a recommendation
only. Nonetheless, the resolution propelled the General Assembly into
a new realm of activity, in direct response to the Soviet veto.

The General Assembly then called on states to contribute forces to
the military action in Korea that the Security Council had initiated. For
the next three years, the UN military action in Korea was conducted
on this basis.

Once the war in Korea ended, the Uniting for Peace resolution
remained. It became an accepted part of the UN method of opera-
tion. The General Assembly used it in other conflicts. One of the more
important instances was a resolution to set up a border watch by UN
troops along the border between Egypt and Israel, following the 1956
Middle East war.8

Guarding Borders

The Soviet Union jealously guarded its off-shore waters. It claimed
twelve miles of territorial sea, at a time when the major maritime powers
considered three or four miles as the maximum allowed. It stopped
fishing by vessels from Scandinavia that had traditionally fished near
the Russian coast. The territorial sea concept had developed to allow a
state to keep the navies of hostile nations from approaching its shores.
The breadth was originally set at what was thought to be the range of
cannon, fired from shore. This was reckoned at three miles.

International practice on breadth of territorial sea claims was not
entirely consistent, but as of the 1920s, few states claimed more than
a six-mile territorial sea. In 1927, the Soviet Union adopted a statute
declaring a twelve-mile territorial sea.9 Soviet lawyers argued against
those who insisted on three miles as the maximum breadth of territorial
waters.10

After World War II, the USSR pressed its claim for a twelve-mile
limit.11 When a treaty on the territorial sea was negotiated at the United
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Nations in 1958, the impasse could not be breached. Because the
Western powers would not agree to a territorial sea breadth as sub-
stantial as that advocated by the USSR, the resulting treaty was silent
on the question.12

The gulf between these claims for the breadth of territorial sea was
ultimately resolved in favor of the Soviet approach. In 1967, the Soviet
government called for an international conference to gain consensus on
twelve miles.13 It sent a high-level delegation to lobby the major mar-
itime powers – the United States, United Kingdom, Norway, Canada,
Japan, and Australia – in off-the-record talks.14

The United States resisted a twelve-mile limit. It wanted its naval
fleet to be able to patrol within twelve miles of the shores of other states.
It also wanted its commercial vessels to be free to navigate through
international straits, some of which were only a few miles wide. The
United States demanded, and got, from the Soviet Union its agreement
to accept unhindered passage through international straits.15

In 1970, the United States decided to support the Soviet proposal
for a twelve-mile limit.16 In a development that was unusual for the
Cold War, the two powers jointly approached other states to ask them
to support a twelve-mile territorial sea.17 When a new conference was
called, this view carried the day. The 1982 UN Convention on the Law
of the Sea provided, “Every State has the right to establish the breadth
of its territorial sea up to a limit not exceeding 12 nautical miles.”18

The move to twelve miles was a major change for the Western mar-
itime powers. It gave coastal states more control over transit by the
military vessels of the maritime powers. It allowed coastal states to pre-
vent fishing by the long-range fishing fleets of the major powers.

Complicity

The Soviet government objected to efforts by the United States to
project information to the Soviet public and to conduct intelligence
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activity. The Soviet government complained when the United States
launched balloons containing propaganda leaflets to be dropped over
Soviet territory.19 It also complained to the United States for launch-
ing observation balloons over Soviet airspace equipped with automatic
cameras and radio transmitters.20

In its protests for violation of airspace by the launching of balloons
from nearby countries, the Soviet Union protested not only to the
United States as the launcher, but as well to Germany and Turkey,
as the states from whose territory the launches occurred. It held them,
along with the United States, responsible for violating its air space.21

A few years later, the International Law Commission of the United
Nations undertook to codify the international law relating to situations
in which a state violates an international obligation but is assisted in
some way in doing so by another state. The Commission called this
situation complicity, using an analogy from criminal law.

The Commission’s special rapporteur on the topic surveyed inter-
national practice, to determine whether states accepted the idea that a
state that helps another to commit a wrong is itself legally responsible.
He found protests “relatively rare” in which one state protested to a
state for allegedly aiding a third state to commit an international vio-
lation. Two of the few instances the special rapporteur found to cite
were the protests by the USSR to Germany and Turkey for allowing
the United States to launch balloons from their territory.22

The Soviet protests were a significant indication to the commission
of state practice affirming the development of a concept of complicity.
The commission wrote a provision on complicity and included it in
a draft convention on the legal responsibility states incur when they
violate the rights of other states.23 The UN General Assembly called
upon states to apply the draft in their relations with other states.24

The doctrine of complicity had a profound impact on the interna-
tional legal system. It meant that states had to be cautious in activity
that might result in a violation of international law by another state. The
doctrine had particular effect for states that give military or economic
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aid to other states. A recipient state may use donated resources in a way
that violates human rights.

The complicity doctrine also applied to a state that might allow
another state to use its territory for an unlawful purpose. Complicity
was invoked, for example, by the Council of Europe (COE) against
European states thought to have helped the United States in trans-
porting terrorism suspects to secret locations for coercive interroga-
tion. The COE Secretary General found, as one basis for liability of
European states in the matter, their assistance in the commission of a
wrongful act by the United States: “In accordance with the generally
recognised rules on State responsibility,” the Secretary General said,
referring to the International Law Commission’s provision on complic-
ity, “States may be held responsible of aiding or assisting another State
in the commission of an internationally wrongful act.”25

For a state planning to violate international law and seeking to enlist
another state to help it, the doctrine meant that the state whose assis-
tance was sought would have to be concerned that it might, itself, be
violating international law. That fact, in turn, made it more difficult for
a state to enlist another in legally questionable activity.

The doctrine was written into one major treaty, the Convention
Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment. The treaty provides that a state may not surrender an
individual to another state, whether by extradition or by deportation,
if there exists “substantial grounds for believing that he would be in
danger of being subjected to torture.”26 A state so surrendering an
individual is viewed under the Convention as violating the individual’s
rights.
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Military Intervention

THE SOVIET UNION ALSO URGED PROTECTION OF SOVER-

eignty in regard to military intrusions by the Western powers into
third world states. In the early twentieth century, gunboat diplomacy
had been the practice. In 1902, British, German, and Italian warships
blockaded Venezuela and shelled its coast after Venezuela failed to pay
damage claims to foreign nationals. The United States occupied Haiti
from 1915 to 1934 to manage its financial affairs.

The Cold War created a dilemma for the West, and particularly for
the United States, in regard to the international rules on use of force.
The United States sought on occasion to use military force against
governments, or potential governments, that might ally with the Soviet
Union. The USSR, to be sure, faced the same dilemma. On occa-
sion, it, too, tried military force, though less frequently than the United
States, to ensure a government would be on its side in the Cold War. It
intervened in Hungary in 1956 and again in Czechoslovakia in 1968.

It was the United States, however, that intervened most frequently
during the Cold War. The Soviet government dogged it relentlessly
in the UN Security Council. The United States either denied involve-
ment or acknowledged the action and sought to justify it, typically on
the ground of protecting its nationals. The Soviet Union accused the
United States of violating its commitment to the international rules
enshrined in the UN Charter. It insisted on respect for territorial
sovereignty.
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The UN Charter had imposed strict limits on military interven-
tion. It prohibited force against the political independence or territo-
rial integrity of another state.1 The only exception, self-defense, was
defined strictly. A state could use military force in self-defense only if
the other state initiated an armed attack, and force was necessary to
repel that attack.2

There were other situations, however, in which, under the pre-UN
Charter law, force might lawfully be used. If a state’s nationals were
endangered, for example during a civil war, a state might intervene
militarily. If a state were attacked by another state, but the attacking
state had withdrawn, the victim state might lawfully use military force
in reprisal, as a way of letting the attacker know that it should not engage
in such conduct in the future.

In any event, the strict approach of the UN Charter would be trans-
lated into reality only if instances of violation could be brought to light
and criticized. Whether proper implementation could be achieved was
questionable, given that the Charter gave the power to deal with war
and peace to a Security Council on which five major powers each had
a permanent seat. The acquiescence of each was required before the
Council could take action on an allegation that force had been used
unlawfully.3

On a series of occasions during the Cold War, the United States
took military action in another state to try to change a government or
to protect a government at risk of being overthrown. In each instance,
the Soviet government denounced the United States and sought to
hold it to a strict interpretation of the UN Charter’s limits on the use
of military force.4

Covert Intervention

In 1954, Guatemala’s elected president, Jacobo Arbenz, decided to
nationalize uncultivated land of the U.S.-owned United Fruit Company
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and distribute it to Guatemalan peasants. Arbenz offered compensation
at the value United Fruit declared for tax purposes, but the Eisenhower
administration objected that the land was worth twenty-five times
that amount. President Eisenhower secretly ordered the Central Intel-
ligence Agency (CIA) to overthrow Arbenz.5 The CIA recruited
Guatemalans disposed against Arbenz for a small military force, which
it secretly trained in southern Florida. It set up clandestine bases for
the insurgents in Honduras and Nicaragua and supplied weapons and
bomber aircraft.6

One coup plotter had second thoughts and informed Arbenz, who
then accused the United States.7 The State Department called Arbenz’s
charge “ridiculous and untrue,” and affirmed, “It is the policy of the
United States not to intervene in the internal affairs of other nations.”8

Arbenz complained to the UN Security Council, but putting the
onus on Honduras and Nicaragua for plotting against him, rather than
on the United States. Semyon Tsarapkin, the Soviet delegate, identified
the United States and accused it of aggression. Tsarapkin told the Secu-
rity Council that Guatemala “has been subjected to an armed attack
provoked, organized and carried out by the United States of America.”9

The U.S. delegate, Henry Cabot Lodge, replied, “the situation
does not involve aggression but is a revolt of Guatemalans against
Guatemalans.” Lodge called Tsarapkin’s charge “flatly untrue; I chal-
lenge him to prove it.”

The U.S. Information Service placed unattributed articles in
regional newspapers “labeling certain Guatemalan officials as commu-
nists, and also labeling certain actions of the Guatemalan government as
communist-inspired.”10 CIA airplanes, some piloted by Guatemalans,
some by persons hired by the CIA, bombed Guatemala City.11 The
CIA set up a radio station that broadcast messages to convince Arbenz
he had no chance to remain in power.12 Succumbing to this pressure,
Arbenz resigned, and the coup leaders set up a junta to run the coun-
try. Only the USSR accused the United States of having organized the
coup.
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A few years later, President Eisenhower set in motion a similar covert
operation, this time to overthrow the government of Cuba, headed by
Fidel Castro. The CIA trained a Cuban force at sites in Guatemala,
and from there the Cuban force set out by sea toward Cuba, hoping to
land and to spark a rebellion against Castro.13

The plan came to naught when the Cuban rebels met defeat after
landing at the Bay of Pigs on Cuba’s southern shore. President John
Kennedy, who came into office as the operation was under way, denied
any U.S. role.14 In a protest note to the United States, Prime Minis-
ter Nikita Khrushchev charged that the Cuban force was “prepared,
equipped, and armed in the United States,” and that aircraft that
bombed Cuba “belong to the United States of America.”15 No other
major power pointed a finger at the United States. So here, as in the
Guatemala operation, it was only the USSR that accused the United
States of unlawful intervention.

In the 1980s, the CIA secretly organized a group of Nicaraguan
businessmen as a leadership group for rebels loyal to Anastasio Somoza,
who had been overthrown as leader of Nicaragua. The rebels, from
bases in Honduras, sought to overthrow the government of Nicaragua,
and to restore the prior government. The Soviet Union again was the
only major power to criticize the United States.

Overt Intervention

On three other occasions, again involving Latin America, the United
States openly dispatched troops to secure power for friendly elements.
The United States made arguments to justify the legality of the actions,
asserting that U.S. nationals resident in these countries were in dan-
ger. This rationale for intervention was controversial because of the
UN Charter’s authorization for armed force only for self-defense. The
United States argued that when its nationals were endangered, it was
under attack as a state and therefore could lawfully intervene.
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However, the UN Charter provision on self-defense spoke of an
armed attack against a state, which seemed to imply an attack on the
territory of a state or at least on its military forces. Each time the United
States intervened and asserted a need to protect its nationals, the Soviet
Union objected to the legal rationale. In addition, it challenged the
factual assertion that protection of U.S. nationals was what motivated
the intervention.

The first instance was in the Dominican Republic. Juan Bosch had
been overthrown in 1963 as president and replaced by a military junta.
In April 1965, elements loyal to President Bosch took up arms against
the junta and invited Bosch to resume office.16

The U.S. embassy in the Dominican Republic sent the State Depart-
ment a cable proposing an intervention, on the rationale that “Bosch’s
return and resumption of control of the government is against U.S.
interest in view of extremists in the coup and Communist advocacy
of Bosch return.”17 Bosch had been no ally of the United States but
neither was he allied with the USSR.

The United States sent in Marines, stating a different rationale: It
had been “informed by military authorities in the Dominican Republic
that American lives are in danger.”18 It gave the same rationale to the
UN Security Council.19 That prompted the Soviet Union to ask the
Security Council to convene to discuss “the armed interference by
the United States in the internal affairs of the Dominican Republic.”20

A few days later, the United States sent more Marines to the Domini-
can Republic, stating a new rationale: “to help prevent another Com-
munist state in this hemisphere.” President Johnson said that “what
began as a popular democratic revolution” had been “seized and placed
into the hands of a band of communist conspirators” with ties to
Cuba.21

The Soviet Union denounced the new action as “an act of open
aggression” and an infringement on Dominican sovereignty. It said the
United States was “dealing barbarously with the people of a sovereign
country who have risen against a bloody dictatorship.” It said that the
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new rationale showed that the initial claim of protecting Americans
had been a “false pretext.” The actual motive, it said, was to secure “a
régime acceptable to the United States.” It asked the Council to require
the United States to withdraw.22

The Security Council took no effective action, deciding to leave
the matter to the Organization of American States.23 The Marines
remained for a time and were able to keep Bosch from resuming the
presidency. The assertion of protecting endangered nationals did not
get a full airing. The Soviet government was the most vociferous in chal-
lenging the need for protection, but many governments were unsure of
the factual situation.

The Soviet government had the more solid view of the facts. In
the last day or two before the initial dispatch of Marines, the U.S.
Navy had successfully evacuated just under 2,000 U.S. nationals from
the Dominican Republic, without any invasion force.24 That number
represented nearly the total number of U.S. nationals resident at the
time in the Dominican Republic. It is not clear whether the Marines
evacuated any significant number after landing. Several weeks after the
landing, Secretary of State Dean Rusk gave an accounting of evacuation
efforts and said that 1,800 had been evacuated overall by the United
States. If that number was accurate, few, if any, were evacuated by the
intervening Marines.25

The United States intervened twice more in Latin America, on
a rationale of protecting endangered U.S. nationals. In 1983, it sent
troops that overthrew the government of Grenada. In 1989, it sent
troops that overthrew the government of Panama. In both instances,
the assertion of a need to protect nationals was weak. Again, the USSR
charged aggression. On these occasions, the international community
rejected the rationale for intervention, understanding that the Soviet
condemnation was valid. These interventions were brought before the
UN Security Council, and each time a majority of the membership
voted to reject the assertion.
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By asserting a need to protect nationals, the United States sought to
construe the UN Charter provisions on use of force to allow interven-
tion for that purpose. The fact that the Soviet Union challenged the
United States on the facts kept the rationale from being accepted as
a valid construction of the Charter. The Soviet objections throughout
this series of interventions gave the international community reason to
be skeptical of the asserted rationales. They kept use of force under a
scrutiny that might not have otherwise have been in evidence.

Treaties Under the Gun

As an adjunct to protecting weaker states from military interference, the
Soviet government promoted the idea that if a powerful state forced a
weak state into a treaty by threat of military force or threat of economic
reprisal, the treaty was void. The issue was the focus of international
attention when a treaty on the law relating to treaties was drafted in the
1960s. Soviet delegates argued that such threats should nullify a treaty,
and that the law on treaties should say that a treaty concluded under
threat is not valid.26

This notion was initially opposed by the West, because peace treaties
are normally concluded at the end of a war, and not infrequently one
side or the other is under great military pressure from the other side to
sign. If the war pitted a powerful state against a weak state, the latter
would be more likely to be the state under pressure. Hence, the Soviet
position favored weaker states.

Eventually, the treaty was adopted as the Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties, and a provision was included to say that at least
egregious cases of overbearing might nullify a treaty. The Convention
provides that a treaty is void “if its conclusion has been procured by
the threat or use of force in violation of the principles of international
law embodied in the Charter of the United Nations.”27
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PART FOUR

LAW BEYOND
THE COLD WAR
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Triumph of Capitalist Law?

THE DEMISE OF THE SOVIET UNION WAS VIEWED IN THE

West as a defeat of everything the Soviet Union had espoused. Francis
Fukuyama, deputy director of the U.S. Department of State’s policy
planning staff, in 1989 viewed the events then unfolding as a victory
of Western ideas over Soviet ideas. “The triumph of the West, of the
Western idea, is evident first of all in the total exhaustion of viable
systematic alternatives to Western liberalism.” What was occurring,
Fukuyama said, reflected “not . . . a convergence between capitalism
and socialism, as earlier predicted,” but rather “an unabashed victory
of economic and political liberalism.”1 The Western idea had prevailed
over the Soviet.

U.S. President George H. W. Bush struck a similar note, saying that
now the rule of law, Western style, could prevail in the world. “Out of
these troubled times,” Bush told a joint session of the U.S. Congress
in 1990, “a new world order can emerge, a new era, freer from the
threat of terror, stronger in the pursuit of justice, and more secure in
the quest for peace. An era in which the nations of the world, east and
west, north and south, can prosper and live in harmony.”

Bush spoke against the backdrop of military confrontation in the
Persian Gulf. The concerted United Nations action there, he said, her-
alded an era in which international conflicts could be managed, and in
which aggression would no longer be feasible. The international com-
munity, free of the scourge of war, could address itself to other serious
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problems confronting the planet. It would be “a world where the rule of
law supplants the rule of the jungle. A world in which nations recognize
the shared responsibility for freedom and justice. A world where the
strong respect the rights of the weak.” Bush said that “America and the
world must support the rule of law. And,” he promised, “we will.”2

With the Soviet Union off the world stage, Bush was saying that
the rule of law as it existed in the West would prevail. The United
States set out on a program to promote the rule of law in the coun-
tries emerging from what had been the Soviet Union, and in the other
Eastern European countries of the former Soviet bloc. Those countries
would be integrated into the Western economic and political order, and
they would throw off authoritarianism in favor of Western concepts of
democracy and good governance.

The debate about capitalist and socialist law did not vanish, however.
In Eastern Europe, political parties deriving from the former ruling
communist parties experienced some resurgence. China, the world’s
most populous nation, was still defining itself. Significant market econ-
omy elements were introduced in the final years of the twentieth cen-
tury, yet socialist elements had not disappeared. In 2006, a draft law
on property rights was under consideration. One professor at Beijing
University Law School found it to tilt too heavily in favor of capitalist,
or free market, property ownership. He accused the drafters of “copy-
ing capitalist civil law like slaves.” He said the draft offered protection
equally to “a rich man’s car and a beggar man’s stick.” He criticized the
draft for omitting a statement found in prior legislation that “socialist
property is inviolable.”3

Anti-neocolonial inclinations were felt. Economic globalization, pro-
moted by the West, engendered an opposition that drew on ideas for-
merly espoused by the Soviet Union. In Venezuela and Bolivia, gov-
ernments came to power sharply critical of what they viewed as the
overbearing style of the major powers. In Mexico, the electorate was
evenly split in 2006 between a free market candidate and one favoring
government intervention.
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Western law had absorbed features from the Soviet system that was
then beginning to see itself as part of the Western world. With capitalist
states starting at one end of the spectrum and the early Soviet state at
the other, the two began a process of convergence, Fukuyama’s view
notwithstanding. In the economic field, government intervention in the
West and decentralization in Eastern Europe reduced the differences.
The same was true in the law.

Mikhail Gorbachev’s aim, ultimately unsuccessful, was to main-
tain the advantages of state direction while giving economic actors an
opportunity to be more creative and productive. The USSR would
move closer to the market economies, but without abandoning social-
ism. Political reform would bring the USSR closer to the parliamentary
systems of the West, with contested elections and opposition elements.
Checks would be placed on the executive branch of government.
Gorbachev sought to eliminate the overcentralization of both eco-
nomic and political authority while retaining aspects of socialism that
enhanced the lives of the people, like job tenure for workers, gender
equality, and an overall direction for the economy.

The Western polities toward which the bloc was moving were far
different from what they were when Bolshevism came upon the scene.
Capitalism had moved substantially from its nineteenth century roots.
The state had assumed a permanent role in making the economy
function.4 Along with that state role, the legal systems of the market-
economy states had been altered as well. Their former orientation to
the individual had given way to a focus on social needs. Moreover,
of the countries whose economies improved rapidly during the 1970s
and 1980s, a persistent feature was strong government intervention.
Japan, Taiwan, and Korea all made gains in the world market, not by
laissez-faire, but with significant governmental direction.5

As the East moved closer to the West with the reforms of 1989–90,
it moved closer to a West that, itself, had moved in the direction of
the East. Karl Marx, if he were able to offer an opinion today, might
well feel that his analysis of capitalism had proved correct. During the
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twentieth century, significant compensation was made for the negative
features of capitalism. Western legal systems came to reflect elements
of socialization. The working classes of the advanced industrial states
did not overthrow the existing order, but significant accommodation
was made to their concerns. Marxist thought had influenced the legal
orders in both the East and the West.

Roscoe Pound identified areas of law in the West in which he found
what he called a “socialization of law” developing in the first half of the
twentieth century.6 Pound included “limitations on the use of property:
anti-social exercise of rights,” “limitations on freedom of contract,”
“limitations on the power of the creditor or injured party to exact satis-
faction,” “interest of society in dependents,” “replacing of the purely
contentious conception of litigation by one of adjustment of interests.”
Pound’s thought was that in these matters, the law came to reflect
a societal interest, whereas previously it had focused on individual
interests.

Despite the failure of the USSR to maintain itself, the concepts
the Soviet government had injected into political dialogue remained
very much a part of the discussion of social policy. Advocates of reform
in the delivery of medical services used the phrase “universal health
care” as they pressed governments to initiate new programming. Advo-
cates of better housing for the poor waved the banner of “housing
for all.”

Such concepts had been in decline from the 1980s, as the free market
thinking espoused by Margaret Thatcher in the United Kingdom and
by Ronald Reagan in the United States had come into vogue. But even
that line of thinking left in place much of what had been incorporated
into Western law during the twentieth century.

The mass media version of the demise of the Soviet Union, whatever
grain of truth it may contain, did not do justice to a significant period of
history. For seventy years, the tension between the Soviet Union and
the industrialized West was the defining element of the international
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order. What each side did, in both domestic and foreign policy, was
done in a context in which the other side was not irrelevant.

Domestic policy was fodder for the propaganda war that each side
waged against the other. Policy initiatives were undertaken with an eye
to how they would improve the ability to withstand challenges from the
Cold War opponent.
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The Moorings of Western Law

PUBLIC LAW CAME TO PLAY A MAJOR ROLE IN THE LEGAL

systems of Western Europe in the twentieth century, in part as a result
of the impact of Marxist thought. The social democracy movement that
grew out of Marxism in the nineteenth century was the intellectual and
political force behind the creation of the welfare state, which brought
public law to center stage.1 In that process, the dichotomy between
private and public law was eroded.2

Governments in the West came to operate sectors of the economy
and to give orientation to agriculture and industry.3 “All economies
are mixed economies and the Soviet economy is no exception,” wrote
one Western analyst. “It is only the mixture that is different.”4 Govern-
mental economic planning partially displaced freedom of contract in
Western civil law countries. This trend blurred the distinction between
commercial and administrative law.5

In Western civil law countries, the private law of tort was partially
replaced by government insurance.6 The labor relation, formerly a mat-
ter of private contract between employer and employee, came to be
regulated by public law. Public law took over from private law the reg-
ulation of family relationships, as governments intervened to protect
members of the family from each other.

When environmental degradation was recognized as a serious prob-
lem, governments were already invested with such a major role in public
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issues that it was but a short step for them to assume responsibility for
environmental protection.

Western law incorporated, as a new and major feature, the law regu-
lating relations between the individual and the state with respect to the
state’s welfare function – administrative law and taxation law. These
innovations need not be viewed, however, as threats to Western law.
They are mechanisms for permitting Western law better to carry out
the social ordering now considered necessary.

These changes moved Western law beyond the model of the French
Civil Code, which viewed individuals interacting with each other and
the state playing only a minimal role in mediating their conflicts. That
model changed irrevocably in Western law. The state came to play a
central role.

The changes in Western law that parallel innovations in Soviet law
have changed the face of Western law. The inferior legal status of
women in Western law, as found in the early twentieth century, has
been altered dramatically. Women today enjoy greater legal protection
in property, labor, and family relations. This improvement in status has
constituted a benefit not only to women but to society as a whole, as
women have taken a new role in public life.

The changes in Western law in the labor relationship have brought
a measure of dignity for the worker. Social welfare programs insti-
tuted in Western law have reduced poverty and have provided access
to health care. Government has assumed a responsibility for ensuring a
decent life for citizens, even if this responsibility is not carried out in full
measure.

Gender and race equality have been impacted, in part as a result of
the strength of the ideas, in part because the Soviet Union was attuned
to historical processes already in motion.

The law governing the international community and, in turn, the
populations of the countries of the world, has seen substantial change
as a result of positions pressed by the USSR. The Soviet Union kept
the West within limits in the use of military force. Whenever the United
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States intervened militarily, whether covertly or overtly, it knew it would
have to respond to a Soviet delegate at the United Nations. On pro-
tection of sovereignty, the Soviet Union protected both itself and third
world states. It gained recognition of a broader band of territorial sea.
Its defense of sovereignty led to the crystallization of the norm prohibit-
ing complicity by a state in an international law violation committed by
another state.

The criminal trials of major perpetrators of rights atrocities assumed
prominence in the late twentieth century. This development might not
have come about had the USSR not pushed the idea during World
War II. The post-war trials might not have occurred at all, and might
well not have included aggression as a crime.

On international human rights, the Soviet efforts to raise racial seg-
regation in the United States as an international issue pushed the United
Nations to develop procedures to deal with human rights complaints.
The attention directed through the International Labor Organization
at labor conditions was, as we saw, a direct outgrowth of Soviet calls
upon the workers of the Western world.

One concept of Soviet law that spans the various fields of law also
came into vogue in the West. The early Soviet legislation was, to a
significant degree, programmatic. It was aimed at showing how society
should develop, as much as at regulating societal relations as they stood
at the time. The Bolsheviks proclaimed housing as a right of the people,
even though the government did not have the means to make that right
a reality. The legislation on equality of the sexes was intended as much
to lead society as to regulate it.

That concept of how law can function, we saw in Chapter 14, was
in vogue in the United States in regard to racial discrimination. It
was also a feature of governmental regulation, as governments tried
to mold human conduct. Factory inspectors in Britain reported they
could scarcely prosecute all the prosecutable conditions they found
in British factories. Instead, in most instances, they simply informed
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factory managers about the violation, hoping to create a culture of
compliance.7

The impact in Western law of socialism and Soviet law has been
felt primarily in substantive law. New rights have been afforded. The
procedural side of Western law has been affected less, though it also
has experienced change. Soviet law had less to offer. The growth of
administrative law has brought as well a growth of administrative pro-
cedure that mediates disputes between the state and a citizen in regard
to social welfare programs and between the state and manufacturers in
regard to regulation of commercial activity.

A Loss of Values?

The reforms in Western law have been assessed positively by some,
negatively by others. The reforms range across such a broad spectrum
of issues that it may be unrealistic to pose the question of assessment
without breaking it down into the various fields of law involved. Broad
governmental involvement in economic matters has perhaps drawn the
most negative evaluation.

Friedrich Hayek, focusing on the economic issues, argues that intro-
duction of an ideal of economic equality threatens legal order and
results in totalitarianism:

As is becoming clear in ever increasing fields of welfare policy, an
authority instructed to achieve particular results for the individuals
must be given essentially arbitrary powers to make the individuals
do what seems necessary to achieve the required result. Full equality
for most cannot but mean the equal submission of the great masses
under the command of some élite who manages their affairs. While
an equality of rights under a limited government is possible and
an essential condition of individual freedom, a claim for equality of
material position can be met only by a government with totalitarian
powers.8
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Hayek views governmental guarantees of equality as requiring gov-
ernments to direct the lives of all citizens in ways incompatible with
individual liberty:

The idea that men ought to be rewarded in accordance with the
assessed merits or deserts of their services ‘to society’ presupposes
an authority which not only distributes these rewards but also assigns
to the individuals the tasks for the performance of which they will be
rewarded. In other words, if ‘social justice’ is to be brought about,
the individuals must be required to obey not merely general rules
but specific demands directed to them only. The type of social order
in which the individuals are directed to serve a single system of ends
is the organization and not the spontaneous order of the market, that
is, not a system in which the individual is free because bound only
by general rules of just conduct, but a system in which all are subject
to specific directions by authority.9

André Tunc, reading the history differently from Hayek, finds that
the socialist-oriented adaptations in Western law have not caused harm,
but have been beneficial. Tunc discussed the phenomenon of mutual
adaptation between East and West. Referring to Western law as “liberal
law,” Tunc wrote:

Liberal law is becoming socialized and socialist law is becoming
liberalized: . . . They have adapted themselves to circumstance, . . .
[T]o be sure, to remedy one evil one may introduce a greater evil.
Some regret the evolution of the liberal economy. There is every
reason to think, however, that the two evolutions, on the whole, have
been beneficial. Liberal law and socialist law are evolving in an effort
at humanization.10

Berman characterizes the path Western law has taken – in part, in
response to Soviet law – as a “turn toward collectivism in the law,
toward emphasis on state and social property, regulation of contrac-
tual freedom in the interest of society, expansion of liability for harm
caused by entrepreneurial activity, a utilitarian rather than a moral
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attitude toward crime.” In this turn in Western law, Berman sees a
danger that important values that have developed in Western law may
be lost. Berman expresses concern over “a substantial break with the
individualism of the traditional law, a break with its emphasis on private
property and freedom of contract, its limitations on liability for harm
caused by entrepreneurial activity, its strong moral attitude toward
crime, and many of its other basic postulates.”11

In Europe, the risk to traditional legal values stems from central
intervention, not only at the national level, but at the supranational as
well. The European Commission, as the executive arm of the Euro-
pean Union, issues directives that are binding on member states of the
European Union. A new supranational quasi-state entity intervenes,
over and above the existing intervention.

This process may accelerate in future decades, in Europe and
beyond. The controls imposed on manufacturers as they acquired the
capacity to injure large numbers of consumers may well be imposed at
the supranational level as manufacturers come to possess the capacity
to injure consumers worldwide. Industrial pollution that has evoked
regulation by governments is beginning to evoke supranational regu-
lation. In an age in which an operator of a nuclear power generating
station may, through inadvertence, ruin the crops of an entire conti-
nent, supranational supervision may be needed. Some industry may
even come to be operated by supranational institutions, a development
that is commencing with the prospect of supranational regulation of
deep sea mining in the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention.12

An increase in supranational regulation, at the same time, poses
difficulties for the Western legal tradition. The law that will be applied
in Western states will not be entirely of the making of each state. It
will be developed in conjunction with other states – which may or may
not be of the Western legal tradition. This danger is minimized, to a
considerable extent, by the fact that Western legal values have spread
via colonialism and by the fact that these values have, to a large extent,
informed the norms developed at the supranational level.
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A preservation of rule of law values may not be incompatible with
the twentieth century modifications in Western law. Authoritarianism
may not be the inevitable consequence of law reforms that seek equality
of citizens and a social safety net. And such an effort counters the risk
of overbearance on individuals from private groupings with economic
power. That, indeed, provided the impetus for government regulation.
So the choice is not one between a free society in which government
plays a minimal role and a society in which the individual is subservient
to an overbearing government. The choice is between a society in which
private groupings may control individuals and one in which govern-
ment endeavors to stop such private control, albeit at the risk that the
government may become overbearing.

The changes in Western law were, in large measure, necessary to
account for societal changes brought about by the industrial revolution.
Changes in law went further and came faster in Soviet Russia than
elsewhere in the West and spurred change there. It was necessary to
impose liability on entrepreneurs when their technological capacity for
causing harm had increased exponentially. A manufacturer distributing
food or medicine to millions of people posed a greater threat than
the craftsmen-manufacturers of the eighteenth century. As industrial
enterprises reached monopoly status in their fields, a need arose to
restrict their contractual freedom lest they victimize society in pursuit
of profit. Governments needed to exert administrative regulation over
manufacturing to protect the public health.

There is, to be sure, a risk of an overbearing state once the state
takes upon itself a major role in the social life of the country. But the
nineteenth century system carried the risk that those with preponderant
financial means could use the structure of rights afforded by law to the
detriment of those without means. The age of the capitalist robber
barons was one that governments could ill afford to perpetuate. There
is risk regardless of which style of governance is followed.

One finds in Marxist legal thought a negation of a need for rights –
a view that economic equality suffices to protect human well-being
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and that all law (including rights) will disappear.13 Yet that view is
certainly not inevitable within a Marxism frame of reference. One can
acknowledge the significance of economic equality without discarding
rights. The fact that the formal equality Marx saw in bourgeois law
did not result in factual equality does not mean that once economic
equality is instituted one should discard rights.

There is, as well, a danger that a view of law as an instrument for
social policy may lead to cynicism about law.14 Law is, perhaps, more
likely to be observed, rights more likely to be protected, if all in a society
view the law as a body of norms possessing a certain inevitability. If
law is seen as an instrument to force landlords to provide safety from
fire in tenements, or to restrain corporations from monopolizing a field
of trade, then perhaps law will come to be seen as a phenomenon that
changes with each new development in society and will not, therefore,
be respected.

There may, indeed, be danger in such a use of law. It is a risk, how-
ever, that Western societies have chosen to run. When a need emerges
in society for protection from a harm, government may not turn its
back on the situation out of fear that using law to provide a remedy
may detract from respect for law.

The problem is not how to avoid use of law in ways that may dimin-
ish respect for it, but how to incorporate the new role of law without
loss of values worth preserving. There is no reason that the changes in
substantive law that have come about in imitation of or in reaction to
socialism cannot be incorporated into legal institutions that can pro-
tect individual rights. Judicial independence has not been adversely
affected.15 An expanding role for the state can be incorporated into the
Western legal tradition without loss of moorings.
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The Impact of Change

LAW DID NOT WITHER AWAY IN THE WEST, BUT IMPORTANT

innovations were introduced, turning the law in directions that brought
features commonly identified as distinguishing the law of the twentieth
century from that of the nineteenth. The state assumed a role in society
it had not previously taken. The state came to be responsible for the
well-being of the citizenry in many aspects of life: for ensuring delivery
of health care, for ensuring full employment, for providing security in
old age.

The state also came to be responsible for ensuring the equality of
citizens, not only before state agencies, but in the realm of relations
between individuals and business entities. Discrimination on the basis
of race or other status came to be prohibited, whether by the state or
by employers. Even when by private employers, the state was viewed
as having a responsibility. The state should not allow discrimination by
private employers.

The state took on responsibility for the safety of workers from haz-
ards on the job, from the vicissitudes of the market that might result
in employment. A worker dismissed by an employer would be enti-
tled to be paid a salary for a time after being dismissed, by way of
unemployment compensation.

The state provided for a “safety net” for the citizenry, to avert
extreme poverty. Although this responsibility came to be handled
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variously in different Western countries, a general obligation of the
state was recognized.

The Route of Change

No one has a patent on ideas. They move from place to place and are
actualized in ways that are not always traceable. Numerous innovations
in Soviet law – innovations in that they departed from legal rules that
obtained in Russia and elsewhere at the time – were later replicated
through the Western world. In some instances, one can trace a line of
public discussion, or policy declarations, that suggest the significance
of the Soviet innovation for the change that we introduced. In other
instances, at least from accessible sources, no line of transmission can
be traced.

Many of the ideas reflected in the Soviet legal innovations had been
aired before the Bolsheviks came to power. As we saw in Chapter 1,
Marxism had exerted an influence from the middle years of the nine-
teenth century. As we also saw, there was official, even legislative, reac-
tion to various social ills that accompanied the industrial revolution
that had nothing to do with social thought along socialist lines, or with
reacting against such thought.

The ideas the Bolsheviks espoused, moreover, were ideas that orig-
inated less in Russia than in Western Europe, because it was there that
the industrial revolution took hold, and there that the social ills asso-
ciated with industrialization were first noticed. The implementation of
those ideas in concrete legislative form in Soviet Russia likely added
to the potency of these ideas. Certainly, many in the West read them,
understood them, and discussed them in the context of advocating pol-
icy change in the West. Soviet legal academics and politicians actively
promoted the Soviet ideas as the Cold War adversaries engaged in a
battle of concepts.
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How strong a line of transmission may have been in particular
instances cannot be ascertained. In certain instances, and these are
recounted in some of the chapters in Parts II and III, evidence is avail-
able that suggests that the Soviet innovation played a role in change that
came later in the West. The evidence is strongest in regard to changes
in international law because, there, the Soviet government was part of
the process through which change occurred; for example, with inter-
national criminal trials, the concept of individual responsibility for a
war of aggression, or the twelve-mile territorial sea. But even on mat-
ters of domestic law, the Soviet government pushed its positions, as
for example, at the United Nations, when human rights treaties were
drafted dealing with economic and social rights.

To be sure, the fact that the Soviet government promoted a position
that was later adopted does not necessarily mean that its promotion of
the position played a role in the decision to follow that position. And
even if the Soviet example played a role, there may have been additional
factors at work.

The Soviet government’s failure to follow through on many of the
early innovations, its repudiation of certain of them, and even the sub-
stantial departure from legality reflected in mass arrests did not negate
the potential impact of the Soviet innovations outside the USSR.

The American journalist Lincoln Steffens famously remarked in
1921, after visiting Soviet Russia, “I have been over into the future,
and it works.”1 Had Steffens visited in 1951, instead of 1921, he might
have evaluated differently. The marriage legislation that was aimed at
making women and men equal in marriage had brought women into
public roles, but not on a par with men. In the home, Soviet men
of the 1950s did little more house chores or infant-tending than had
their fathers and grandfathers. By then as well, arbitrary detention had
created a huge network of labor camps that inflicted untold suffering.

Whether it did or did not “work,” in Steffens’ phrase, the Soviet
approach on a range of issues became part of the discussion of social
policy. The Soviet innovations were widely chronicled in the West.
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Some in the West became enamored of the Soviet approach in general.
Others found merit in particular legal policies. Still others viewed the
policies with trepidation.

The industrial revolution created new social relations that gave rise
to new ideas about the role of government and law. Law came to provide
protections to workers, to tenants, to consumers of products made by
corporations. The entry of large numbers of women into the industrial
work force laid the base for a consciousness about gender equality.
The implementation of these ideas in legislative form in Soviet Russia
was a reflection of those ideas but, in turn, it likely spurred further
development.

Soviet law would seem to have had an impact in the West, and this
as a result of two factors. One was the strength of the ideas being
expounded in the early post-Revolution period. Those ideas held the
prospect of a better life at a time when the existing order in the
West seemed wanting. Domestic constituencies in the West lobbied
for reform along the lines outlined by the Bolsheviks.

The second was the Cold War that developed after World War II.
The Cold War increased pressure on the West to respond to the Soviet
ideas, in the interest of marshaling the forces of the West and of drawing
the third world to its side. Western governments feared that if they did
not address the Soviet challenge, they might be unseated. The West
reacted with alarm to the ideas the Soviets shot in their direction. To
stave off forces like those that had overthrown the tsar, they adjusted
their approach to governance.

Does an Influence Matter?

One can fairly ask whether it matters that Western law today embodies
so much that appeared first in Soviet law. This development might be
simply an historical curiosity. On the other hand, the analysis of how
legal change occurs is instructive in the same way as is analysis of any
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historical development. Historians strive to understand not only what
occurred in the past, but how and why various events occurred. Why
did a particular war take place? Why did an empire fall? The answers
do not change history, but the inquiry satisfies a felt need to understand
how we came to our present situation. The answers may be indicative
for policy-makers of the future.

If we are to understand our law, it is helpful to understand how it
came to be. Such an understanding may not tell us whether to retain
or discard a particular rule or norm, but one can discard more knowl-
edgeably backed by an understanding of how and why it was decided
originally to take up the rule or norm.

The interplay between Western law and the law promoted by the
Bolsheviks reveals a complexity that makes it difficult to speak of them
as separate systems and then to discuss whether one affected the other.
The ideas that inspired Soviet law emanated from the West, from the
industrial revolution that took place in the West, and from ideas devel-
oped in the West in reaction to the industrial revolution.

The Soviet legislative innovations of the 1920s provide a remarkable
blueprint for legal reforms that entered Western law later in the twenti-
eth century. Whether they are traceable to the Soviet experience cannot
be proven with mathematical precision. Other currents of thought may
have been at play with regard to particular issues. Marxist ideas had
exerted an influence, as we saw in Chapter 1, even prior to the Bolshe-
vik Revolution and might have continued exerting an influence even
had there been no revolution in Russia. Moreover, the social effects
of the industrial revolution that gave rise to Marxism might, even in
the absence of Marxism, have brought about many of the changes in
Western law.

That said, Western law at the turn of the twenty-first century had
changed sharply from Western law at the turn of the twentieth. Much
of what is viewed as “modern” in the law first appeared, in the form of
ideas and in the form of legislated law, in Soviet Russia.
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From a perspective that starts with the publications of Marx’s writ-
ings, the political and legal orders of the countries of the world have
moved far from the privatization model of the early nineteenth cen-
tury. They have traveled in the direction of socialization of control over
productive resources. The West introduced government intervention
in many fields of economic and social life. These reforms dulled the
sharper negative aspects of the industrial revolution.

When one has declared victory over an enemy, it is not popular to
acknowledge that we may have been influenced by the enemy. Despite
its rejection of Soviet concepts, the West absorbed many of them.
Before the seventy Soviet years had run their course, the world had
changed. And that change was, in some measure, in response to the
ideas of the Soviets.
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